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Evica Stojiljković
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT FOR THE PURPOSE OF HUMAN ERROR REDUCTION
Abstract
Analysis of the complex systems of various industry branches (petrochemical, electric power
production, mining, etc.) has revealed that human error is the most common cause of all occupational
and environmental accidents. Human errors significantly influence the risk of functional any system,
not only in industry, but also in healthcare, business, insurance, and other “non-technical” economy
sectors. Errors made by humans are essentially the product of their atypical behaviour. Since
performance shaping factors influence human behaviour, they are also considered to cause errors
through behaviour. This paper analyzes the concept of knowledge management based on performance
shaping factors, as well as the strategies for prevention and reduction of operator errors.
Key words: knowledge, human error, reduction, management, performance shaping factors.
INTRODUCTION
Economic and social development is based on continuous improvement of business systems and
processes. Contemporary scientific trends confirm that knowledge is a primary resource of development
and competitiveness of any organization and highlight the importance of knowledge management in
resolving a variety of issues facing the modern world. Knowledge management is the identification,
optimization, and active management of intellectual abilities, in the form of implicit knowledge
contained either within individuals or within communities [8]. Therefore, knowledge management has
a purpose of increasing the amount of implicit knowledge that individuals possess and are able to apply
in order to resolve specific issues, as well as a purpose of creating new knowledge [18].
Technical and technological development can be considered as progress only if sources and causes of
occupational and environmental hazards have been eliminated, as they can threaten human health,
natural resources, and material wealth. Accordingly, occupational and environmental risk management
should be based on knowledge, together with technical, technological, organizational, and other
measures and solutions. In fact, in the early development stages of knowledge management an error was
often made when favouring technological solutions without understanding the role of the human factor.
However, the extensive research that has been conducted since then has led to a conclusion that
knowledge management provides real value to organizations through combining human abilities and
technology. Thus, knowledge management can be defined as a comprehensive approach integrating
three dimensions: the human factor, technology, and processes [5].
Literature review has shown that the “human factor” was the cause of major accidents in 80% of the
cases in the past (e.g. Chernobyl, Bhopal, Three Mile Island, etc.) and that it was a crucial factor of
occupational injuries in 90% of the cases. Consequently, Stary (1998) emphasizes the importance of
managing “internal and external human factors” that can contribute to errors in a system, leading to
occupational injuries [12] and damage to natural resources and material wealth. Petersen (2001) points
out that the success of any organization depends on the control of people’s behaviour, as well as that
present-day safety managers should focus their attention on the biggest individual source of operative
errors – the “human error” [11].
The term “human error” is a broad category that includes clearly recognizable, easily diagnosed, mostly
understandable, and seemingly forgivable errors, which occur very frequently. According to Swain
(1989), human error is “any member of a set of human actions or activities that exceeds some limit of
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acceptability, i.e. an out of tolerance action where the limits of performance are defined by the system”
[17]. Yet, it is very difficult to formulate a comprehensive definition of human errors, as they are often
the result of a complicated sequence of events. According to the traditional approach, human error is the
cause of accidents and failure in the functioning of the system, whereas the modern approach suggests
that human error reflects deeper issues within the system and that it is a result of system relationships
between people, tools, tasks, and the work environment [1, 19]. Accordingly, most authors dealing with
the topic of human reliability assessment agree that errors made by humans are results of their
performance and characteristics. The performance depends on a variety of factors, called Performance
Shaping Factors (PSFs). Performance shaping factors are the factors that affect human behaviour and
decision making. Since human error is one form of human behaviour, PSFs are also considered as causes
of errors. Thus, PSFs can affect both the increase and the decrease of human error probability, depending
on the individual traits of a person, the surrounding, organization at work, task complexity, and so on.
According to years of research by the author of this paper, the following factors represent the typical
PSFs used in human error analysis and risk assessment for complex systems: deadline burden or stress
intensity, quality of information, type/quality of a procedure, task complexity level, operator experience,
team work factor, training, etc. [14]. Therefore, human error reduction does not only require the
identification and understanding of the causes of errors, but also the analysis of their origin [16]. In that
context, the aim of this paper is to analyze PSFs and knowledge management based on the PSFs, as well
as to propose a strategy for human error prevention and reduction.
ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT OF PERFORMANCE SHAPING FACTORS
People are the key components of every industrial process. They are involved in every stage of a
system’s life cycle, from process design, through system exploitation, to maintenance, etc.
Consequently, human error is an important factor in occupational and environmental system risk
analysis and assessment. An investigation of a number of studies dealing with human factor analysis has
revealed that risk assessment requires the identification and assessment of oversights and factors that
affect the probability of human errors, all for the purpose of minimizing them and increasing the
reliability and safety of system operation. The need to mitigate the effects of human errors, from system
design to the creation of procedures and methods for employee education and training, is greater in the
systems where the potential impact of human error is prominent and could cause significant
destabilization.
PSFs have a considerable impact on operator performance. They can be external and internal.
External PSFs include:
• organizational prerequisites, such as:
− organization of the system (hierarchy, authorizations, possibility of improvement during work) and
− process dynamics (working hours, tools, technologies).
• technical prerequisites pertaining to equipment, task type, technical level, anthropometric factors,
and the surrounding.
Internal PSFs include:
• performance capacity, associated with individual factors, such as:
− physiological capacity (constitution, gender, age) and
− psychological capacity (mental state, education level, level of training);
• psychological preparedness, which involves:
− internal motivation (interest, social integration, aspiration) and
− external motivation (possibility to prove oneself, work conditions, organizational climate,
earnings).
Information processing models, which are widespread since they have been used the longest, can serve
as a good basis for PSF classification, from presentation of a process, through classic procedures of
examining work tasks of operators, to fuzzy sets and neural networks. These models are used to analyze
the complexity of operator’s work, to assess time coordination and information flow speed, and to
analyze the structure of operator’s activity [13]. Nevertheless, in the analysis and assessment of human
reliability it is very important to divide the PSFs into direct PSFs (e.g. time of task completion) and
indirect PSFs (e.g. fatigue, alcohol consumption).
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One of the possible classifications of the factors influencing human errors is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Factors influencing human errors

Source: [2]
When analyzing a specific activity, it is necessary to identify every possible PSF that affects an
operator’s activities. PSF identification should be presented hierarchically, i.e. PSF analysis should be
initiated at the highest possible hierarchic level and then continued downward (Figure 2). The depth of
PSF analysis depends on the aims of the analysis. Additionally, PSF analysis should be used to explore
the interrelationships between active and latent PSFs. Identification of latent PSFs refers to e.g.
availability, context, capabilities, environment, etc.
Figure 2. Hierarchy of performance shaping factors

Source: [13]
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In addition to identifying active and latent PSFs, it is also necessary to determine the frequency of PSFs
(Figure 3).
Figure 3. Frequency of performance shaping factors

Source: [4]
The importance and use of the Success Likelihood Index Method (SLIM) for human error quantification
in complex systems should be emphasized, as it was used to confirm that PSFs are the key element of
human error reduction and, consequently, of occupational injury and fatality reduction. This was verified
by the use of SLIM at the Electric Power Distribution Company “Jugoistok”, Niš (e.g. the number of
occupational injuries dropped from 58 in 2012 to 44 in 2013, without any fatal injuries) [15].
STRATEGIES FOR HUMAN ERROR PREVENTION AND REDUCTION
It is necessary to establish whether system risk is acceptable by means of analyzing and assessing the
risk in a specified system. If the system risk assessment reveals that human error does not significantly
impact the predicted frequency of events, the best way to reduce system risk would be to improve the
hardware or the software. On the other hand, if human error is prevalent, it is necessary to explore the
mechanisms for its reduction.
Human error reduction mechanisms are not necessary if operator reliability is adequate. However, if
error reduction is nevertheless required, then the impact and frequency of a specific human error
identified from analysis can be reduced by developing a general error reduction strategy (e.g. by using
the Human Reliability Management System – HRMS) in order to improve the overall system
performance.
There are four ways to reduce human error impact in the analyzed system [3; 7; 13]:
− The first way involves prevention by means of altering the hardware or the software and it is based
on the use of error prevention, on the automation of specified operations, or on the installation of
automatic safety systems.
− The second way involves the increase of system tolerance, which renders the system hardware or
software more flexible and self-correcting in order to allow greater input variability to obtain the
desired outputs.
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− The third way involves the increase of error correction, which implies increased error detection and
correction using feedback, verification of implemented procedures, and control and monitoring of
performance.
− The fourth way, error reduction at the source, is based on error reduction through upgraded
procedures, training, as well as improved equipment design.
The first two ways of reducing the impact of human errors on the analyzed system are aimed at reducing
the system level of risk and mitigating the effects through changes in the system itself, which requires
team work form human factor experts, ergonomists, and system designers. The latter two ways are aimed
at reducing error at the source in order to increase operator reliability (early PSF identification).
Therefore, education and training should be the main instrument for the development of safety culture
in all human activities and needs to be a priority when taking every preventive action in order to
implement global risk control [6].
In addition to the aforementioned four ways of human error reduction, many authors dealing in the topic
propose the consideration of other aspects that could benefit the improvement of human capability level
in relation to system control, both under normal and emergency conditions. These aspects include:
− Increased predictability (increased possibilities of the operator to recognize causes of the a problem,
e.g. early alarms);
− Enhanced perceptive abilities (increased ability of the operator to correctly determine or diagnose
abnormalities in the system);
− Improved level of management (installation of new or redesign of existing systems, change of
procedures, re-engineering of control systems, etc.);
− Improved skills and added responsibilities of the operator (simulation training etc.);
− Use of Error Reduction Strategies (ERS) – creation of a human error prevention strategy for a
number of scenarios (Figure 4). Human error reduction strategies can contain Error Reduction
Mechanisms (ERM), which are applicable to numerous different scenarios and represent a
considerably more cost efficient way of human error reduction.
Figure 4. Example of a human error prevention strategy

Source: [10]
In order to properly organize and implement human error reduction, it is necessary to plan a human error
prevention strategy. The strategy planning is derived from the structure of the error-causing PSFs, which
significantly improves the PSFs and operator reliability.
A general model for the planning of a human error prevention strategy is based on Life Cycle Analysis
(LCA). Figure 5 shows an example of a human error prevention strategy planning model includes PSFs.
The effects of human error prevention and reduction strategy should be checked with a quantitative
reanalysis in order to assess the probability of human error and system risk, which should be at an
acceptable level after the strategy has been implemented. This requires not only a precise working
definition of every aspect of the strategy but also a model that will ensure that the error reduction strategy
is implemented properly.
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Figure 5. Human error prevention strategy planning model that includes PSFs
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Source: [9]
Figure 6 shows a model of a human error management system, which was designed based on the model
of the Deming (PDCA) cycle [13].
Figure 6. Human error management system

Source: [4]
Nevertheless, if risk analysis and risk assessment establish that human error cannot be reduced by
additional hardware interventions, a substantial reorganization of the system is warranted. Most often,
though, an effective combination of human factor and hardware modifications is sufficient to provide
an acceptable level of system risk.
CONCLUSION
Various occupational and environmental hazards that permanently threaten or could threaten people’s
safety and health, as well as damage natural resources and material wealth, emphasize the importance
knowledge and knowledge management for occupational and environmental safety. Since there are
numerous occupational and environmental risks, the issues of knowledge management for the purpose
of occupational safety and sustainable development in a broader sense have been raised in recent years.
From the perspective of occupational safety, the importance of knowledge management in organizations
gains prominence in the activities such as production planning, introduction of new technologies and
innovation of production processes, hiring of new employees, job change, additional training and
retraining of employees, implementation of management standards for occupational safety and health
and environmental protection, or implementation of new regulations on occupational and environmental
6
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risk assessment and management. This leads to the conclusion that the process of risk assessment must
not disregard the role of people in the occurrence of accidents and emergencies, because human errors
can produce severe effects. There are many causes of human errors, such as lack of precision, unskilled
handling, omissions in rule recognition, cognitive omissions, negligence, etc. Generally, human error is
the output beyond the scope of tolerance of the predetermined requirements of the system within which
a person works.
In the modern approach to risk assessment (human reliability assessment), it is not sufficient to use only
external data but it is also necessary to join them with the data on PSFs and psychological error
mechanisms, because only through such data synergy can the data be theoretically valid, contribute to
adequate human error assessment, and help reduce the errors. In addition, in order to prevent an already
identified human error from repeating, it is necessary to single out the PSF responsible for the error and
then eliminate it or partially adapt it to the operator’s activity so as to prevent a new error in the system
from happening.
Finally, it can be concluded that human error reduction requires planning of a human error prevention
strategy, which works best if it is derived from the structure of the error-causing PSF. Adequate human
error management is based on proper identification of PSFs, which, if properly controlled, improve the
quality of human action and reduce the error to an acceptable level.
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Miliša Todorović, Snežana Živković, Radoslav Tomović
CRITICAL RISK MANAGMENT AND SAFETY WORK
Abstract
Striving to create a secure environment is an integral part of the present time. With the analysis of the
available data we can conclude that there isn’t a clear trend of reducing the number and severity of
injuries. This raises a legitimate question whether the concept of protection should be viewed through a
different approach. The aim of this study is to point out the need that the problem around occupational
safety should be focused on the risks which create the conditions for fatal occupational injuries. By
presenting an analysis of good practice in organizations that have adopted the concept of “Critical Risk
Management” leads to interesting data that indicate the need for a different approach in the process of
creating a secure environment for work. The term “Critical Risk Management” is not linked only to the
filed of work safety, but is encountered in many other scientific disciplines. In the mass of information,
relevant informations are often being neglected by irrelevant informations. The tendency to put the focus
on the important risks in the process of creating a secure environment is contribution of this study in the
process of creating the preconditions for a safe environment. In the study the descriptive method along
with studying of the available literature was used, both domestic and foreign, as well as study of the
cases of good practice.
Key words: organizational culture, safe working conditions, sustainable development.

INTRODUCTION

If we go back to the very beginnings of creation and development of safety at work, we can perform
some initial assumption that for a long time there wasn’t some special reason for which the safety at
work would be looked at as a separate scientific discipline. Primitive working tools that were being used
in that period didn’t oppose in such measurement security challenges for worker’s work in the immediate
surroundings. As the time passed by, with the development of science and technology, we meet with
more and more serious challenges that have to be solved. The use of machines and other tools for work
which are replacing manpower is also connected with certain dangers to which the workers are exposed
to during work with new working tools. These dangers were especially expressed in the first phase of
development of tools for work. Quick and huge changes of the technology of work didn’t leave enough
time to study all dangers to which the workers that work in that sort of environment will be exposed to
and as consequence of insufficient training of work with the new machines; injuries at work are
becoming commonplace. In this period there is a need for the more active involvement of the county in
the process of regulating the rights and obligations for the employers and employees.
The right path to understanding and defining the legal framework for the resolution of all contentious
issues naturally comes from the passage of laws that deal with this issue. In this period, the worker’s
consciousness about their rights and obligations grows stronger, which gradually becomes a path that,
with a light step, carries the problem of safety at work in the right direction, and that is, before anything
else, the creation of a safe and safe environment for the workers. Naturally, all of this wouldn’t come to
live in that way if after the World War Two the need for formation of high-educational school institution
dealing with the problem of safety at work wasn’t recognized. The talk about the man as the very
important resource who should improve the entire economic and business environment is increasing. In
the opinion of the author, as the time passes, it is clearer that safety at work shouldn’t be looked at as
exclusively technological science. It is clear that in today’s day it is possible to learn and to understand
everything about technology and that all necessary information is available in the time of modern
M&S 12 (2017)
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informational technologies. Legislation goes in this direction and defines the responsibilities of the
importers and manufacturers of the working equipment to provide the technical guidance instructions
and instructions for the safe work for all the equipment they manufacture or import [8].
It is undisputed that, in the times of huge and quick changes, organizations deal with many challenges
on the daily basis. Open markets, domestic and international competition, the constant struggle for
markets and customers require active management of all business functions of one organization. The
process of managing some organization requires more and more of theoretical and practical knowledge.
Organizational culture is imposing itself more as a factor that connects all elements of one organization
in one homogenous and clear entirety. The important characteristic of all organization cultures is that
they are being created gradually and remain in effect for a very long period of time. It is actually about
creating a sense of belonging of each individual to the company through the vision of the development
of the firm through which the goals for the each individual and the organization will be defined. Leading
managers are in charge of defining the value which should become the lodestar for all the employees.
At the same time, leading managers bear a huge responsibility for choosing the right values. Especially
important question that is imposing itself refers to the need of development of the employees’
consciousness about the necessity of their clearer identification with what presents their work and the
measures of safety at work which must be taken. This segment is very interesting for studying because
it is not always easy to explain why the employees in certain situation act in a certain way. There are no
easy or simple solutions. Because of that, this segment should get more attention because without the
clearer understanding of the employees of what the safety at work is, there is not developed safety at
work. An integral part of these activities gradually leads to an approval and adoption of the modern laws
which deal with safety at work in a comprehensive way. Taking into account the technical
recommendations and modern European laws, this area is gradually starting to pass the laws that keep
the pace with the times. All of that shows that things change to better and that there is a clear trend of
reducing the number and severity of the injuries at work. Is it really like that? Everybody in their country
can check the current situation of numbers and severity of injuries at work and with the simple analysis
of the available data, what conclusion can be made? Looking at the available data, we can conclude that
there is a trend of reducing the number of injuries at work. What can else can we do so that number
could reduce even more? In this analysis we don’t want to indulge in details that are connected with the
very procedure of reporting or not reporting injuries at work, the degree of the economic and social
development of the observed countries, the number of active employees, number of economical subjects
affected by the economic crisis et cetera.
In the paper, we will deal with the analysis of the injuries at work in Republic of Serbia in the period of
six years with desire to show the current condition according to the available data. Analysing the before
mentioned, we come to the conclusion that something else should be changed in the approach and the
perceiving the potential causes and sources of severe and deadly injuries at work. They are the ones that
should be in the focus of observation. If we take a look at some other scientific disciplines we can
conclude they still have some activities that can trigger critical situations which negatively reflect at the
entire organization and on the society in the entirety. Management of risk comes from the United States
of America in the 50’s of the last century. In that period, management of risk is based on the financial
safety by the insurance. The essential task of a modern management comes down to leading the changes,
unlike the traditional role that had the task of regulation and control, that is, maintenance of the system
in the stable conditions. All risks have direct or indirect influence on safe management of all important
processes of the company. All huge companies have organized management teams that control the risk
in - projects, investment of the company, infrastructure, health and social politics, personnel politics, the
environment etc. The risk is always current, changeable, and dynamical and influences that the risk
management actually becomes one process. As a typical example we can induce business banks that
have special departments that deal with overview of the risk when it comes to granting loans. That is
how the business banks protect their interests. Risky situations are also connected to the natural disasters,
ecology, legal restrictions, monetary and fiscal effects, designed solutions and specifications,
procurement and delivery, market problems and competition, applied technology and the procedure of
doing the project, failures and damage of equipment, problems connected to personnel etc. Concept of
risk management is based on the primal premise that risk management is planned, profound, structured,
informative and constantly applicable technique.
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The key to successful risk management is early planning and aggressive implementation. Good planning
allows organized, all-conquering and interactive procedure of identification and risk assessment and
then adequate reaction. Can this or similar model give results in the area such as safety at work. In the
focus of analysis of individual dangers or damages, should the advantage be given to the risky operations
in which there are the most injuries at work? Every injury at work is a story for itself and a goal of each
serious employer should be reducing the number and severity of injuries at work. However, it is clear
that the light injuries heal faster and don’t make any special expenses for the employers and employees.
Gradually, this brings us to the topic of this paper and is about the need of the clearer perceiving of
causes and sources of deadly and severe injuries at work. Putting the emphasis on these causes of the
injuries at work, the clearer perceiving of the current defined measurements for safety at work,
upgrading these measurements with extra activities should be a challenge for all of those who deal with
safety at work. In the next phase, these activities should be upgraded and increase the safety while doing
the critic working activities which could be the direction the will change some things to better when it
comes to heavy and deadly injuries at work. Starting from the already familiar term in the bank business
(Risk department for checking the creditworthiness of the client), we could call these business activities
“Critical Risk Management”. People who are responsible for safety at work should get involved in the
clear delimitation of those activities and dangers which, with proper activities, could lead to reducing of
the number and severity of injuries at work. According to author’s cognition, it is a fact that in this area
no one has dealt with this kind of a problem when it comes to area of safety at work. There aren’t many
available data and documents that could be analysed and out of whom could some concrete facts be
taken out. That is why in the first part we will try to show the current condition in the period of 6 years
when it comes to the injuries in Republic of Serbia. The first task will be to determine is there a trend of
reducing the number and severity of heavy and deadly injuries at work. In the multitude of activities and
data it is often forgotten that there is something more important than something more important and that,
consequently, the level of point at the possibility of different approaches to procedure of perceiving of
the challenges concerning reduce of the number and severity of heavy and deadly injuries at work. In
the introductory part of this paper there will be some of the primary notes when it comes to safety at
work: why is it important, when did it appear and what were her effects on the creating of the safe
environment and the safety of the man as the biggest treasure of every society.
All of that shows the need of perceiving safety at work also from the point of understanding the
employees and their perception of safety at work. Slowly, that leads us to the need for clearer and better
understanding of organizational culture as an important factor in the process of the clearly perceiving
the role of man in the creation of safe working environment. After that, through the analysis of the
collected data regarding the number of deadly and heavy injuries at work, a detailed analysis was made.
By analysing the collected data, occupations in which the deadly and heavy injuries at work happen
most often were identified. With further analysis of the heavy and deadly injuries at work we want to
determine during which critical activities heavy and deadly injuries at work happen and which are those.
Authors think that before the problem is „bared to the bone”, the problem cannot be defined. Because
of this, the deep analysis of causes and sources of employee’s injuring should be a good guide mark for
the further activities that can upgrade, namely make the environment in which the possibility of the
injuries at work happening is reducing. Focus of all people who deal with safety at work should be on
these activities. Of course, that doesn’t mean that all other activities and obligations should be put aside.
On the contrary.
By analysing the available data of the companies that have introduced the “Critical Risk Management”
into their way of perceiving, it has been unequivocally shown that the number of deadly injuries at work
has reduced. After that, we will introduce the term “Critical Risk Management” as potentially interesting
approach for the further study in the process of creating safe environment for work. By detailed
perceiving of the activities during which these injuries happen, analysing the sources and causes of those
injuries, special surveillance during the activities, special trainings of the employees working on those
work places, special attention and aspiration to define the proper collective measurements which could
upgrade the working conditions, we will make a general environment in which we will expect the
reduction of these injuries. Descriptive method with the study of the available literature, both domestic
and foreign and study of the examples of good praxis has been used in this paper.
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SAFETY AT WORK

It is clear that safety at work has always existed and that it came to existence through organized or less
organized activities to save the employees from injuring. It is also clear that in the initial phase with the
use of different working tools the risk of injury was relatively small. New technical solutions also bring
much relief which reflected in reducing of elbow grease and gradual make of better working conditions.
However, the working tools that were used in that time were to a large degree technically imperfect and
to a large degree they generated the creation of the environment in which the employers were constantly
injured. The injuries were often heavy and deadly. Unfortunately, in that period the manpower was just
like any other resource and nobody dealt with it. The initial task of safety at work reflects in want to
create preconditions in which identified dangers and noxiousness employers are exposed to by doing
working activities would be reduced to the smallest measurement possible. For those dangers and
noxiousness that cannot be eliminated completely, measurements for safety at work, by which use the
possibility of injuries at work happening, which will reflect in reduce of expenses organizations, will be
defined.
As a concept, safety at work first appears in some industrialized countries and it offers proper solutions
for development of safety at work pursuant to technical-technological development of that country. With
the time, the working conditions were getting worse and worse and only by the end of nineteenth
century, first laws from the area of safety are worked are being passed, where in the initial phase, the
rights of women and children were protected. Country is meddling in more and more in the relationships
between capitalists and employers by bringing legislative acts. Insisting on improvement of working
conditions, shortening the working hours, introduction of the minimal salary and many other
measurements are gradually making more favourable working conditions. Depending on the degree of
technical-technological development and organization of the very working class in some countries there
were better and in others worse working conditions. In specific number of countries (e.g. Great Britain)
a bigger number of various institutions and associations with one goal gradually came to be, and that is
making of safer working environment. In this period for the first time, the concept of insurance for injury
at work appears. Depending on the degree of social development, in various countries there are various
institutions that deal with the control of use of the measurements for safety at work. So, in some cases
(e.g. West Germany) beside the state authorities, there are professional communities that have
authorization to pass regulations on plants, measurements for safety at work and the like. All these
regulations are being confirmed by the state authority (Federal Ministry of Labour).
In today’s time, area of safety at work in more developed world economics has especially significant
place. We often hear thoughts and stories about the knowing of human life and the necessity of
maximum engagement of all of the participants in specific work place with the need to create safe
working environment. A human life is priceless and that is clear to everybody. Unfortunately, nowdays,
everything is being measured in specific amount of some monetary units. And so does the relationship
to safety at work. Huge numbers of employers have made a clear calculation that only a healthy
employee brings profit and injured employee is a clear expense [7]. The height of expenses is hard to
calculate, that is if the word is about indirect expenses that can hardly be measured in specific monetary
units. Specific estimates say that on 1 monetary unit of direct expenses of injuries at work come 4 more
monetary units that cannot be seen easily. The main question and dilemma is whether we want to deal
with causes or consequences of what we do and what represents our responsibility. Serious employers
have come to specific calculations that show it pays off to spend - investing in the area of safety at work,
because the ending result reflects in the increase of profit. If not on short, then on long term definitely.
The price of injury at work in developed countries is extremely high and because of that employers do
everything so they wouldn’t get in the situation to pay the expenses of injury at work, petitions, plus
policies of insurance and the like. The increase and development of awareness of the necessity of a
different consideration of the role and functions of safety at work in the creation and increase business
potential and competence, both employers and workers and society as a whole. More and more of
perceive of the role and function of safety at work also include some other technical and social
disciplines. One of more important ones is psychology of work. It is a very interesting perceiving and
defining the answer on the question why specific employers act in a certain way that they know can
make the preconditions for the injury at work happening. It is becoming more important to try to change
the view that only the use of technical measures can make a safe working environment. In today’s day,
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many things are known, but it is not known why an employee acts a certain way and if he is conscious
about the fact that his actions could endanger his and life of other employees. That brings us to the other
dilemma that concern organizational culture like an important mechanism that can improve the safety
of the working environment.
ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE

Understanding the behaviour of the employers in some organization asks requires to disclose their
values, beliefs, customs, rituals or symbols [4]. It is clear we cannot speak of these values as
unchangeable categories that stay in the same shape for a long period of time. After perennial research
certain number of researchers experience those eternities and people that work in them as some sort of
a tribe. To establish why the individuals in some organization or some tribe act in a certain way, we
must get to know their beliefs, rituals, thoughts, values etc. Only after getting to know their initial
thoughts of specific values we can make specific plans that should get along with the thoughts of the
eternity (tribe) with the goals of the organization that have to be realized in a specific time period. Man
is a social being and in every single one of us there is a wish to belong, a wish for connection and trust,
both on individual and group level. Oncoming of individual understandings of collective values is a
process that requires a specific pass of the time and that is why it has to be managed actively [5]. During
the development of an organization, there is always a question of how to make an ideal organization in
which in easiest way the preconditions for increase of effectiveness and productiveness of the whole
system will be made. Generally speaking, every working process consists of material and non-material
components. Material components are made of the working tools and the subjects of work while the
non-material components are human knowledge and the way of transferring it. We can say that culture
is an important medium for transferring the knowledge of specific things, but at the same time, it is a
medium that is hard to change. Because of that, a bigger emphasis on culture that should help in
substantiation of defined goals of every organization is being put in the researches. It has been noted
that the biggest working productivity is biggest in the countries with perennial culture. Economic
success of Japanese economy is often explained by the openness of the Japanese culture of other cultures
while simultaneously respecting their traditions. Many are ready to claim that, e.g. Japanese company
SONY achieved a huge proportion of growth on the markets because of the respect it had shown to other
cultures and traditions [9]. Organizational culture comes to be as a process in which the collective
experience of all members of some organization is being made by solving the everyday problems.
Looking at the available literature we can conclude that the most researchers split the process of
occurrence of organizational culture in next phases: birth and early development, middle age and
maturity [3].
A story of a carried out research about the habits that USA consumers have is rather interesting. During
the research, in the house of one housewife the researchers have found an interesting behaviour when it
came to buying salami. After shopping, she would always cut off the beginning and the end of salami
and put it in the fridge. On the question why, the answer they got was clear. That is what my mother
used to do. When we called mum to explain the procedure, she did not know, but she said that was
something her mother did. At the end of the story, the grandma said that in the time when she started
buying salami, she had a container that was just somewhat smaller than salami, so that is why she
shortened the salami on both edges. Serious managers in defining of organizational culture endeavour
to add bigger meaning to their employers by striving to make the working conditions in which the staff
will identify with the organization they are working in. There are numerous models which help a
responsible management to make such a relationship with their employed staff: giving the shares of
organization, making a clear picture about the possibility of improving, responsibility towards
employers which have certain problems, responsible relationship with the environment etc. All of that
contributes to making of one organizational culture which will contribute to the increase of business
organization competition, but also the very members of the organization. Managers who are responsible
for managing organizations which with their examples show in which way should all the segments of
environment, both exterior and interior, be treated. All organization members should be shown in a clear
and unambiguous way what is it that organization wants to accomplish, what are the initial values of
system that involve in the process of doing the working activities. Only in such conditions, each
organization member will know his role in the creating the new values.
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The correct way of understanding the importance of use of specific norms of behaviour and accepting
of declared goals and values on a large level depends on the way in which the managers are managing
the organization members. Because of that, managing human resources is a very important competent
of every organization and requires special attention. To define a certain style of managing demands good
perceiving of the current condition in the very organization. In the next phase, defining of specific
methods and technics that will be used in the process of nearing individuals towards collective values is
approached. This phase is the most important one, because out of her success depends the entire future
relationship of organization members towards the necessity of changing the way of acting and working.
Without the will to deal too much with theories of managing the human resources, we only want to draw
attention on two basic ways with which the relationship of organization members towards the necessity
of specific changes can be upgraded. With affirmative technics (material and non-material stimulation,
days off, the worker of the month) and with repressive technics (the lowering of the salary, loss of
specific benefits etc), managers of specific organization can change the way of behaving of organization
members. From author’s view, advantage should always be given to affirmative technics, because they
surely give better results on long term and stimulate the identifying organization members with the
organization they work in. Repressive methods give better results in short term and the results are easily
seen. However, without changing the way of thinking and real understanding of the environment in
which one works, increase of business organization competitions can be hardly expected in a long run.
Universal analysis of available researchers and papers on the topic of organizational culture show the
need of creating one clear concept, methodical and theoretical, which will give clear shapes for future
researchers in further researches. Regardless whether it is individual researches in specific organizations
or it is research in more organizations, it is necessary to define uniform model which will make
preconditions for comparing with other researches. Results which we will get in such analysis could be
a base for taking the correct steps in the process of creating an optimal organizational culture.
ANALYSIS OF INJURIES AT WORK IN PERIOD 2010-2015 IN REPUBLIC OF SERBIA

Logical sequence is that in sequel we should deal with the condition of safety at work in Republic of
Serbia. The fundamental Law on Safety and Health at Work has been passed in 2005. At the end of
2015, the first change of the existing law was done, but no drastic changes were included. What is the
maximal application of the existing laws and whether they are properly justified expectations of the
general public and workers themselves. Before we start dealing with the end results more specifically
we have to emphasise that statistics can sometime lead us in the wrong way. Namely, it is a fact that we
have to take in account the degree of economic activity of the country in different periods, that there are
still a certain number of injuries at work not being reported and that by this, official statistics and any
other more detailed type of these analyses have their own limitations. Our goal is to, through analysing
the official statistical data, come to specific information about the characteristics of injury at work,
industries in which they happen and all of this with a goal to show the need of clearer identification of
critical spots in technological procedures and activities which lead to heavy or deadly injuries at work.
It is clear that in every analysis of potential dangers and damages we start from dealing with the
possibility and the severity of the injury. The result of this dealing is calculated through specific level
of risk (low, medium, high or extremely high risk). That fact alone shows that some dangers should be
analysed in a more detailed way for perceiving the proper measures of safety at work that should lower
the possibility or aftermath of realization of that danger. That leads us to “Critical Risk Management”
(CRM) as a potential instrument that should improve the working environment and make conditions for
reducing the number and severity of injuries at work.
Injuries at work are defined by imbalance between unfavourable working conditions and the abilities of
employees to deal with them. Unfavourable working conditions include a wide spectrum of biological,
mechanical and physical exposure to the environment, psychological demands that refer to concrete
tasks, working environment, questions for handling and using materials, tools and machines,
organizational factors as well as the pressure from management to achieve the set plans and arbitrary
targets [2]. The ability of the employee to deal with the risk of injury depends on the intensity of the
unfavourable working conditions. Even though praxis always demands that employers take into account
the exposedness of manpower to the dangers of the working place like a standard procedure, high rates
of injuries at work while doing the complex jobs are evident.
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Also, individual characteristics of the employees such as low level of education, affiliation to a lower
social class, age, unhealthy lifestyle, health condition, chronicle diseases etc [1] affect the risk of injury.
A comparative analysis of the number of inspection at work for year 2015 compared to that of 2010
shows that the total number of deadly diseases at work in 2015 has been lowered for about 32%
compared to 2010 (with 35 during 2010 with 24 deadly injuries at work in 2015). Other types of injuries
also note a huge percentage of reduce the number compared to 2010, around 38% (collective), around
78% (heavy with a deadly outcome), around 24% (heavy), and around 52% (light). The reducing of the
number of inspections for about 30% compared to 2010 is also evident, which is a good sign of reduce
of total number of injuries of all kind and evident progress in using and respecting of measures at
occupational health and safety at work.
Table 1. Number of inspections and registered occupational injuries during the period from 2010 to 2015
NUMBER OF INSPECTIONS AND INJURIES
Year
Severe with fatal
Total
Fatal Collective
Severe
Light
outcome
2010
1,347
35
29
25
1,026
232
2011
1,082
28
24
18
958
54
2012
1,243
26
24
23
1,003
177
2013
1,146
24
19
14
849
248
2014
1,100
21
19
17
904
139
2015
947
24
18
14
780
111
Source: [6]
During January- December 2015, 947 inspections regarding the deadly, heavy injuries with fatal
outcome, heavy, collective and light injuries at work were committed:
- 24 inspections regarding deadly injuries at work - 12 in construction industry, 3 in industrial industry
(1 in industry of production and distribution of electricity, gas and steam, 1 in industry of manufacturing
the electronic equipment and 1 in other manufacturing industries), 4 in industry of agriculture, forestry
and fishing, 2 in industry of trade and retail, 1 in industry of public utilities and recycling, 1 in
educational industry and 1 in industry of transportation and storage;
- 14 inspections regarding heavy injuries with fatal outcomes- 3 in construction industry, 3 in industry
(1 in food industry, 1 in industry of manufacturing of basic metals, machinery and other equipment, 1
in industry of wood processing), 2 in industry of trade and retail, 1 in industry of agriculture, forestry
and fishing, 1 in industry of transportation and storage, 1 in industry of public utilities and recycling, 1
in financial industry and business services, 1 in industry of accommodation and food services and 1 in
industry of informing and communication;
- 780 inspections regarding heavy injuries at work;
- 18 inspections regarding collective injuries at work - 9 in industry (4 in industry of manufacturing of
basic metals, machinery and other equipment, 2 in industry of wood processing, 1 in industry of
chemical products, rubber and plastic, 1 in industry of manufacturing of non-metallic minerals and 1 in
industry of repair of machines and equipment, household goods and personal use), 5 in construction
industry, 2 in industry of public utilities and recycling, 1 in industry of transportation and storage and 1
in industry of trade and retail;
- 111 inspections regarding light of injuries at work [6].
Analysis of fatal injuries at work in 2015 compared to those in 2010 shows the following:
- Injuries at work happen most often in construction industry and industry - 63% of all fatal injuries in
2015 compared to 77% in 2010;
- Fatally wounded employees during 2015 were 100% male compared to 94% in 2010;
- In 83% of the cases the injuries happened during the first shift in 2015 versus 86% in 2010;
- 25% of fatal injuries at work during 2015 happened with people in the age group 51-55 versus 26%
during 2010, while 20% with people in age group 41-44 in 2015% versus 8% of total number of perished
in 2010 of the same age group;
- 75% of injured at work in 2015 had third and fourth degree of professional qualifications versus 71%
in 2010 (most common cause of injuries at work is not using measures for safe work as well as
inadequately qualifications for safe and healthy work);
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- Most common cause of fatal injuries at work were a fall from a great height - in 33% of the cases in
2015 versus 34% in 2010, electric shock- in 20% of cases in 2015 versus 17% in 2010, shot of a moving
object - in 25% of cases in 2015 versus 14% in 2010;
- The most critical day for fatal injuring were Wednesday (25%) and Thursday (33%) in 2015 while
in 2010 they were also, Wednesday (31%) and Monday and Thursday with representation of 17%
- Employment status of employees that had a fatal outcome after an injury at work during 2015 was
that 66% of perished had the working relationship (78% in 2010), while 34% did not have the working
contract (22% in 2010).
Figure 1 presents the trend of the number of fatal injuries and heavy injuries with fatal outcome during
the period of 2010-2015.
Figure 1. The trend in the number of fatal injuries and severe injuries with fatal outcome during the
period from 2010 to 2015

Source: [9]
Trend of reducing the number of fatal injuries at work has been continued during five year (2010-2014),
only for the increase of these injuries to be noted in 2015. Even beside that, there were 24 of fatally
perished in 2015 versus 35 in 2010, which is a total reduce of 46. On the other hand, trend of heavy
injuries with fatal outcome is not continued, but marks ups and downs through the years, but reducing
of the number of these injuries during 2015 for 44% versus 2010 is evident. When it comes to causes of
the injuring in connection to fatal injuries, the most common cause is a fall from a great height (33%,
34 % during 2010), shot of a moving object (25%, 20% during 2010) and electric shock (20% versus
17% during 2010). This data show a similar trend of injuring when it comes to injuring with fatal
outcome. Half of these injuries, perceived from the cause of the injury, came to be in the working
environment. Analyse of heavy injuries at work during 2015 versus 2010 shows that the biggest number
of these injuries is marked in sector of industry and that it shows a trend of reducing for over 27% (367
in 2015 versus 504 in 2010). Second most critical industry is construction that also notes reducing of
the number of heavy injuries for over 43%, taking into account that the number of these injuries in 2010
is 178 versus 101 in 2015. Other branches also show reduce of number of injuries with transportation
for 61% (reduce from 59 to 23 injuries in 2015), health care for 34% (reduce from 47 to 31 in 2015),
while industry of agriculture notes a slight increase of the number for about 20% (increase from 39 to
47 in 2015). Generally speaking, the number of heavy body injuries notes reducing of 24% in 2015
versus past six years. What represents a sort of limitation is a level of general economic activity and the
Great Depression. Construction industry only started to come alive with the start of 2015 so we like to
think that when it comes to heavy injuries, the situation is the same as it is with injuries with fatal
outcome, namely that injuries in construction industry are having the upper hand. The fact that there is
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a trend of increase of injuries that have to do with power and shot of moving objects is also interesting,
which then demands a further analysis and perceiving of the cause of such a trend.
CRITICAL RISK MANAGEMENT

Practice of managing risk is well developed in the context of insurance, engineering, finance and
political risk of industry. It is clear, however, that managing risk stays relatively immature in its use in
the field of inner security. When we say inner security, we cannot not ascertain that component of inner
security is occupational health and safety at work. It is evident that bigger and bigger number of
organizations sees the importance of standardization of their business, so more of them decide for the
introduction and standardization of their businesses through standards ISO 9001, 14001 and 18001. In
this way more organizations recognize the importance of occupational health and safety at work and
both its economic and social dimension. Key segment when it comes to occupational health and safety
at work concern the need and obligations of identifying the risk. Risk occurs as an aftermath of dealing
of possibility and aftermath is what should be in the focus of all who deal with occupational health and
safety at work. When we have already identified that there are specific risks, it is also needed to carry
out their evaluation. Risk assessment is component of obligations of all employers, but that job is often
done superficially which shows the need of more detailed perceiving of already existing risk, especially
when we are speaking about injuries with fatal outcome and heavy injuries. Depending on how much in
detail we recognize the risks, our risk assessment will be like that. Detailed risk profile should be
established for every critical risk, which includes detailed standardization and perceiving of
performances, key control activities in this process and analysis of the process of insurance based on
perceiving of danger at the work place. Focus is on allowing the employee to realize and take the
ownership for critical and effective control of all working activities in their day during work. Each
employee should be trained to be in condition to understand and to answer on all the dilemmas that are
connected to safe work at his work place. Can he assess the risk of the job he does, can he identify
critical risk, can he and does he know to apply the necessary procedure and to work in accordance with
it? In which way does he inform the people responsible for noticed critical spots and in which way does
he receive the returned information on how to perform and apply defined procedure for safe performing
of defined working activities? All of these are questions and dilemmas that have to become a component
of activities in procedure of perceiving the risks that lead to fatal and heavy injuries.
Organizations have a lot to do when it comes to their focus on measuring their safety performances, on
frequency rate of injuries, frequency rate of lost work days, on bills of insurances of injuries at work.
One of the ways is starting a campaign for making the environment- zero injuries. That means that the
goal of organization is that injuries at work do not exist. Characteristic example is Coca Cola because
beside every entrance in the company there are billboards on which the number of days without injuries
at work is evidenced. In that way, the consciousness about the meaning of managing the risks and
injuries at work is changed. Risk managing is joint responsibility between all the departments and
components of organizations. Keeping in mind that the influences of disorder can be seen in sectors and
competences, the purpose of this way of thinking starts from presumption that specific guidance for
implementation of approach to critical risk management, in every organization segment, on each level,
must be established. To make a proper environment there must be consciousness about the need of these
activities, and they don’t show by themselves, but they become component of organization as a result
of targeted and planned organization. Organizations should undertake a series of activities in order to
reduce the risk for their work through the combination of: strategic planning for goal setting,
establishment of necessary activities, allocation of the resources and measuring of the improve; risk
assessment for identification and risk evaluation for organization; management planning should
integrate and coordinate the approach to identify and reduce the influence of risks which refer to all
operations of organization; planning of the adequate procedure of reacting in place in case of
extraordinary situations.
Process of risk managing upgraded in International Standardization Organization and it is ISO 31000
which ensures flexible and generic approach to risk management which can also be accommodated to
the needs of each sectors and co-sectors. Once it is implemented it allows: proactive, instead of reactive
risks management; improved danger identification; identification of vulnerabilities for dependencies;
compatibility with international norms; improve of trust from interested parties; reliable basis for
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bringing decisions and planning; effective distribution means for the treatment of risk; improve of
incident managing and at the same time prevention of reducing all the loses; improve of organizational
and sector studying etc. The basis of the concept of “Critical Risk Management” should start from the
need of clear perceiving and defining the register of risks to which the employees of an organization are
exposed to. This step in the process of risk assessment endeavours to identify those threats and dangers
that could disrupt critical services and goods that were identified. It is also needed, as an entrance, on
the basis of knowledge of their risks, organizational threats, vulnerabilities and risk assessments, to
develop a list (or a “register”) of risks that can, or are expected to influence on creating the environment
in which a fatal injury can happen. In accordance to this list, identify priority risks for further assessment.
Risk register is usually in a form of a chart that can contain following data: statement or risk description
- phrase that describes a risk; risk source: why does a threat or danger represent a risk for the sector;
condition/ action of the sector inside of the organization: defining of risk priority, and action (if there is
one) is brought by the responsible person for occupational health and safety at work in cooperation with
all sectors; existing controls: what is effective now or familiar risk controls; data resources: for future
use; date; risk assessment: what is the estimated possibility and outcome of risk assessment that are
undertaken at the level of sectors, organizational level or other risk data; and other data, such as those
that are connected to a threat, criticality or vulnerability of the assessments, level of risk data uncertainty.
Risk register is a live document which has continuity when it comes to danger identification and risk
assessment between accounting periods. It allows action priorities and ensures that all known threats
and dangers are being perceived - even if they aren’t formally assessed. Risk analysis is an assessment
about outcomes and their possibility and other risk attributes. Entrances are potential threats and dangers
that are identified as a higher priority, while exits are list of risks based on their possibility and incident
outcome. Risk assessment should lead to discussion about: level of risk tolerance or acceptance;
priorities for risk prevention and reduction of action and priorities for other activities.
Once the risk registers are defined, in the next phase it is necessary to define proper safety measures that
will make conditions for reducing of the frequency or possibility of development of the event. Praxis
speaks in favour of the attitude that it is relatively easy to define safety measure if the risk is well
recognized. In that sense, by analysing risks, their possibility and outcomes, we put special attention to
risks that could lead to fatal outcomes. This means to separate the risks that due to their nature could
lead to fatal outcomes. For this group of recognized risks a special plan should be made, through which
the distribution of activities will be defined in more detailed perceiving of resources and causes of these
risks, and which will define a way of acting in case of deviation from defined parameters. Next phase
refers to the need of clear defining of responsibility in chain of risk managing. For the end result to be
on the agreeable level, all organization structures must be put in function for the creation safe
environment in which a fatal injury cannot happen. Depending on the size of organization it is necessary
to define the level of individual responsibilities considering critical control points, from direct employee,
his direct employer, person for occupational health and safety at work to the director himself. Everybody
should take a part of obligations and responsibilities in their framework. Direct employer, on his
workplace, before the work starts, is obliged to do the analysis of underlying issues through the agreeable
control lists and if he sees even one negative answer, he is not allowed to keep on working until the
potential problem is solved. Direct employers are obliged to periodically check conditions on individual
working places through their control lists and in accordance with the condition established take proper
activities. Next direct employer or director himself has his control lists again through which he controls
exclusively direct employers and not direct employees on working place. Control can be referred to both
external and internal working space. The base of this concept should go in the direction of creating
conditions in which a loss of human life is not possible. That is a designed process that with help of
layered approach focuses on empowering manpower to understand which critical risks have influence
on creating conditions for fatal injuries. Concept “Critical Risk Management” implies taking the
following activities: analysing the space in which there is a higher possibility of injuries at work,
defining the critical risks, defining the employers that are exposed to those risks and defining the
personnel for surveillance in using and respecting of procedure. If we want to make a significant
breakthrough considering number of fatal injuries at work, it is necessary to put in extra effort in
analysing the causes that brought us to those injuries. That analysis should take out the detailed indices
about which we should look after in the coming period.
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By the analysis from 2015 we can conclude that fatal injuries at work happen most often in construction
and industrial industry - 63% of all fatal injuries in 2015 versus 77% in 2010. By the analysis from 2015,
we can identify critical spots to which we have to pay special attention. It is clear that over 50% of all
fatal injuries at work in 2015 are connected to work on height and electric shock. What is not available
and what probably nobody wants to deal with refers to dilemma of what is it in each of those groups that
causes fatal injuries. For example, a fall from a great height can happen as outcome of various activities
(is in question a fall from scaffolding, working platforms, ladder), outcome of different spaces (work in
internal of the room, work from the external side of the room), outcome of lack of proper safe working
equipment for work on a great height, outcome of medical fitness of employees who work on those
working places, outcome connected to lack of their qualifications for work on a great height et cetera.
Unfortunately, there is no such data or they were unavailable to us. With analysis, it is possible to come
to date that are connected to industry, sources and causes of fatal injuries, age and professional
qualifications, working status and analysis per workdays. Because of this, authors think that one should
go much deeper into getting data and more detailed perceiving of causes and sources of fatal injuries at
work. Without deeper analysis of critical spots we can hardly expect creation of environment with
reducing number of fatal injuries at work. In practice that would mean that for all critical activities we
would have to form control lists, so that before work every employee would have to fill out the list of
injuries based on the current condition, and that he wouldn’t be able to start working in case there is
even one negative answer on the control list. In that way, the employees themselves would learn to
approach the clearer perceiving of their environment (external or internal), equipment they use and
compliance with conditions for their use, working procedure and possibility of their use. Special
question refers to way of reacting in case of shortage and way of removal of the same to start working.
The role of person who deals with occupational health and safety at work should be intensive in all
segments and phases of these critical activities which would mean that through special control lists they
should follow the conditions and take proper activities.
CONCLUSSION

Based on everything mentioned, a conclusion is imposing itself that it is necessary to take extra activities
to reduce the number of heavy and fatal injuries at work. One of potential ways is by defining a risk
register which in praxis lead to heavy and fatal injuries at work. With individual and detailed perceiving
of all individual risks it is necessary to come to check lists for all who are exposed to the risk. Work in
these jobs would mean mandatory analysis before starting the work and in some periods in accordance
with special control plan and use of adopted procedures. For this type of analysis to be done it is
necessary to do detailed analysis of all heavy and fatal injuries at work with a goal of establishment of
all factors that should help stop these things. Detailed perceiving and establishment of critical control
spots should make enough elements that would allow clear indices in process of defining proper
measures for safety at work. That should represent a base for a new approach which we could call
“Critical Risk Management”. We consider that through detailed perceiving of injuries at work we would
see that there is a trend of reducing the number of heavy and fatal injuries, but that with use of some
new approaches, an environment for their extra reduces would be created.
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HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN EMERGENCY RESCUE UNITS
Abstract
This paper presents the fundamental principles of human resource management in organizations with
special emphasis on the significance of human resources during emergencies. Human resource
management is a process of achieving the goals of an organization through receiving, hiring, firing,
developing, and properly using human resources. Human resource management takes place in an
environment where emergency laws and regulations must be adhered to. Development of human
resource management represents the process of personnel education and development with the purpose
of gaining knowledge and skills required to perform jobs within emergency organization and
management. Special attention in the paper is given to human resource management in emergency
rescue units, with emphasis on the significance of skills necessary for successful emergency
management, with management quality as the key for supervision and control quality. The paper also
outlines necessary skills for human resource management, the goal of which is to provide efficiency and
effectiveness in emergency rescue unit management.
Key words: human resources, human resource management, supervision, management.

UPRAVLJANJE LJUDSKIM RESURSIMA U JEDINICAMA ZA ZAŠTITU I SPASAVANJE
Sažetak
U radu su data osnovna načela upravljanja ljudskim resursima u organizacijama sa posebnim
ukazivanjem na značaj ljudskih resursa u vanrednim situacijama. Upravljanje ljudskim resursima je
proces postizanja ciljeva organizacije putem: prijema, zapošljavanja, otpuštanja, razvoja i pravilnog
korišćenja ljudskih resursa u organizaciji. Upravljanje ljudskim resursima odvija se u okruženju u kojem
se moraju poštivati zakoni i propisi u uslovima vanrednih situacija. Razvoj menadžmenta ljudskim
resursima odnosi se na proces obrazovanja i razvoja kadrova u svrhu sticanja znanja i veština potrebnih
za rad na poslovima organizacije i rukovođenja vanrednim situacijama. Posebna pažnja u radu je
posvećena upravljanju ljudskim resursima u jedinicama za zaštitu i spasavanje, sa akcentom na značaj
veština potrebnih za uspešni menadžment u vanrednim situacijama, pri čemu se kvalitet menadžmenta
posmatra kao ključ kvaliteta nadzora i upravljanja. Posebno su date neophodne veštine za upravljanje
ljudskim resursima, koje imaju za cilj da obezbede efikasnost i efektivnost u menadžmentu jedinicama
za zaštitu i spasavanje.
Ključne reči: ljudski resursi, nadzor, upravljanje, upravljanje ljudskim resursima.
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INTRODUCTION

The terms governance, leadership, and management are often treated as synonyms. However, although
there are similarities among them, there are also differences. Governance is an organizational function
and a process. The governing function in an organization is performed by the owners or their
representatives, who make governing decisions. Leadership refers to planning, organization, leading,
and control. Leadership is used to issue orders to designated persons to execute the work tasks in order
to achieve the established goals – business results within a specific time period. The definition of the
term management is trifold. Management is a process of maximum use and utilization of available
resources. The management and the supervisory board in an organization comprise all managers in the
organization, who are responsible for executing specific tasks. Human resource management, as a
business function, encompasses jobs and tasks related to people, their hiring, placement, education, and
other activities pertaining to employee safety and development. This business function has gone through
numerous stages of development, from the selection of participants, job placement, and storage of
personal data, through professional training, all the way to creating a policy that maximizes the
integration of every employee in a company, increases the employees’ interest, and develops their
flexibility and quality of work, thus combining the interests of the organization and its employees.
In recent years, an entirely new philosophy of management has developed, suggesting the return to
people as complex and unique, emotional and irrational, rather than exclusively rational beings.
Successful application of authority requires the managers to adhere to these important characteristics:
trust, information and knowledge decentralization and flow, theoretical and practical education, clear
roles and responsibilities, freedom of action, feedback, motivation, and the like. The activity framework
comprises business priorities and goals of which all employees must be aware. Managers serve as the
connecting tissue between the employees and the organization, so they perform their functions within
human resource management in order to ensure the integrity of the system and employee satisfaction,
as well as to realize the company’s goals.
Human Resource Management

Human resource management should be understood as a process in which each individual
activity and function has its crucial role in the building of a successful and healthy organization, which
is based on satisfied and efficient employees.
Human resource management in the labour process is a responsible and dynamic activity, which
helps organizations to obtain the people with desired skills, qualities, and abilities, and which helps the
management representatives to accomplish the desired results and projected goals by influencing the
behaviour of individuals and groups. Successful human resource management provides capable and
reliable personnel for every job position and helps every individual or team to reach their maximum.
Human resource management implies specific measures and activities involving two sides. On the one
hand, there are those who manage, and on the other, there are those who are managed. Managing
activities are performed by the company management. Thanks to their activities, the organization finds
the personnel with the desired qualities and skills, who are interested in accomplishing planned tasks
and goals. Employee behaviour and work is managed so that they will be able to direct their mental,
physical, and other resources towards achieving the goals of the organization. The first- or operativelevel and mid-level managing activities are handled by the organization’s top managers to a certain
extent.
The functions of human resources refer to employment, professional development,
encouragement to attain work success, discovery of managing potential, and information sharing
regarding human resources. Each aspect involves a series of processes necessary to fulfil the functions
of human resources.
Human resource needs depend on the type of organization and its activity, while the main
processes required for employing human resources are as follows:
• job position analysis,
• human resource planning,
• acquisition of potential employees,
• selection of people, and
• induction training and employment.
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The actual, operative, process regarding human resources begins with the analysis of job
positions, employee capabilities, as well as work results when determining the salary, parallel work and
education, etc. After the positions have been listed, they undergo ranking; at the same time employee
personalities are evaluated, as they are important elements for human resource planning. Job position
assessment and personality evaluation are some of the most important elements of human resource
planning. Potential candidate acquisition is based on human resource planning and acquisition policy.
This is followed by the selection of new employees and their induction. The selection process, which
contains different tests, such as interviews and psychological tests, has to be extremely well devised and
organized in order to ensure the selection of the most qualified and most competent candidate. It is
particularly important that the human resource department should monitor and control the employee’s
job performance and their integration in the society and in the organization.
The function of professional development comprises the following sub-functions: career
development, professional orientation, career advancement system, and employment termination. The
key points in human resource development are job selection, induction, education while working, and
advancement. The following could be considered as the main factors of professional development:
motivation, satisfaction, productivity, and steady development. Career development is very important
for employees, since by doing their work they help increase the quality of life, social equality, selfrespect, and self-control, and improve the management of their own careers, which is why it is important
to provide support and counsel to employees. Encouragement for success at work includes motivation,
creativity, and evaluation of success. Motivation for work is the dominant issue in human resource
management. One of the key strategic tasks of managers is to successfully manage human resources
and, within this context, to build an integral motivational system. The problem of long-term maintenance
of the core high-quality personnel and the motivation of all employees at the level where they maximally
engage themselves and identify with the organization, providing continuous creative contribution,
involves two fundamental questions:
1. How to measure work results and contribution of employees?
2. How to reward their work and develop a motivational system that will not only keep them in
the organization but also constantly motivate them to contribute even more?
An organization first needs to consider its own goals in order to be able to translate them into
group and individual goals and to determine how to measure their achievement. A business organization,
more specifically the management, creates tasks and jobs in accordance with the organization’s goals,
employs people with the required knowledge and skills, and then trains, motivates, and rewards them.
These are some of the more important ways of using human resources, which enable successful action.
The primary purpose of work evaluation is to monitor the achievement of organization’s goals in order
to develop a corporate strategy beforehand and adapt to the environment. One of the most popular and
widespread methods of managing the success of managers and employees is management using the
goals with which both sides are familiar.
Almost every individual can be creative, and it is the management’s task to recognize the
creativity and provide employees with the conditions where their creativity will be prominent and where
they will be able to develop further. There are numerous techniques for developing one’s creative
abilities. Work success is a never-ending concern of the organization’s subjects and of human resource
management, so it is necessary to encourage any activity that could influence successful work.
Motivation, creativity, and evaluation of success are some of the most significant ways of achieving
this.
Compared experiences indicate that traditional models of human resource management and
human resource development are becoming obsolete, increasingly making way for more contemporary,
flexible, practical, life-relatable, suitable, and humane forms of management and development, with the
purpose of resolving and overcoming the everyday needs of a company more quickly and painlessly.
The traditional models of management have become cumbersome, inefficient, and less applicable,
which, in times of modern entrepreneurship, renders them inadequate and outdated, especially in terms
of training, improvement, and rewards. The more current models of human resource management
emphasize humanistic, rather than economic, values, thus offering the possibility for further
humanization of production relations. Such a feeling of satisfaction encourages greater work effort,
which is one of the most important goals of human resource management. If one adds to this the policy
of adequate rewards and incentives for quality performance, it is fairly easy to assume how much more
willingly and enthusiastically the rewarded and motivated employees will proceed with their work.
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In most emergency rescue units, the time spent on firefighting or other interventions is only a
small portion of the time spent at the station, doing training, inspections, and many other regular shift
tasks [3]. The type of leadership skill during interventions differs considerably from the leadership skill
during regular daily activities at the station. Mid-level officers are often selected and promoted based
on their firefighting skills. As individuals advance, they are expected to learn how to lead using trial and
error. The ability to fight a fire and to handle emergencies using thorough operative knowledge of the
command system at an intervention does not teach officers of any level how to lead and manage
employees, except at an intervention. In order to be successful, the commanding officer of a rescue unit
needs to learn the leadership skills when there is no intervention. If the emergency service does not
provide such training, the officers need to obtain the relevant information on their own.
A commanding officer of an emergency rescue unit has to master considerable knowledge and
a vast array of skills and abilities pertaining to personnel management. Even though some knowledge
can be considered theoretical, it is directly applicable to leading a rescue unit. Likewise, great
importance is attached to a strong leadership position, leading by example, respectful relationship with
employees, personal leadership, as well as to other relevant characteristics and types of behaviour.
Ethical factors are also highly significant for proper and successful human resource management in
emergency rescue units. Employees of an organization can work individually, in organized groups, such
as departments, in teams of two or more people, or temporarily in teams formed around a particular
project [1]. Therefore, it is necessary to create a climate in which employees are mutually respectful of
one another. Rather than controlling the employees by keeping them in hierarchy-driven positions and
lines, the unit head has to keep the employees within a circle. There is a substantial difference between
the former and the latter type of leadership, and it is that difference that significantly alters and improves
the culture of management within an organization.
In order to ensure that the employees function within the circle, commanding officers need to
possess skills that are necessary for training, counselling, and encouraging employees, on a daily basis
if necessary. This is done most efficiently by the immediate superior. When a higher-level head has to
get involved to resolve the issues of worker behaviour or performance, the situation has already reached
the point where training, counselling, and encouragement are no longer efficient. In fact, if the
immediate superior is unable to keep the employees within the circle, the latter can stray so far from the
acceptable norms that it becomes difficult for them to return to the organization. When employees
operate outside the circle, they relinquish the organizational foothold, which is there to aid and support
every employee. This is not desirable for both the organization as a whole and the employees who find
themselves in such an unpleasant situation. If they fail, it can negatively reflect on the rest of the
organization and its reputation [2].
Commanding officers have to be willing to help the employees to act within the guidelines and
expectations established by organizational foundations. They do this by helping the employees remain
within the circle. They also have to be willing to train, counsel, and encourage workers on a daily basis.
The organization as a whole depends on the focus and direction, so that improvement and innovation
would proceed to meet the user demands in a specific manner.
Leadership through progressive employee inter-relationships. There is no better measure of
leadership than the relationships between employees, which directly affect the quality of products or
services, and consequently the final result of the organization. This is reason enough for the heads of
organizational units to pay special attention to employee inter-relationships, whether in emergency
rescue units or in other organizations.
This also includes finding common points in the programme and the “dedication of the
management to work on the issues, rather than to become involved only when an impasse has been
reached. This requires leadership aimed towards mutual trust, problem resolution, and joint planning
[4]. Such a model requires strong leadership, hard work, and readiness to assume the risk for other coworkers.
Basic organizational structure. The structure of an organization sets the foundation for the
manner in which employees in the system (employees and heads) view their roles, their co-workers’
roles, the goal of their common effort, and how each of them fits in the structure.
Organization according to the standard hierarchy structure is not the issue; however, working
according to a strict hierarchy structure becomes the issue due to the following:
Focus on top-down communication, which poses difficulties for disseminating ideas “upward”.
It can be quite frustrating to work in the lowest levels of an organization, which is where the
majority of employees actually work, but no one asks for their opinion or listens to them.
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Absence of team orientation and unclear organizational goal can cause excessive
competitiveness among employees or branch/section members.
A tacit agreement that is rooted in the organizational structure is manifested through status and
reputation, rather than through role and responsibility.
A climate can be created so that it appears that the organization’s resources are intended to serve
the “higher-ups” in the structure rather than to provide services to internal and external users.
There are instances when the standard hierarchy structure has to be implemented for direct
operations, especially during a crisis. Yet, these are exceptions. The fact is that most employees function
much better when the resources are set as the operational model aimed at leadership and mission support,
i.e. orientation of leadership, management, and resources towards the users.
Organizational and operational structures establish principles to which employees adhere when
communicating with the users or among themselves, regardless of position, rank, or role in the system.
Both structures are important for an organization’s success and they complement each other very well.
It is important for the employees to have a sense of ownership and responsibility in their designated area
within the organization, but it is equally important not to allow the different organizational areas to
become mutually isolated. Organizational structure has its place, but it also provides important
guidelines. This concept can become the cornerstone and create conditions for inspired leadership and
positive interpersonal relationships in the organization.
Systems approach to leading emergency rescue units. There are many separate (and yet codependent) constituents of the systems approach, which guides the commanding officers to provide
efficient emergency protection service. Nowadays, commanders need to consider every factor of the
safety equation during emergencies, while avoiding the temptation to focus only on those factors at
which they are good or which are politically more favourable [2]. One of the skills of leading an
emergency rescue unit is the understanding that everything is connected.
It is impossible to focus on or ignore any single aspect of the system without affecting one or
more constituents. This applies whether the team comprises professionals, volunteers, or both.
Extraordinary leaders of fire and rescue units know how to head a system in which the entirety of the
process is only as strong as its weakest part. Emergency rescue units provide a variety of professional
services and perform auxiliary functions within the overall task. Each element is significant and requires
full attention if the safety system is to function properly [7].
Thus, if commanding officers wish to be efficient, they have to know their job and constantly
try to improve themselves. Many users reported that the day they had to call a fire and rescue unit was
one of the worst, or the worst day of their life. This is a unique relationship with the users of the service.
According to them, all emergency rescue units are at work “on the worst day of their life”. Commanders
who acknowledge this fact understand that they need to build and manage every component of the
system for protection of life and property, so that the component is always appropriate in relation to
someone who considers that very moment the worst moment of their life. Any weak component could
yield negative results for the user, who is already under the impression that things could not get any
worse.
Nowadays, the emphasis is placed on the building of a solid infrastructure, which implies
transport, communication, parks, utilities, etc. The same concept is also directly applied to the
infrastructure of the protection of life and property in a community [5]. Commanders are responsible for
creating the infrastructure within the community, aimed primarily at protecting people and property, and
for training personnel to prevent unwanted events and survive them if they do occur. Yet, emergencies
will happen and there has to exist a component of emergency alarm response that is designed to provide
a rapid, skilful, and brave intervention; likewise, there have to exist auxiliary systems (internal and
external), created for the purpose of providing quality service. Commanders also need to foster good
relations and thus strengthen human and physical resources required for a proper intervention. Unless
each component in a system receives proper attention from the service and the local structures, the
infrastructure of life and property protection in the community is threatened and it might not provide an
efficient response to someone’s “worst day ever”.
Fire prevention. Prevention is a professional service provided according to the law and other
legal documents in the field of life and property protection, as well as according to standards, which
contain up-to-date requirements in terms of performance and practical application [1]. This forms the
basis for maintaining an environment that minimizes the negative effects of fires or other events.
Disrupted safety measures, e.g. fire suppression systems, are also key to protecting life and property, as
well as maintaining economic stability of the community and the entire country.
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Education of the public. Educating the public for all types of risk is another necessary
professional service provided by the Sector for Emergency Management. This involves programmes for
schoolchildren, programmes for groups most heavily exposed to risks, and general education
programmes for the whole community.
Emergency alarm response. Alarm response is another important component of the system
that provides professional services. When the afflicted persons dial 193, they expect a rapid and skilled
service provided by the firefighters, who are supposed to take care of them, their family members, and
their property. Whether the team that provides the service consists of professionals, volunteers, or both,
and whether it is industrial, public, or private, user access to the service has to be quick and simple. The
commanding structure has to provide a system that is properly located, fully staffed, equipped, and
trained.
Auxiliary (support) components typically determine the responsibilities of the fire and rescue
staff, and they include the following:
• Training and preparation. The level of training and the ability of the organization to
prepare its members to perform their roles are critical for handling everyday demands by
external and internal users, and it largely determines the capability of the organization to
change and develop. Commanders have to ensure that the training and development
covers each member of the service – those dealing with prevention, those dealing with
education of the public, actual operatives, and those who provide support to the service
providers.
• Support for the members and the system. Proper support in terms of human resource
management increases stability and efficiency of the system. Compensations in the event
of fires, emphasis on safety, management of exposure to medical and chemical agents,
accident management system, standard operating procedures (code of practice), and the
involvement of supervisory, organizational, and management procedures are some of the
most common elements of these “improvements” although there are many more. Support
for the system includes clear understanding of the vision, mission, and value of an
organization by all of its members. It also includes short- and long-term planning, as well
as the ability of the organization to implement those plans [6]. These are the crucial
responsibilities of commanding officers, which have to be fulfilled in order to ensure that
the employees are committed and are acting in a positive and productive manner.
• Partnership, relations, and policy. It is difficult for an organization to achieve anything
community-wise without forming partnerships with others who share its vision or have
similar missions. Community-level associations and partnership are formed in order to
ensure and implement specific programmes that can also be used for many other purposes.
The relations within the service and those towards persons outside work fostered by
commanding officers have a considerable influence on the general results of the
organization. Personal and organizational relations can affect task execution. This
influence needs to be considered in every form of behaviour of commanding officers.
• Involvement with the community is crucial for the image that the Sector for Emergency
Management projects in the public and for its status. Finding the ways to positively and
actively interact with other can have a sizeable impact on the efficiency of fire and rescue
commanders.
• Infrastructure and equipment pertains to the infrastructure and equipment necessary to
successfully complete the task. This is the aspect of the system that is more material than
human, as it includes acquisition, building, or maintenance of numerous resources, such
as capacities, buildings, lorries, equipment, tools, communication systems, public
demonstration exercises, safehouses, mobile educational teams for promoting fire
suppression systems, goods, supplies, new technology, e-business, etc.
CONCLUSION

This paper is intended for emergency rescue unit commanders, for both traditional and non-traditional
units. There are specific fundamental types of behaviour that are connected to everything related to
leadership. The key to achieve quality leadership of an emergency rescue service is to inspire and
instruct others, to create a positive and productive work atmosphere with positive relations, to
understand the system as a whole, and to realize that the organization is successful only when all of its
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parts are successful. Everything the Sector for Emergency Management does is connected to everything
else – no element of the system can function completely independently of the other elements. As the
service continues to promote prevention, education, and emergency alarm response, the support
programmes must also develop.
The mission of protecting life and property during emergencies should change and improve over time.
Unit commanders should not limit their focus to protection against fires and other emergencies, but need
to consider other aspects pertaining to protection of life in the equation of all risks, as well. They should
not neglect or diminish their intervention abilities and skills, but improve their efficiency over the entire
range of services related to emergency interventions. This is not an ‘either-or’ choice, but a system of
multiple constituents, which the commanders are trained to develop, support, and lead, both now and in
the future. The purpose of emergency rescue units is to prevent fires or predict another emergency, to
educate people, and to carry out interventions on the worst day of someone’s life, and most of them do
this successfully every time.
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Abstract
The concept of protection in dedicated facilities (shelters) is based on the construction of protective
structures, which in addition to satisfying the conditions of protection against mechanical, thermal,
radioactive, chemical and other harmful materials, must meet the requirements of an autonomous
existence for a certain period of time. Filter-ventilation units (FVUs) in a shelter should provide
beneficial, primarily microclimate, conditions for safe long-term shelter stays. Knowing that
microclimate conditions in shelters have a crucial impact on the lives of people who stay in them and
that FVU elements make up a complex system supports the fact that the automation of these facilities
would significantly reduce the risk of incidents. Although FVUs already possess mechanical gauges of
parameters that are vital to the safety of people, the introduction of double-checking systems would be
of great importance. This would be achieved through the implementation of an information system with
the aim of detection, system parameter data collection, monitoring, alarming and FVU control. This
would enable complete risk management in the facility. Previous research into the field of heating,
ventilation and air conditioning systems (HVAC) was mainly restricted to residential and commercial
buildings.
Keywords: a shelter, intelligent systems, control, ventilation, filter-ventilation units.

INTRODUCTION

Knowing that microclimate conditions in shelters have a crucial impact on the lives of people who stay
in them and that FVU elements make up a complex system supports the fact that the automation of these
facilities would significantly reduce the risk of incidents. Although FVUs already possess mechanical
gauges of parameters that are vital to the safety of people, the introduction of double-checking systems
would be of great importance. This would be achieved through the implementation of an information
system with the aim of detection, system parameter data collection, monitoring, alarming and FVU
control. This would enable complete risk management in the facility. Previous research into the field of
heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems (HVAC) was mainly restricted to residential and
commercial buildings. However, this system would be applicable not only to shelters but also a number
of special purpose facilities (mines, military industry, chemical and petrochemical industry, ...), which
would enable risk management in the working and living environment. Modern facilities are similar to
machines because they have a range of mechanical, electrical, electronic, computer and communication
systems. As buildings are becoming more and more sophisticated, they include an increasing number of
sensor-effectors, computer controlled devices and networks. From the perspective of information
science, „an intelligent building is one that utilises computer technology to autonomously govern
and adapt the building environment so as to optimise user comfort, energy-consumption, safety
and work efficiency“.[1] In intelligent buildings, computers and artificial intelligence techniques are
used to orchestrate the operations neccessary for the functioning of the system (air-conditioning, heating,
cooling, lighting, ...) with the aim of providing levels of control expected from human intelligence
(thinking, learning, adaptation). Machines such as robots are capable of this thanks to the incorporation
of artificial intelligence based on behaviour. There is a sufficient number of similarities between
machines (mobile robots, in particular) and buildings that can justify the application of such techniques
to building control systems, which enables their intelligent behaviour.[2]
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Shelters

The concept of protection in dedicated facilities (shelters) is based on the construction of protective
structures, which in addition to satisfying the conditions of protection against mechanical, thermal,
radioactive, chemical and other harmful materials, must meet the requirements of an autonomous
existence for a certain period of time. Filter-ventilation units (FVUs) in a shelter should provide
beneficial, primarily microclimate, conditions for safe long-term shelter stays. This suggests that the
protective structures, meant for a continuous stay of a number of people, must be equipped with such
air-supply installations that will provide:
• continuous supply of normative quantities of air,
• protection against the penetration of external Radiological-Chemical-Biological contaminants
and other effects of offensive agents,
• constant overpresssure in relation to the outdoor air,
• pre-set microclimate conditions, depending on the type of ventilation, including the required
number of air changes.
Filter-ventilation units (FVUs), which form an inseparable whole with the shelter, provide these
conditions. FVUs enable:
• bringing air into the shelter and taking the spent air out of the shelter, which implies normal
ventilation,
• ensuring a fresh air supply in case the outside air is contaminated and taking the spent air out of
the shelter, which implies protective ventilation.
Factors influencing the protection systems design in shelters are divided into two groups: external and
internal influencing factors. External influencing factors that directly affect the system technical
solutions are:
• chemical warfare agents (poison gases),
• radioactive fallout (dust),
• biological substances,
• carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2), dust,... that spread in the atmosphere around the
shelter in case of fire or explosion,
• the airflow heat in case of fire around the shelter,
• shock wave pressure on the ventilation system,
• a quake caused by a shock wave, that is to say the initiated pressure wave, on the devices,
installations, equipment and people in a shelter.
Internal influencing factros are:
• air pollution in a shelter by carbon dioxide (CO2), as a result of respiration,
• reduction of the oxygen (O2) concentration in a shelter, as a result of respiration,
• increase in the shelter temperature due to the fact that people in the shelter give off heat,
• increase in the percentage of humidity due to breathing and sweating,
• shelter pollution by odours coming from the toilet, kitchen, mechanical rooms, fuel storage, etc.
The aim of this paper is to introduce a new method for the integration of the shelter and its equipment
into an information system. Using information technologies can lead to the autonomous environment
control and optimisation of comfort, energy consumption, safety and work efficiency. This approach
should not only increase and improve the autonomy level of a buidling, but also lead to control systems
of microclimate parameters in shelters on two levels. The aim is to examine the following:
• The possibility of the electrical system components control:
filter-ventilation units,
devices for the maintenance of overpressure in the facility,
equipment used to seal the facility;
• Information system equipment selection:
appropriate detectors of microclimate parameters and the possibility of their connection
to the central computer,
computer equipment (hardware),
application programs (software),
communication infrastructure (optimal system selection);
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Computer management (local and/or multi-center) that implies the assignment of IP addresses
to shelters and all other elements that can be found within the network;
The possibility of self-learning (system autonomy);
Optimal decision-making model in the system;
Assessment of system reliability (reservations).

METHODS
Criteria for determining air quality
The task of ventilation is to eliminate CO2 that is as a product of respiration in a shelter and to ensure
bearable climate conditions for shorter or longer stays. Two criteria used in practice for providing
neccessary air amounts for ventilation are derived from this task:
• the percentage of carbon dioxide released during the process of respiration should not exceed
the prescribed, allowable levels,
• the temperature in a shelter, all heat sources included, should not exceed the prescribed value at
a given humidity.[4]

Both criteria are used to determine neccessary amounts of air (regulations) for protective ventilation, as
well as to determine stay conditions in a completely hermetic shelter. Protective ventilation means
shelter ventilation in the conditions when the outside atmosphere is contaminated (poison gases,
radioactive fallout, bacteriological substances). Protective ventilation serves to let the outside air,
prevously purified from contaminants, into a shelter in the amount that satisfies the minimum conditions
for life and work of the people in it. This greatly reduces the cost of the complete protection system and
operating costs in general. Normal ventilation means shelter ventilation in the conditions when the
outside atmosphere is completely clean. In these conditions, in principle and whenever possible, people
are provided with maximum possible conditions for shorter or longer stays. In case the outside
atmosphere is contaminated with carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide from a firestorm or high
temperature, the shelter is not ventilated (collective filters do not protect against CO and CO2). In this
case people breathe only the air from the shelter that must be hermetic.
The principles of integration
A typical mechatronic system consists of mechanical, electrical and computer components. The process
of system data acquisition begins with the measurement of a physical value by a sensor. The sensor is
able to generate some form of signal, generally an analog signal in the form of a voltage level or
waveform. This analog signal is sent to an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The microcontroler
consists of a microprocessor, memory and other attached devices. The program in the microprocessor
uses the digital value along with ohter inputs and preloaded value called calibrations in order to
determine output commands. Like the input to the microprocessor, these outputs are in digital form and
can be represented as a set of bits. A digital-to-analog converter (DAC) is often used for converting the
digital value into an analog signal. The analog signal is used by an actuator to control physical devices
or affect the physical environment. The sensor then takes new measurements and the process is repeated,
thus completing a feedback control loop. The timing for the entire operation is synchronised by the use
of a clock. Relevant physical variables (temperature, humidity, oxygen, carbon dioxide and carbon
monoxide concentrations) are converted by sensors into appropriate electrical values suitable for further
transfer and processing. The reception level of the microcomputer module for the regulation of those
relevant physical variables transfers the electrical signal of the measured values into a form suitable for
further processing (ADC, frequency-to-digital converter,..). The algorithm for automatic regulation of
the relevant physical variables is implemented using a microcomputer module. As a result of the
processing of the measured values, the microcomputer module generates a control action that excites
the actuators. The selected SCADA system (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) is a system for
measuring, monitoring and control of industrial systems. This system has existed in various forms since
the 1960s, but from the 1990s it has experienced a big expansion with the advent of faster and more
efficient computing and micro controler devices. It can be used to easily monitor temperature, humidity
and pressure, but it can be also used for a more complex monitoring and control of production processes
in factories or railway traffic.
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Decision treshold
It is known that the limiting values of the parameters, which are significant for people’s shelter stays,
are defined by the maximum concentrations of carbon dioxide and humidity of inhaled air, as well as by
the minimum necessary concentrations of oxygen and temperature levels. If hypothetically talking about
the limiting value or the alarm for a forced ventilation system, we have to take into consideration the
maximum allowable concentrations of carbon dioxide as a priority parameter. On the other hand, this
implies a necessary testing to determine oxygen excess (in relation to the minimum concentration),
because these two parameters are generally connected as they both relate to the same volume. In relation
to these two parameters, temperature and humidity are parameters of lower priority due to the fact that
living organisms are more tolerant to the thermal comfort parameters than to the physiological needs,
such as breathing. Convenient microclimate conditions for longer shelter stays are provided by
ventilation installations and devices for the microclimate quality monitoring and environmental comfort
control. A microclimate control system consists of software and hardware components that take the
maximum allowable concentrations of microclimate parameters as alarm treshold and then take control
decisions based on them. Tests in shelters have shown that at a high concentration of 5-6% of CO2,
which is harmful, the percentage of oxygen is 15%, the concentration at which it is possible to perform
some minor tasks. The value of 5% is taken as the maximum allowable concentration of carbon dioxide,
because at this concentration there is an increase in respiration and no consequences for human health.[5]
The moment the microclimate transmitters in a shelter detect the alarm treshold values, the SCADA
system commands the actuator to activate the filter-ventilation unit.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Real time graphical representation of trends

RSView Studio simulation software has been designed for a simultaneous monitoring of
microclimate parameters in all rooms of a dedicated facility. The primary graphic display shows the
dedicated facility base which consists of the left and the right wing where the rooms are positioned. The
wings are symmetrical consisting of 10 rooms each that are of typical areas and volumes. The graphic
display has two command buttons - start to begin the simulation process and reset to reset the simulation
results. In addition, the room icons shown in scheme 1. of the dedicated facility base are interactive and
each room can be open in a window by mouse click. The following elements are shown in the graphic
display of each room:
• Parameters of the room in which the microclimate monitoring is carried out – room size and
volume;
• Clock – timer
• A drop-down menu representing the current number of people in a room;
• A drop-down menu for selecting the ventilation mode for a room – normal or protective;
• Variable numerical values of the current oxygen and carbon monoxide concentrations in a room
represented in percentage and cubic meters;
• A graphic display of the motion of oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations represented by
two colours – blue for the oxygen concentration curve and red for the carbon dioxide curve;
• The time frame for the changes in oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations;
• The graphic display legend of the microclimate parameters in a room.
In addition to the above mentioned elements, the graphic display of each room contains a button to
return to the start menu. The number of people in the room is taken as a variable value. In the simulation
of the microclimate parameter changes in real time, trends in five rooms will be shown. Depending on
the size (volume) of the rooms, the maximum number of people is limited as per the calculation. Normal
and protective ventilation mode simulations have been carried out. In room no.1 there are 50 people and
the trend of microclimate parameter changes is shown in scheme 2. Room no.1 has the maximum
occupancy, and the trend shows the maximum oxygen intake and maximum carbon dioxide outtake,
which ensures that the filter-ventilation unit is turned on in a short time. Scheme 3. shows the trend of
microclimate parameter changes in room no.2. The simulation for this room involves parameters
relevant to the room with 45 people. The trend of microclimate parameter changes in room no. 2 shows
the following:
• The room is bigger in size (volume) than the room no.1;
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•

The room is occupied by a smaller number of people (forty-five);

Scheme 1. The dedicated facility base

Source [3]
•

It is observed that the FVU turns on just before the maximum allowable concentration of carbon
dioxide and the minimum allowable concentration of oxygen is reached, whereas it turns off
before the maximum concentration of oxygen of 21 % is reached in subsequent FVU cycles.
However, the air quality in the room is not at a satisfactory level at the moment the FVU turns
off. [6]

Scheme 2. The trend of microclimate parameter changes for Room no.1 in normal ventilation mode

Source [3]
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Scheme 3. The trend of microclimate parameter changes for Room no.2 in normal ventilation mode

Source [3]
In the protective ventilation mode, the amount of air supplied to the rooms is three times lower than in
the normal ventilation mode. This is due to the resistance a fan has to overcome while conducting the
air through the anti-blast valve, expansion chamber, sand filter, self-closing valve and collective
protection filter. The air regeneration time in the rooms, which is three times longer than in the normal
ventilation mode, is driven by the protective ventilation mode. On the curves showing the trends of
microclimate factors in the rooms, it is clear that the air regeneration trend is slower and the curve is
milder than in the normal ventilation mode.
Scheme 4. The trend of microclimate parameters for Room no.1 in the protective ventilation mode

Source [3]
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Scheme 5. The trend of microclimate parameters for Room no.2 in the protective ventilation mode

Source [3]
CONCLUSION

Microclimate quality control in dedicated facilities is the main task of research in the doctoral thesis,
which was achieved by precise measurements of oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations on the
shelter premises, carbon dioxide concentrations in the shelter vicinity, as well as the temperature and
relative humidity by setting up sensor networks. On the other hand, actuator units are used for
monitoring the filter-ventilation units, valves and other elements of the ventilation system. Information
processing is performed by a microcomputer module. Relevant physical variables (temperature,
humidity, oxygen, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide concentrations), in terms of comfort of people
in dedicated facilities, are converted by sensors into appropriate electrical values suitable for further
transfer and processing. The reception level of the microcomputer module for the regulation of the above
mentioned relevant physical variables transfers the electrical signal of the measured values into a form
suitable for further processing (ADC, frequency-to-digital converter,..). The algorithm of the automatic
regulation of the relevant physical variables is implemented using a microcomputer module. As a result
of the measured values processing, the microcomputer module, acting as a regulator, generates control
actions that excite the actuators.
Based on the empirical data obtained from calculations, mathematical models of trends of the
microclimate changes have been created, and then the process has been simulated in real time using a
SCADA system. The measurement and data acquisition system consists of sensors and transmitters of
non-electrical physical values, a supervisory control and data acquisition – SCADA system, a personal
computer and a direct current source for transmitters power supply.
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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY– CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES
Abstract
In contemporary scientific and professional literature, there is an evident increase in interest in the
concept of knowledge management and its implementation to problems in various areas of human work
and action. Given that knowledge is seen as the most important economic resource of the modern era,
on the road to ''knowledge society'', learning issues in the business environment and application of the
concept of knowledge management, as a strategy for the development of innovation and improvement
of organizational performances, in particular, health and safety performances in workplace, have been
actualized. In this regard, the paper elaborated conceptual definitions, need, importance and objectives
of knowledge management with special emphasis on the knowledge management challenges and
opportunities in the field of occupational safety.
Key words: knowledge management, occupational safety, enterprises

INTRODUCTION

In the business world, knowledge has become an essential strategic resource of an individual's
personal development, the development of organizations, as well as the society as a whole. These
organizations, whether they produce something or not, are facing both fast changes and the need for
adjusting to the changing circumstances. On their way to the society of knowledge, there are more and
more authors who are exploring and considering various possibilities for the optimum knowledge use,
its distribution, transfer, and application in compliance with demands and conditions of the modern
civilizations, its trends and needs.
Consequently, a number of ideas, concepts, and paradigms have emerged, and so has an attempt
to respond to challenges of the turbulent changes, the hyper competition, and the efficient goal achieving
demands. Thus, the Knowledge Management concept is becoming more prominent in the density of this
‘’theoretical jungle’’. Analysis of research sources has shown that this concept is criticized by some
authors, especially the part that speaks about the possibility of knowledge management. According to
Petzinger [1], it is the biggest oxymoron in the theory of management. Certainly, one could accept this
author's opinion, or other similar opinions. The fact is, human knowledge and creativity cannot be
managed completely in the process of learning about the world and its development, though without the
knowledge management there would be no contemporary business organization development, nor the
society development. In the modern-day economy setting, special attention is paid to knowledge
management issues and its improvement as it occupies a significant role in the occupational safety and
protection in companies.
With that in mind, the first part of the paper provides the terminological definitions of
knowledge management and highlights the goal and importance of knowledge management in a
contemporary business context. This is followed by considerations of the needs and possibilities of
applying this concept to safety management with special emphasis on the value and contribution of
explicit and tacit knowledge to safety systems. The main methodological approach used in this paper is
the combination of induction and deduction. Literature sources were analysed as a part of the descriptive
research method. The databases used to conduct the literature search included ISI Web of Science, Sage,
ABI/Inform (Pro Quest), and Google Scholar. The searches were limited to the publications published
between 1994 and 2017. The following key words were used: knowledge menagemenet, occupational
safety, tacit knowledge, explicite knowledge. These key words were used in combination with other key
words that helped to restrict the search. These words were: ‘‘HSE’’, ‘‘SHE’’, ‘‘OHS’’, ‘‘work
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environment’’, ‘‘working environment’’, ‘‘health’’, ‘‘environment’’, ‘‘safety’’, ‘‘occupational health’’,
and ‘‘work conditions’’.
The research results have confirmed the necessity and importance of using knowledge
management in safety systems and clarified the directions for further research in this field.
1. Knowledge management – concept, aims and its importance

In the academic literature, there are arguments which confirm that in order to use one's
knowledge efficiently it is necessary to be well organized, that is - to be properly managed. Podgorski
[2] believes the knowledge management model stands for all the processes that enable making,
expanding, and usage of knowledge in a company's goals achievement. Knowledge, as it is, is
omnipresent in an organisation, whether implicit (tacit, hidden, intangible, unspoken) or explicit
(objective, tangible, open).
Nonaka and Takeuchi [3] define the structural knowledge as explicit (expressed) or formal,
whereas the informal knowledge is defined as tacit (unexpressed, unspoken). Running a company is
usually bound for the explicit knowledge, while achieving greater efficiency in management seeks the
tacit knowledge resources which then turn into formal and available knowledge.
Table 1. Implicit and explicit knowledge Adapted from Nonaka [4]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implicit (intangible) knowledge
Knowledge in mental models, skills,
behaviour, perspective
Personal perceptions, feelings and
values
Based on experience
Has ’personalized’ quality
Difficult to articulate
Difficult to transfer and share with
others
Difficult to copy
Transferred mainly through social
interaction

•
•
•
•
•

Explicit knowledge
Codified in numbers, charts, drawing,
manuals, etc.
Evident tools
Formal articulation is possible; may
be processed and stored
automatically
Easy to transfer and share with others
Easy to copy

In order to create organizational knowledge, it is necessary that the conversion from one form
of knowledge into another takes place. This conversion process from one form of knowledge into
another, during which the individual knowledge turns into the organizational, is the process of
organizational learning. Thus, Nonaka [4] speaks about the knowledge cycle which focuses on making
the unspoken into explicit knowledge through socialization. Certainly the essential point is not the way
in which the information is transformed and categorized as knowledge, but whether the information is
'owned by a person,' that is whether it is personalized or not. At the same time, the author [4] links
knowledge and belief: knowledge is information that is transformed through belief system, meaning one
ought to believe the information justifiably and distinctively to make it into knowledge.
Leseure and Brookes [5] see the running of knowledge through managing projects discourse.
They have identified patterns for two types of knowledge. The first type is the essential knowledge, also
generic, which is most likely to remain long-term in a company and can be easily transferred through
different projects. According to the authors, managers have to be aware of this difference so that they
could give their best when dealing with knowledge management and carrying out of projects (Ibid.).
In modern-day conditions, the notion of knowledge management can be seen as an answer to
information expansion and knowledge growth, as well as the need for productivity, innovation, and
organizational skills increase. Therefore Havens and Knapp [6] see the knowledge management as
encouraging to innovate, collaborate, and making decisions effectively, whereas Van der Spek and
Kingma [7] claim that the knowledge management's main goal is creating the environment in which
people have an opportunity to apply, develop, exchange, combine, and unify their knowledge. This
usage of knowledge results in innovations within an organization, as well as the improved productivity
and competition.
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Figure 1. Knowledge management drivers [8]

In the business surroundings, knowledge is seen as a strategic resource which enables the
creating of innovative products and services thus establishing a high position on the market. The value
of this concept is shown as setting out conditions in which knowledge as a strategic resource is managed
in order to be used for creating the competitive advantage, efficient decision making, collaboration,
organizational and geographical knowledge distribution, expanding the amount and scope of knowledge,
preventing losing the knowledge, development of the communication culture and knowledge exchange,
decreasing of the internal inefficiency, etc. (Figure 1)
The analysis of different reference books leads to a conclusion that the main goal of the
knowledge management is to manage knowledge which means that it is used in the best possible way,
also to form, collect, and exchange in order to [8]:
initiate activities based on knowledge;
support the business strategy and reach the business goals;
create an intelligent company through:
- keeping corporate and individual knowledge;
- more accurate anticipations of great possibilities;
- expanding the corporate data base.
increase the competitive advantage;
create an innovative culture and environment;
ensure cooperation and turning it into an everyday work practice;
improve working efficiency such as increasing organizational capacity through:
- more effective decision-making;
- improved customer service;
- improved job issues resolving;
- improved productivity;
- improved usage of corporate and individual knowledge.
Modern day managers are valued based on how much they contribute to an organization through
retaining and increasing the knowledge capital which exists in their knowledge base, infrastructure and
people. If the market value of the company depends on its intellectual capital, then just as much attention
should be paid to its material and financial property.
2. Knowledge management and safety management

In terms of development, the first forms of knowledge management in the safety management
system appeared in high risk industries. Proceeding from the specifics of risk and danger in the mining
industry, in Australia the steps of this process are described in the following way: a mapping of
knowledge within an organization, implementing knowledge management controls; identifying needs
and gaps in knowledge; determination of project teams and leading projects for obtaining and
documenting knowledge, and after their completion, review and evaluate the results in terms of
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implementation of the knowledge management process again in accordance with the principle of steady
development [9]. This is formal (explicit) knowledge such as: legal regulations in the field of
occupational safety and health (OSH), security procedures, risk control, communication with the risk,
management plans in emergency situations, etc.
Sherehiy and Karwowski [10] are the first to include the principles of knowledge management
in the existing global system management model of security and safety equipment. They discuss the role
of formal (laws, standards, policies, procedures, etc.) and informal (tacit) knowledge hidden in the minds
of experienced workers (experience of the protection experts, identification of hazards, unaffected and
cognitive abilities, general rules, intuition and synthesis of facts) emphasizing the importance of
applying knowledge management in managing the protection in order to encourage the exchange of
knowledge, the application of innovative solutions and the use of the existing knowledge within an
organization. The future of knowledge management model in system security and protection at work,
the authors observed in connection with the creation of knowledge and the organization of learning [10].
Aspects and features of knowledge management in managing the protection come to the force in the
ILO Occupational Safety and Health 2001 organizational framework of management systems for safety
and health protection at work [11].
Canadian researchers emphasize the importance of knowledge management in managing the
environment protection, especially the role of tacit knowledge. The results of this research [12] confirm
that personal knowledge of workers significantly affects the identification of risks to the environment
and the pursuit of preventive solutions. Proceeding from this, Borial [12] believes an implementation of
a generic framework for managing tacit knowledge in a company (creation, consulting, codification and
application) is necessary, which therefore requires a certain climate in organization where an informal
exchange of knowledge will take place.
Relevant sources indicate the methods and ways of applying the concept of knowledge
management in the safety management. Cutter [9] has suggested several methods and tools to support
the processes of knowledge management in risk management in practice, such as benchmarking (system
evaluation), fellow help, workshops and group discussions, examinations after the activities, business
yellow pages, websites on occupational safety, particularly emphasizing the need for the acquisition of
tacit knowledge in the framework of risk management activities.
In many studies, the success of applying the 'stories' or narrative methods, as ways of knowledge
management in the occupational safety management, is confirmed [13] [14]. In the context of the
training of young miners, Vaught [13] believes that the story of the veteran miners – lead to the transfer
of tacit knowledge into the minds of future generations of miners — rescuers, while recorded stories of
the veterans represent explicit knowledge for creating free publications for miners and rescuers. In
enterprises which belong to the high risk industries, it has been proven that people quickly learn the
rules of safety when these rules are presented in the form of the story, unlike formal training or through
instructions [15]. However, as managers have not yet accepted this method, formal and systematic
approaches still prevail.
According to Gherardi and Nicolini [16] the knowledge of security and safety at work oought
to be understood as a collective ability or culture developed within the community of practice (CoPs).
Wenger, Makdermot and Snyder [17] define CoPs as an informal 'groups of people who share a concern,
a set of problems, or a passion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and expertise through
integration on a permanent basis.' (pg. 4)
Analysis of references [10, 26], indicate the application of the concept of knowledge
management in improving performance and safety, protection of the environment [12], general public
safety and resolving problems arising as a result of industrial development. One of the particularly
inspiring research relates to the application of this concept in the security companies [18], [19] nuclear
safety, and aviation security [20].
Today, the role of knowledge and learning for managing security, safety and quality of labor
and the environment is no longer disputed. Moreover, the knowledge or the man's consciousness,
conscience, responsibility, attitudes, values, safe behavior, is also defined as the basic 'resource' in
creating a safe and high-quality working environment. However, there are more arguments to support
claims that the effectiveness and applicability of this human capital matters depends on the
implementation of the concept of knowledge management as a strategy for the development of modern
security and protection in general.
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3. Tacit and explicit knowledge in the safety system

In the system of occupational safety and health, the most common knowledge, tacit, is observed
in connection with the development of the awareness of employees and managers about the dangers and
risks in the workplace and the development of safety culture. This knowledge plays an important role in
the identification of hazards and risk assessment at work, applies preventive measures of protection,
affects the efficiency of the workers to minimize or eliminate risk, and in extreme instances, it can help
to measure and evaluate OSH performance monitoring company in the field of OSH, and exploring the
unfortunate cases that are work related, diseases and incidents.
Tacit knowledge, can also be useful for developing and implementation of OSH plans
improvements, including the planning and implementation of preventive and corrective measures.
Certainly, one should not neglect the role of knowledge in detecting any irregularities in the
management of protection at work and removing the observed deficiencies. Therefore, the contribution
of tacit knowledge is blatant in shaping the habits and skills of continuous improvement principles of
OSH by all members of a company. It can be applied in both the working processes and other activities
(better equipment, management of procedures or OSH administration, etc.). Logically, tacit knowledge
used by a company to increase the scope and effectiveness of all activities is aimed at continuous
improvement of safety management and protection at work.
Explicit knowledge is important in almost all aspects of the management work. In fact, the
concept of safety management is based on the systematic collection and use of explicit knowledge. This
knowledge is strictly codified and divided into a variety of documents, procedures, instructions, etc.
Forms of explicit knowledge are mostly passive content information, logs and formal data that are
required to run the system management and provide evidence that supervisory bodies system complies
with the relevant requirements. However, this knowledge will be of little or no use for OSH if it is
transformed and embedded in the minds of employees and managers as awareness of dangers and risks
in the workplace and as their internal motivation to act pro-safe. Hence, the dominant role and the
importance of tacit knowledge in occupational safety management system is understandable.
The knowledge of individual authors on the use of tacit knowledge suggests that the traditional
approach to learning and training of employees does not give satisfactory results, as it does not lead to
an informal exchange of tacit knowledge in this area. For example, newcomer workers on construction
sites learn to identify hazards and to behave according to certain rules better through observation,
listening, talking, feelings, and actions than through formal training using traditional educational
methods. Effective OSH training of newly employed workers should include the exchange of tacit
knowledge (for example, through mentoring and apprenticeship). In this sense, narrative methods
become useful as they help the holistic transfer of the tacit knowledge, in a way that is easy to understand
and easy to remember.
However, applying this informal method in OSH management is problematic, as well as
guaranteeing good and sustainable transfer of tacit knowledge. For collecting and transferring tacit
knowledge for the protection at work, it is necessary to create thematic seminars, to interview employees
who leave the company or retire, to create a Wiki-type corporate encyclopedias, to develop the concept
of community of practice-CoPs1 [21] [22], to use the applications of virtual reality (VR), etc. Modern
technologies or systems of virtual reality can generate virtual environments (VEs) which effectively
simulate different conditions of work and life and, at the same time, successfully support cognitive
processes [23].
A critical observation of the reference books points out rare attempts of using the concept of
knowledge management in the occupational safety management, so this concept is still not popular
among managers. Consequently, they need broader research uses of explicit and tacit knowledge in the
protection, the promotion of the concept among employees, managers, advisors and others, and of
course, providing enterprises with knowledge on the practical methods and tools for acquiring,
exploring, sharing and diffusion of tacit knowledge.

1

Such communities can exist within an organization, organizational unit, or they can cover several organizations,
and involve close co-operation between members of the community in the exchange of tacit knowledge.
Unfortunately, there is still lack of research about the impact of the concept of ‘community of practice’ (CoPs) to
improve the performance of safety and health in the workplace.
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INSTEAD OF THE CONCLUSION & PROBLEMS AND DIRECTIONS OF DEVELOPMENT
OF THE CONCEPT OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN THE SAFETY SYSTEM

Contemporary business conditions impose reduced resources on organizations, reduced funding
and growing requirements regarding optimal use of knowledge or knowledge management. As the
experience of European companies show, the optimal use of knowledge has become a strategic resource
to their success rate (eg. Siemens AG, Siemens Business Services GmbH Co. OHG, Mc Kinsey, Cap
Gemini Ernst and Young, Arthur Andersen, etc.). Bad and inefficient processes often result in
incompetence in using organizational information, knowledge and expertise. Being charaterized by
dynamic, information-intensive environment (production processes, innovations, standards, risk
management, legal regulations and other regulations and requirements at the national and international
level, etc.) the knowledge management is of great importance for enterprises and other organisations in
the area of safety and protection.
There are different initiative factors of knowledge management. With regard to organisations operating
in different business contexts, there is no unique recipe for implementing knowledge management in
organizations. If the organization does not understand initiative factors of knowledge management, they
can fall into the trap of creating ineffective strategies for knowledge management and inefficient
operational plans (mostly based on the experience of other organizations). Before one engages in the
implementation of this concept, the organizations have to know what exactly they want to achieve, or
what benefits they can expect.
Some issues that are especially challenging are those of how to acquire, create, process and transfer the
tacit knowledge. This knowledge can significantly contribute to the realization of the objectives of the
protection at work system such as: preventing and reducing workplace accidents, incidents, occupational
diseases and other illnesses in the workplace. Also, tacit knowledge should be seen in connection with
the development of the awareness of employees and managers about the dangers and risks in the
workplace and shaping the safety culture within a company. It is a significant input for measuring and
assessing OSH in the company, especially in the proactive and reactive OSH monitoring, but also the
valuable potential for shaping habits and safe computing behavior, especially in high risk industries.
The results of a research on the role of tacit knowledge in the management of environmental protection
are indirectly sent to the potential and the importance of this knowledge in the occupational safety
management. Related models of these systems are based on the same concept of the PDCA (plan-docheck-act). Comparative analysis governing environmental protection and safety management at work
suggests that tacit knowledge can improve the effectiveness of risk identification and risk management,
the implementation the prevention measures and control measurements, emergency situations
prevention, readiness and response, training and other forms of training for safety and protection.
Processes acquiring tacit knowledge are to support organizational learning and should lead to an
effective protection and safety management in enterprises. However, to achieve these objectives it is
necessary to develop and distribute practical tools to support companies in the knowledge management.
In the regard to that, special attention is given to the implementation and development of e-learning in
companies. Knowledge management and e-learning are intended to facilitate learning and retain
knowledge within the company. However, in reference books it is seen as different approaches to
learning - knowledge management as an organizational learning perspective, learning as very personal,
individualized constructive process [24]. Hence, it is important to support learning, the identification of
a student/an employee with the context of the company (operating context of an individual's personal
characteristics and style of learning), and create an environment that will enhance and facilitate the
learning process. Creating such ‘infrastructure’ of a company means technical solutions for integration
of different systems installed in the corporate environment, such as XP systems, knowledge management
systems and learning management systems. Fragmentation of this process causes disruption of
knowledge transfer between employees so the holistic conceptualization of the knowledge management
system is necessary [25].
Despite plenty of surveys conducted in connection with the management of knowledge, the application
of this concept in the safety and protection system has not been adopted in practice yet, which opens
new directions in research in this area (e.g. research narrative methods for transferring tacit knowledge,
etc.). The critical observation of the reference books indicates a partial access to these problems. Very
few models lead to a holistic role of knowledge management in improving performance and safety [26],
while those connected with the creation, change and transfer of tacit knowledge are almost all missing.
Such model would allow a better understanding of the holistic potential of knowledge management and
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the promotion of ideas of knowledge management in OSH MS and EMS in the modern commercial
context.
Knowledge management seen in different areas and at any level (micro, meso or macro) is challenging
and complex. Unlike the first generation of knowledge management that was more focused on
technologies, systems and organizational culture, the next generation of knowledge management aims
at how people learn, remember, make decisions, solve problems, and act. New approaches to knowledge
management [27] focus on the human aspects and integration with the company's
philosophy, as well as the way in which this concept becomes part of the motivation of employees and
their daily life.
New approaches in this area, knowledge management for safety and protection in the workplace, due to
its specificity, complexity and lack of theoretical studying and explanation in the reference books,
require authors to research different theoretical orientations, particularly social sciences (andragogy,
sociology, psychology, etc.). From the point of view of our research orientation, we consider it
interesting and challenging, thus leaving more room for research in the science of education. In this
sense, this paper should be taken as an invitation to a shared reflection, action and lauching new research
tasks in this area.
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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN STATE ADMINISTRATION ORGANS IN THE FIELD
OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Abstract
Even though the term knowledge management is a recent term which has not been sufficiently explored
in science, it is already now clear that it represents a significant resource in improving the economic
performance of business entities. Knowledge management is important for the state itself, or the state
administration. The aim of the state administration is not making profit, but "providing services" for
citizens. Therefore, a special challenge is understanding the concept of knowledge management in the
organs of state administration and exploring its role in these organs. The organs of state administration
contain a special regime of labor relations which are governed by separate regulations and which is
significantly different from the general regime of labor relations. Bearing in mind this fact, knowledge
management in the state administration is a demanding task. And, as the issue of environmental
protection is becoming increasingly relevant, the paper will perform an analysis of knowledge
management in the state administration organs in the field of environmental protection in the Republic
of Serbia through the recognition of the personnel system, its role in the management of personnel and,
consequently, knowledge management.
Key words: knowledge management, state administration, environmental protection, personnel system,
the Republic of Serbia.

INTRODUCTION

State administration is an important component of a state and its planning. It is a very significant part of
society, constitutional and political system of a country. It employs a large number of clerks engaged in
the activities of various degrees of complexity. The quality of work of the administration depends
directly on the total knowledge of the people who work there. Performing tasks in the administration is
responsible and important because the people who perform them communicate with citizens and at the
same time protect the public interest. From the importance of performing administrative activities it
stems that civil servants need to have high professional and moral qualities expressed to perform
administrative tasks. In addition to high level of professionalism, a correct attitude to the parties is
required, as well as effective and legal decision-making, unbiased approach to procedures and decisionmaking independent of political affiliation of state officials. Incorruptibility and immunity to corruption
is of special importance. Therefore, there is a great responsibility in work performance, and the
application of the code of ethics should not be ignored.
Specific nature of the legal regulation of the status of civil servants consists of privileging their position
in relation to the position of the employees in the private sector. They, in a sense, have a privileged
status because of the following: adequate working conditions, a secure salary from public funds, and so
on. However, they are required to follow the restrictions which are not inherent to the employees in the
private sector. By exercising the administrative activity, the administration must ensure the legal security
of all legal and natural persons, equality of treatment for them, objectivity and impartiality in carrying
out the tasks, all without entering the political elements in their work. Thus, the limitations of civil
servants include provisions on preventing conflicts of interest, anti-corruption rules, rules on the
limitation of extra work, the prohibition of establishment of companies, public services,
entrepreneurship, and so on.
In order to establish a modern principle of state administration, it is necessary to pay special attention
to personnel who work there. In this sense, the first step is to define the terms "state administration" and
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"the organ of state administration", as well as to understand the nature of these bodies in the Republic
of Serbia, and especially, a subgroup of the state administration in the field of environmental protection.
The next step is to clearly define and distinguish between the terms "administrative personnel", "civil
servant" and "official". The next task will consider legislation that regulates the status of these
individuals, because each country has its own special rules governing their legal status, Serbia included.
Finally, the crucial point for knowledge management in the organs of state administration in the field of
environmental protection is the identification of links between the concept of knowledge management
and personnel in administration, that is the personnel system.
DEFINITION OF STATE ADMINISTRATION AND BODIES OF STATE
ADMINISTRATION

In legal theory and social practice two principles of the organization of state power were singled out the principle of the government unity and the principle of separation of powers [15]. In the Republic of
Serbia the principle of separation of state powers is in force, which, according to the current Constitution
(Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 98/2006), implies that there is a tripartite government legislative, executive and judicial. Administration is not a separate branch of government, but it is a
state function. With this in mind, in the organization of state power in Serbia the following state
functions can be observed: legislative function (performed by the National Assembly), executive
function (performed by the Government and the President of the Republic at the state level, as well as
the municipal president and municipal council at the municipal level (the mayor and city council at the
city level), the judicial function (performed by regular and constitutional courts) and administrative
function (performed by the administrative authorities and organizations entrusted with public powers holders of public powers).
The term of administration has been and still is the subject of research for many teoreticians. [15], [9].
The most important are the theoretical and positive-legal concepts [8]. Theoretically, there are two
possible ways to define the concept of administration - through formal or material methods [11].
According to formal methods, the definition of administration starts from the body performing
administrative functions. According to the material method, however, the characteristics of acts adopted
by the administration are taken into account. One of the most complete definitions of administration in
the formal sense would be: 'Administration represents the activity of deciding on individual rights,
obligations and legal interests by administrative bodies and other organizations exercising public
authority within the prescribed administrative procedure, by the adoption of the administrative act whose
review of the legality and expediency is realized in a method of the appeal and the other urgent remedies,
as well as in the proceedings of the administrative and judicial control in an administrative dispute".
This definition of the concept of administration synthesis is the definition of various legal theorists who
have dealt with this issue. In the national legal theory there are different definitions of administration in
formal and material sense, but in both cases there are negative and positive definitions [17]. The term
administration in formal negative sense means that the state administration is characterized as an activity
beyond other state functions and, above all, outside the legislative and judicial functions. According to
a formal positive understanding of the concept of administration, the administration includes only one
state function, which encompassed the entities performing administrative activities, the process of its
exercise, control of the performance of administrative functions and liability for material damages
caused by illegal operation of administrative bodies [16]. The positive legal term of administration refers
to the definition of administation based on applicable constitutional and legal provisions [10].
In the Constitution of the Republic of Serbia there is no clear definition of the administration, but it
establishes the legal framework for the organization and functioning of state administration and a
numerous articles are dedicated to the bodies of the state administration. Thus, Article 136 of the
Constitution states: "State administration is independent, bound by the Constitution and law, and for its
work it is responsible to the Government. State administration activities are performed by the ministries
and other state administration bodies established by law. The tasks of the state administration and the
number of ministries shall be regulated by law. The internal organization of ministries and other state
administration bodies and organizations shall be regulated by the Government. "Article 1 of the Law on
State Administration (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 79/2005, 101/2007, 95/2010,
99/20014) clearly states that the state administration is "part of the executive authorities of the Republic
of Serbia that performs administrative tasks within the rights and duties of the Republic of Serbia" and
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that "State administration consists of ministries, administrative bodies within the ministries and special
organizations" .
As can be seen, there is still no single definition of the concept of state administration, either in theory,
or in the positive law. Which approach will be taken as relevant in the definition depends on the needs
of the particular case and of the particular study. For the purpose of this paper it is important to define
the administration in terms of applicable regulations.
State administration of the Republic of Serbia is regulated by the Law on State Administration. This law
has an important role in determining the concept and types of the state administration. Thus, the bodies
of state administration are ministries, administrative bodies within the ministries and special
organizations. Certain tasks of the state administration may be entrusted by special laws to autonomous
provinces, local self-government units, public companies, institutions and other organizations (ie.
'holders of public powers'). According to Articles 7-11 of this law, the bodies of state administration act
on the principles of autonomy, legality, professionalism, impartiality, political neutrality, effectiveness
in achieving the rights of the parties, proportionality, respect for parties and transparency.
In Serbia, the basic organizational form for administrative affairs are ministries. They perform tasks,
such as participation in government policy-making, monitoring, enforcement of laws, regulations and
by-laws, preparing regulations, resolving administrative matters, supervision, care for public services,
harmonization of development, professional and other tasks. The Law on State Administration, in
Articles 22-44, discusses in detail the organization of the state administration. In order to be able to
perform administrative activities it is necessary to establish a specific organizational structure of the
bodies which will perform the duties of the state administration.
BODIES OF STATE ADMINISTRATION IN THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

Although many scientific disciplines are concerned with environmental issues, from the aspect of legal
science, environmental protection is one of the youngest administrative areas [7]. As the countries began
to establish special national bodies which were involved in addressing various issues related to the
protection of the environment, there was a need for legal regulation of this issue. Today it is difficult to
find a country that does not have any body competent in the field of environmental protection and
legislation in this area. The Republic of Serbia adapted its organization of administrative authorities to
the requirements of environmental protection. A series of bodies of state and non-state administration
(provincial and local) was established, in whose purview are various environmental issues.
The 2006 Constitution provides that the jurisdiction of the environmental protection is divided between
the Republic, the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina and local self-governments. Thus, Article 97 of
the Constitution provides: "The Republic determines and provides a system of protection and
improvement of the environment, flora and fauna, as well as sustainable development." Furthermore,
Article 183 stipulates: "Autonomous Province of Vojvodina is authorized, in accordance with law, to
govern the matters of provincial interest in the field of environmental protection." Article 190 states:
"Local governments are responsible to, through their bodies, in accordance with the law, care for the
environment." When the provisions of the Law on Establishing the Competences of the Autonomous
Province of Vojvodina (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 99/2009, 67/2012) and the Law
on Local Self-Government (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 129/2007, 83/2014,
101/2016) are added to the mentioned regulations, the organization of the provincial and local
governments in the field of environmental protection is established and completed. In accordance with
this, Vojvodina, through its bodies, performs an important part of the work in the field of environmental
protection (agriculture, town and urban planning, water management, etc.). As for local governments,
the situation is quite uneven. Basically, in larger cities there are special bodies or any internal
organizational units dealing with the matters of environmental protection. However, a large number of
cities and municipalities still has no specific organization units responsible solely for this question within
the organization of its administration.
Concerning the national level, the main performer of the state administration in the field of
environmental protection is the ministry. In addition to ministries, with different legal status and
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jurisdiction, this task is dealt with by the administration, institutions, agencies, inspectorates, etc.
Pursuant to Article 2 of the current Law on Ministries (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No.
44/2014, 14/2015, 54/2015, 96/2015), the Ministry of Agriculture and Environmental Protection is
responsible for the issue of the environment. Article 5 of the Law details the scope of its activities. This
ministry, among others, performs state administration related to the basics of environmental protection,
system protection and improvement of the environment, national parks and inspection in the field of
environmental protection, the application of scientific and technological research and research
development in the field of environment , etc.
Within the Ministry of Agriculture and Environmental Protection there is the Veterinary Administration,
which is responsible for state administration and professional activities related to animal health
protection, veterinary and sanitary control in the production and in internal and external trade of animals
and other tasks envisaged by the law. In the composition of the Ministry there is also, as a body, the
Plant Protection Administration, which performs the operations related to the protection of plants from
diseases and pests, the control of application of plant protection products, and so on. Then, there is the
National Water Directorate, which is also a body within the Ministry, in charge of water management
policy, multi-purpose use of water, water supply, etc. The Administration of Forests is responsible for
forest policy, forest preservation, promotion and use of forests and wildlife, etc. Finally, as an
administrative body within the Ministry, there is the Agency for Environmental Protection, which is a
legal entity responsible for the state administration tasks related to the development, coordination and
management of the national information system for environmental protection, the implementation of the
national air and water quality monitoring, etc.
In addition to the Ministry of Agriculture and Environmental Protection, the issue of environmental
protection in the scope of their jurisdiction is partly dealt with by other ministries, such as Ministry of
Mines and Energy, Ministry of Health, etc. In addition to the ministries, this issue is dealt with by the
Republic Hydrometeorological Institute, Agency for Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety in Serbia,
Institute for Nature Conservation of Serbia, etc.
PERSONNEL IN ADMINISTRATION

A key factor in the quality of state administration are the people who work there, primarily civil servants.
Their knowledge, ability, efficiency, legality, ethics in work, to a large extent determine the degree of
satisfaction of the interests of citizens who address the administration for the exercise of a right.
Personnel in the administration (or administrative personnel) are all employed persons who perform
administrative, professional and other tasks in the state administration. This includes all natural persons
who perform tasks and duties within the scope of the state administration. Personnel in the
administration are all persons engaged in the performance of duties and tasks in state administration
bodies [8]. They are, above all, made of a large circle of persons who permanently, as their occupation,
perform state administration tasks, but there are also the senior officers, as well as all other persons
performing additional tasks in the state administration body.
According to the Law on Civil Servants (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 79/2005,
81/2005, 83/2005, 64/2007, 67/2007, 116/2008, 104 /2009, 99/2014), all employees in the state
administration are divided into civil servants and officials, bearing in mind the nature of their activities.
Article 2 of the Law stipulates that civil servants are persons "whose job position consists of tasks from
the scope of work of the state authority, courts, public prosecutors’ offices, the Republic Public
Attorney, services of the National Assembly, the President of the Republic and the Government,
Constitutional Court and services of the authority whose members are elected by the National Assembly
(hereafter: state authorities) or, in connection with those tasks general legal duties, IT, financial,
accountancy, planning and administrative tasks. " The law defines the circle of persons who are not civil
servants, such as "members of the parliament, the president of the Republic, judges of the Constitutional
Court, members of the Government, judges, public prosecutors, deputy public prosecutors and other
persons elected on the position by the National Assembly or appointed by the Government and persons
who according to special legislation have the status of an official. " Ministers can not be regarded as
administrative personnel, although they are the heads of the ministries, which is the basic form of state
administration. The position of state secretaries is specific, because they can be regarded as
administrative personnel as well as because of their title "state", but as essentially deputy ministers
appointed by the Government, whose mandates are terminated with the mandate of ministers, they can
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be regarded as political, rather than administrative staff. Personnel who are elected by the National
Assembly cannot be considered administrative although they perform some tasks which may have to do
with the state administration. In one case, they are independent and outside the legislative and executive
authorities (judges, prosecutors) in the second, they exercise control over administrative bodies or
organizations - the holders of public authority (State Auditor), in the third it is a stand-alone position in
the nature of work they do ( the governor of the National Bank), and the fourth is a case where subjects
address the institution for its response with the state bodies (Ombudsman). MPs and councilors are
political, not administrative staff. The heads of local government authorities are the typical
administrative personnel. Heads of administrative districts are also administrative staff, although they
are sometimes appointed based on political criteria.
The legal status of civil servants employed in the bodies in the field of environmental protection is not
characterized by any special specificity in relation to the civil servants employed in other state bodies.
Ministries are headed by a Minister, and the agencies, funds and annuities are headed by a director
appointed by the Government.
What one should pay particular attention to is that sbtate administration reform needs to be conducted.
In modern state administration, environmental issues have to find their place. It is necessary to define a
new state policy that will be environmentally, socially, politically viable. The changes to be
implemented relate to emphasizing the role of local self-government, the establishment of environmental
protection and environmental justice through the formation of the environmental council, ecological
court and environmental ombudsman [3]. Therefore, the environmental problems are related to the
organization of the state administration. It takes time to solve them and reform public administration
because it is a long process that cannot happen overnight.
PERSONNEL SYSTEM AND KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

One of the most important resources of any organization is knowledge. To exploit it as much as possible,
it is necessary to manage it properly. Organizations are increasingly turning to knowledge management
in order to improve the quality and efficiency of their operations and their competitiveness in the market.
In developed organizations that proved to be the leaders in their fields, the operation of knowledge is
used extensively. Employees are creative, innovative, professional and motivated in order to create value
for their organization. This is, also, the ideal which every organization strives for.
This term dates back to the eighties, and has not reached a consensus in science in terms of its definition,
but there is no single universally accepted definition. Some of the most cited and widely accepted
definitions can be allocated. According to one definition, knowledge management is "the practice of
harnessing and exploiting intellectual capital to gain competitive advantage and customer commitment
through efficiency, innovation and faster and more effective decision-making" [1]. Knowledge
management is “a conscious strategy of getting the right knowledge to the right people at the right time
and helping people share and put information into action in ways that strive to improve organizational
performance.” or, “knowledge management draws from existing resources that your organization may
already have in place-good information systems management, organizational change management, and
human resources management practices”[4]. “Knowledge management of an organization involves
converting individual knowledge of the employees in the organization into collective, organizational
skills that would be available at the right time and in the right way to all the members of the organization
at all its levels” [13]. Then, knowlegde management is “systematic creation and utilization of knowledge
to maximize knowledge-related effectivness of an organizaction,“ or “process of creating, interpreting,
disseminating, applying, preserving and refining knowledge“ [6]. The concept of knowledge
management is “the ability to, in relatively short time, reach the information that will enable everyone
in the organization to make the best decision, whether it be on the market conditions, product, service,
process, planned activities of the competitors or other information relevant to the success of the
company“ [5].
Basically, the definitions of knowledge management point to what knowledge management is and what
its purpose is. Some definitions point to the content of the process of management knowledge and its
benefits. One can also say that this is a multidisciplinary field that encompasses a variety of business
activities in different fields of science and profession [2]. What can clearly be stated on the basis of these
and many other definitions is the fact that the basis of progress of an organization is the preservation of
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acquired knowledge that will be available to all employees, but also its improvement, and, in fact, the
creation of new knowledge, which will increase the competitive value of the organization. Knowledge
management is a relatively new interdisciplinary business concept which is focused on the overall
knowledge in an organization. As a business concept, it connects people, technology and organizational
processes. For an organization to have as many benefits of knowledge management, it is necessary to
make knowledge accessible to all and mutual knowledge sharing should be the basis for cooperation.
Almost every organization is committed to the preservation and enhancement of the reached level of
development, the basic prerequisite of which is the creation of knowledge, its dissemination, upgrade,
and finally, application.
When one takes into account what constitutes knowledge management, one can ask the question: how
to manage knowledge in the state administration? That is, how to improve the human capital and the
knowlegde of administrative personnel, especially civil servants, for more efficient work of state
administration? Because this helps in the realization of the benefits enjoyed by all users of state
administration, which is important when one takes into account the concept of state administration as a
service to the citizens and it is already dominant and prevalent in theory. The answer to these questions
can be found in the personnel system.
Personnel system in state bodies and its construction is an important prerequisite for quality work of
civil servants. The better the personnel system is, the better the results of the work of state organs, ie.
civil servants, will be [14]. When you take into consideration the personnel planning system in Serbia,
the Law on Civil Servants, in Articles 154 to 169, thoroughly deals with the personnel plan, through the
Human Resource Management Service and the High Civil Service Council.
Each state organ adopts the personnel plan. HR planning is a process by which the state body determines
the need for personnel and real strategy for their provision. With this process, intellectual, professional,
and all other resources of personnel in a state body are coordinated with with the needs and interests of
the state body. The personnel plan as a document is a result of personnel planning. In addition to the
Law on Civil Servants, the Regulation on Preparing the Personnel Plan in State Bodies (Official Gazette
of the Republic of Serbia, No. 8/2006) is in force, and it elaborates on the legal provisions in question.
In Article 2 of this Regulation it is stipulated that the personnel plan, among other things, shows the
following information:
- the existing number of civil servants who are employed in the body on a permanent basis,
- the existing number of trainees in the body,
- the number of civil servants required in the organ on a permanent basis per year for which the
personnel plan was adopted,
- the number of civil servants whose recruitment at a limited period of time is required in the body
due to increased volume of work in the year for which the personnel plan was adopted,
- the number of trainees whose recruitment is required in the year for which the personnel plan
was adopted.
Each state body implements part of the personnel plan that relates to it. The head of the state body is
responsible for the implementation of the personnel plan. The personnel planning process is not
completed with the very act of adopting the personnel plan. On the contrary, after the adoption phase
what follows is its implementation. Each state body implements part of the personnel plan that relates
to it. The administrative inspection monitors the compliance of filling vacancies with the personnel plan
in all bodies.
In the personnel system a special position is occupied by the Human Resource Management Service,
which is established by the Government. This Service is founded by the Regulation on the Establishment
of Human Resource Management Service (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 106/2005,
109/2009), which stipulates its planning and scope. And the Law on Civil Servants, in Article 158,
provides that the Human Resources Management Service is in charge of professional activities related
to human resource management in state administration. Among other things, this service advertises job
vacancies, advises the bodies of state administration on how to manage human resources, organizes
professional training of civil servants, provides professional and technical assistance to the High Civil
Service Council, performs professional and technical tasks relevant to the policy of the Government in
the management of human resources. Human Resource Management Service is headed by the director,
who is responsible to the Secretary General of the Government. So this Service plays an important role
in the process of knowledge management. It is responsible for reviewing personnel issues in state
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administration and, consequently, in the bodies of state administration in the field of environmental
protection. One of its responsibilities is the professional training of the personnel, which is of great
importance to the state administration. In this way, the employees are provided with continuous
education and it enables the creation of employees’ knowledge that can be managed. The employed civil
servants, through such forms of education, provide the creation of new knowledge, its preservation and
promotion, which has the effect of raising the quality of state administration and the satisfaction of
citizens as users of its services.
Furthermore, Article 159 of the Law on Civil Servants stipulates that the Human Resources Management
Service governs the Central Personnel Registry, as an information data base, which serves the
management of human resources. The Central Personnel Registry contains the data on civil servants,
such as name, address, identification number, type of employment and the date of its establishment, the
workplaces which the civil servant occupied since starting the employment in the state administration,
professional qualifications, professional exams passed, other forms of professional training, special
skills and other data about the expertise of civil servants, disciplinary measures and determined financial
liability, etc. And this institute of the civil service law serves the purpose of knowledge management.
By keeping a record of the qualifications, professional examination and completed training, state
administration has a complete overview of the profile of personnel at its disposal. When you have a clear
overview of the employee's skills, it is possible to examine the need to improve their knowledge and
which areas of work should be provided with further training. This, with no exception, applies to the
bodies in the field of environmental protection. Thus, the Central Personnel Registry has a definite
significance for human resources management, as it allows the assessment of professional competence
of its employees and further management of their knowledge.
The Law on Civil Servants, in addition to Human Resources Management Service, predicts the existence
of yet another body - the High Civil Service Council. This body has eleven members, appointed by the
Government for six years, and they shall be selected among experts in the field relevant to the work of
the state administration. Its establishment aims to boost the professionalization of the state
administration and its depoliticisation [12]. Article 164 of the Law prescribes the competences of this
body. Thus, among other things, the High Civil Service Council determines what kind of professional
skills and knowledge are assessed in the process of recruiting civil servants and the manner of their
verification. It also prescribes the criteria for the selection on job positions, brings a code of conduct for
civil servants and performs other duties specified by law. As can be seen, this body as well has the role
of knowledge management in state administration. Here, first of all, it should be noted that it consists of
experts from the areas that are important for the work of the state administration, which points to its
adequacy in the field of personnel management. Its competence regarding the professional knowledge
and skills which should be evaluated in the selection of candidates for employment of civil servants and
the manner of their verification is also important. So, it can be clearly concluded that this body affects
the competence of civil servants. They perform it in the initial phase when determining the expertise
which a person should have for employment in the state administration. Of course, this also applies to
civil servants performing simple tasks, but also more complex ones that require knowledge and skills at
a higher level. When a person meets the requirements prescribed by the High Civil Service Council,
then the Human Resources Management Service has its role.
All these institutes of the civil service law can be viewed from the perspective of their role in the
management of human resources in the state administration and knowledge management of the
employees. Some of them have a direct role, whereas the role of some others is indirect, but the
importance of these institutes for the purpose of improving the knowledge of employees in state
administration is evident and indisputable. This also applies to the bodies of state administration in the
field of environmental protection.
CONCLUSION

The administrative function, as one of the state functions that can be seen in the organization of state
power in Serbia, has an important role in the functioning of the state. This function is performed by
various state (and other) agencies and organizations. Because of the importance of operations they
conduct, a major role in the quality of their work is played by the quality of work of their employees.
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With full awareness of the fact that knowledge is a specific and important resource of any organization,
state administration pays attention to knowledge management of its employees.
Knowledge is designed to be managed and planned. This is exactly performed in such a way that the
Law on Civil Servants provides certain institutes, which are directly or indirectly in function of
knowledge management of the state administration employees, especially civil servants. The personnel
system serves this purpose, as one of the main institutes of the civil service law. The personnel system
includes the personnel plan, the Human Resources Management Service and the High Civil Service
Council. Each of these elements of the personnel system contributes to knowledge management. The
personnel plan enables the evaluation of the current capacity of state bodies in terms of available human
resources and the personnel needed in the future. The Human Resources Management Service is
particularly important, because it keeps a record of the personnel in the state administration through
which it collects data on their qualifications, professional abilities, skills and completed training. In this
way it provides an overview of personnel resources and the personnel needed in the state administration,
as well as the resources and needs in terms of skills they possess. The High Civil Service Council is also
of great importance because it, as one of its competences, prescribes the criteria for the selection of
candidates for the civil service. Thus, this body directly affects the profile of the personnel, with their
level and type of knowledge, who would enter the state administration and perform its duties.
Bearing in mind all the characteristics of the state administration and its bodies, it should be noted that
there are state administration bodies involved in the protection of the environment. Thus, Serbia is aware
of the importance of a healthy environment and this issue is addressed at the state level. Therefore, the
environment is a topic of interest in the Ministry of Agriculture and Environmental Protection, and partly
in some other ministries within the scope of their performance, such as the Ministry of Mining and
Energy, Ministry of Health, etc. Also, this issue is dealt with by various institutions, agencies, etc. Based
on the analysis of the regulations in this area, it can be concluded that these subjects of the environmental
protection system are covered by the provisions of the Law on Civil Servants concerning the issues of
the personnel system, which can be seen in the function of knowledge management.
Finally, the benefits of knowledge management are numerous. Knowledge management is an area where
significant savings can be achieved in any organization, including the civil service, costs can be reduced,
progress in performance, competitiveness and reputation can be achieved. What determines the business
success today is quality, innovation, speed and efficiency. In this sense, the human factor is a very
important factor in the development of any organization, including state administration. And, as the state
administration is increasingly seen as a service to citizens, and less as a function of state government, it
is clear that such administration should be designed to meet the needs of citizens in the quickest, most
efficient, most economical and best way. In order to successfully achieve these goals, a valuable resource
that the state administration has are its employees and the knowledge that they possess.
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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN THE FUNCTION OF ECOMANAGEMENT
Abstract
The accelerated technological development has led to an increase in the volume of available information
on environmental protection, which results in an increase in the necessary effort for their organization
and processing. There is also a growing demand for highly specialized knowledge about environmental
protection. More precisely, knowledge management is a concept which includes a system for finding,
understanding and using knowledge to achieve defined objectives. In this case, this is the knowledge
aimed at providing environmental protection or ecomanagement. Ecomanagement is an effort to use
certain knowledge to eliminate the negative tendencies and impacts on the environment and human
health. To manage the environment means to conduct basic strategic activities which define planning
principles and criteria of protection, determine the means and define directions of the development of
the environment. Ecomanagement is a process that directs, plans, motivates, organizes, coordinates and
controls the business or other activities in the field of protection of the environment. Strategic goals of
environmental management are set out in the request for harmonization of the conditions relating to the
economy, society and environmental protection. Sustainable development, in this sense, is the general
framework of environmental management. Environmental management is targeting different levels of
organizational systems through risk control, towards achieving the survival of ecosystems.
Ecomanagement affects the practice of business and government management and grows into a global
awareness that there is a need for certain elements of the environmental management to become an
integral part of governance in all spheres of economic and social life.
Keywords: knowledge management, environment, sustainable development, eco-management.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Knowledge Management is a set of interrelated activities of organizations to manage human capital,
develop knowledge, skills and competencies of employees through education, training and acquisition
of work and professional experience.
There is no general agreement about the definition of the concept of knowledge management. Seiner
defines knowledge management as "the concept according to which the knowledge of idividuals and
teams within an organization is being collected, organized and analyzed in order to positively affect the
performance of a business" [1]. According to Levinson, Knowledge Management "is a process whereby
organizations create values of their intellectual property based on knowledge "[2]. Another definition of
knowledge management is presented by Sveiby, which states that "knowledge management involves the
identification and analysis of available and required knowledge resources and processes ... to meet
organizational objectives" [3]. Villegas defines knowledge management as "the transfer of knowledge
from one person to another, the result of which allows the recipient to use the collected wisdom of the
experienced members of an organization or group "[4].
The emergence of the Internet and its development over the past ten years and advances in the field of
software development have led to the emergence of the concept of Web 2.0 [5]. Web 2.0 is a tehnology
directed towards people and it brings a new trend that should be adopted in the process of knowledge
management [6].
Knowledge management is a set of activities and processes dedicated to identifying, collecting, creating
and sharing knowledge within the organization, using web tools and other tools related to new
information and communication technologies. Knowledge management is a social technology, or
technology in which individuals create knowledge together with others (shift from the individual to the
collective) and share their knowledge with others with the help of new technologies. The goal of
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Knowledge Management is to improve efficiency and effectiveness of employees in order to achieve
organizational goals and improve the competitive position of the organization in the market. In
knowledge management as a scientific discipline, sharing and creating knowledge is the basis of
knowledge management [7].
PRINCIPLES OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN ECOMANAGEMENT

In order to protect the environment, knowledge management is not only related to the problem of
pollution of water, air and soil, but also to ensuring a balance in ecosystems and nature conservation,
resource management, development of technological processes and equipment, improvement of legal
acts, the system of environmental education and other.
The basis for functioning of an efficient system of knowledge management aimed at protecting the
environment is made of the agreed principles, deferred jurisdiction and modern and effective social and
administrative measures.
Considering their specificities, they can be divided into five groups of activities, which, in interaction,
can result in an efficient system of ecomanagement. They are the following:
1. economic and spatial aspects of governance,
2. the legal basis of management,
3. technical and technological aspects,
4. organizational (institutional) level of management,
5. information system as the basis of governance. [8]
What kind of action will be taken in order to improve environmental quality depends on the need for a
level of quality, the state of the environment, urban characteristics, organizational and technical
capacities of communities to implement measures envisaged.

ECOMANAGEMENT

ECONOMIC AND
SPATIAL ASPECT

TECHNICAL AND
TECHNOLOGICAL
MEASURES

ORGANIZATIONAL
AND
INSTITUTIONAL
LEVEL

LEGAL AND
REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK

INFORMATION
SYSTEM

Figure 1: Activities in the ecomanagement system
So far, a number of resolutions, programs, declarations and other documents have been passed
worldwide and they have given some general guidelines that should be respected in the planning of
sustainable development. On the occasion of environmental planning of sustainable development, the
border (environmental) capacity of the area has to be considered. Mid-level load should be determined
in order to avoid disturbing the balance in the ecosystem. In doing so, of course, all the measures
provided for controlling and limiting discharges of polluting material from any source should be taken
into account.
In modern terms, the application of ecological principles in strategic planning for sustainable
development of cities is imperative. According to many authors, the basic principles of this plan are:
1. interdependence of environmental factors,
2. the margin of tolerance, and
3. the complexity of relationships in ecosystems. [8]
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It is important to note that ecoplanning of sustainable development must represent a qualitatively higher
level of urban planning. City planners generally do not observe the city as an ecosystem, but, in the
technical design of the city, they gave priority to economic, hygienic and aesthetic principles. Without
going into detailed analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of this approach, it should be noted
that, in accordance with international standards and principles of sustainable development, an emphasis
should be put on ecological principles of urban development. This means that the application of
ecological principles in the development planning and respect for environmental standards can make the
synthesis between the ecology, management and urban planning in order to create sustainable urban
planning. Also, the respect of environmental factors in planning would reduce the possibility of
exceeding the ecological capacity of the environment and provide quality health level of the population
in a whole.
CONSTRUCTION OF ECOMANAGEMENT

The management of environment quality is a complex multidisciplinary task whose strategic basis
consists of the principles of sustainable development. That can be successfully achieved if there is a
well-organized system of information on the environment. Information systems that are used for
planning and environmental protection have a more or less accentuated control character.
Modern approach to environmental management and development planning is not possible without
quality, detailed and updated information on the sources of pollution, state of the environment in all
areas, available technical solutions, as well as economic analysis and legal regulations. Therefore, in
order to have a protected environment, knowledge management plays a key role in achieving
ecomanagement. Knowledge management aimed at protecting the environment is an integral part of
management at all organizational levels and it is a continuous process that needs to be coordinated with
the knowledge management in all social and economic processes (such as knowledge management to
protect the health and safety of employees, quality, finance, etc.).
Therefore, knowledge management in environmental protection IS determined by the principles and
elements of environmental management:
• environmental policy,
• planning,
• introduction and implementation,
• the measurement and evaluation (checking and corrective action),
• review and improvement, and
• continuous improvement
Accordingly, in each of the strategies of environmental knowledge management there are four basic
components, which are as follows:
1. Identification phase,
2. Monitoring phase,
3. Valorization phase, and
4. Regulation phase. [9] [10]
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Figure 2. Components of the system of knowledge managemant in environmental protection
(ecomanagement)
At the stage of identification, the key element is to obtain information which would lead to a knowledge
of the potential effects of pollution. Identification, in fact, represents the most important stage, because
at this stage it is necessary to recognize and list all types of pollution sources, places of pollution and
chemical substances in the pollution involved. In the phase of monitoring, it is necessary to conduct
direct monitoring and measurement of pollutants, their extent and localization. The goal of the
monitoring system is to obtain more precise knowledge about pollution and to set up a network of
measuring stations on the affected territory. The third phase, which is defined as the phase of valorization
and evaluation, is the sum of all the information and knowledge related to the environment obtained in
the earlier stages. In this way, the actual level of environmental quality is determined. The last phase is
the phase of regulation and implementation of various instruments and measures based on the obtained
knowledge to achieve effective environmental management.
To direct the desired state of the environment in the future it is necessary to use prognostic planning
methods and models in order to achieve the exact level of environmental knowlegde management.
Therefore, influencing the development of methods of knowledge management in environmental
protection is required, both at the theoretical level and at the level of regulations, standards and
guidelines. The management of a complex system, such as the environment, requires to highlight the
basic concepts and procedures for the analysis of environmental quality of an area through proper
management of all available knowledge on environmental protection. The management model has to
show a good relationship between the subject (competent national authorities) and object of management
(elements of the environment), agent of management (laws and plans), as well as the position of
management instruments (regulations, standards, norms, criteria and information).
LEVELS OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

The issue of the environment is a key factor in further social development, primarily because of the
strong conflict of man with nature. The atmosphere is getting more polluting at all levels, which leads
to environmental degradation and its impacts on human health, flora and fauna. The fact that poor
environmental conditions are responsible for 40 out of 100 deaths confirms that environmental pollution
undermines the health of the population. The number of cars is growing three times faster than the
population. Environmentalists and biologists continually warned that 25,000 plant species and 1,000
species of birds, representing about 10% of the total number in the country, are on the verge of extinction
and about 700 animal species are in danger of extinction. Urban development today must be subordinate
to the environment. Knowledge management in environmental protection is one of the most important
tasks in the planning and implementation at all levels of environmental management. The creation and
implementation of the tasks of environmental knowledge management involve all institutional levels of
the state administration. Knowledge management in environmental protection includes a set of
coordinated strategies, actions and measures in the field of conservation, planning and protection and
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use of natural resources and the environment at all levels. This includes a strategic approach to aligning
long-term business and socio-economic objectives and environmental objectives. Environmental quality
management can be an independent management system, but also an organized part of social
management. It should be noted that eco-management is very complex and in modern conditions it relies
on marketing systems, control and management of resources, the quality and the computer-integrated
support. Therefore, eco-management is based on environmental knowledge management. Of course, for
the successful implementation of changes at all levels of environmental management, the basic
requirement is knowledge, constant training for new ways of working, new technologies and new
organization, which should involve all stakeholders and the main role is on managers (executives) on
certain levels of management, especially in organizations that are directly or indirectly related to
environmental protection.

STRATEGIC
LEVEL
OPERATIONAL
LEVEL
TACTICAL LEVEL
Figure 3: Levels of knowledge menagement in environmental protection
Improvements in the management of knowledge in environmental protection can be achieved by
introducing management models in planning. From the point of time that is included in knowledge
management in environmental protection, we can distinguish:
1. operational,
2. tactical and
3. strategic. [11] [12]
Operational management is the basic level and it takes place in real time, with very fast managing
decision-making, and in accordance with the events that are directly taking place in the system and its
surroundings. This is the most concrete form of knowledge management, which requires a modern and
operational information system in which access to information is fast and uncomplicated. At this level
the collection of data related to different forms of measurement of environmental parameters shall be
conducted, as well as other structured and unstructured information.
Tactical management has a higher level of knowledge in the protection of the environment, where
targets, criteria and limitations of operational management are set. It deals with optimizing the system
at the time level at intervals of not more than medium-term program. At this level, there are the data
obtained at the ground level (the results of the measurement) and the data generated here (the
normatives, the standards, the registers). Thus generated data are used at all levels.
Strategic management of knowledge in environmental protection is concerned with long-term
development planning systems and the parameters that have strategic importance for environmental
management.
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MODELS OF ECOMANAGEMENT

The current approach to knowledge management in environmental protection has not given satisfactory
results in improving the environment. Since the use of land and other natural resources is in close relation
with the state of the environment, the use of environmental criteria in the planning of land use, industrial
activity, energy, transport, tourism and other sectors should become a key factor in ensuring the quality
of the environment. Therefore, planning, especially planning and investment control, and documentation
activities, should become the main tool for the protection and improvement of the environment. To
achieve this goal it is necessary to develop and refine tools and methods of knowledge management in
environmental protection in the planning process and in the implementation plans. The actions consist
of making decisions, the choice of variants and effort to make the selection effective.
For the purposes of classifying the models of decision-making, we can distinguish the following models
of knowledge management in environmental protection:
• open / closed
• democratic / undemocratic
• rational / irrational,
• effective / ineffective. [13]
The main objective is to present knowledge management in environmental protection as a regulated
system which has a pre-determined sequence. Modeling is one of the ways of achieving the basic
objective. The priority is to make the modeling of knowledge management in environmental protection
rational and efficient. Modeling does not exclude the possibility of "deviations" from the predetermined
order of priorities or unanticipated impact because it is impossible to make a perfect model. The lack of
systematized methodology of knowledge management in environmental protection in the
ecomanagement is not accidental as each spatial entity is characterized by a complex structure of the
natural and built environment, thus the change of the state and stochastic development of natural and
man-made processes in space and time require special and specific knowledge about the environment.
A systematic approach to environmental management attracted great interest, but it did not get ahead of
the conceptual model, especially when it comes to the totality of the system of environmental protection.
CONCLUSION

In recent years, problems of environmental protection in our country have become very complex, due
to the dramatic political and social changes, deepening on socio-economic crisis and population
migration. Limited development strategy in the long term, from the standpoint of rational and efficient
planning, utilization, organization and legal regulation is a big flaw in ecomanagement. Bearing in mind
that knowledge management is a key link in the system of management changes in the environment, it
is necessary to determine the framework for the formulation of strategies in the new ecomanagement
and changing conditions. Also, an adequate approach to ecomanagement in planning and solving
environmental problems is required.
Knowledge management, as an element of ecomanagement, which is based on ecological principles,
possesses the necessary integrative potentials for management of changes, harmonization of sectoral
development policies and strategies. In modern conditions and the time when the concept of sustainable
development is adopted at the global level, the role of knowledge management in ecomanagement
becomes even more important, because it is clear that the consequences of current decisions are critical
determinants of both the costs of economic and social development and the cost of providing
environmental quality.
The socio-economic situation and the attitude towards the environment in our country indicate that, at
present, we lack many prerequisites for achieving the essential role of sustainable development. A new
approach to knowledge management in ecomanagement provides greater flexibility in making decisions
because, in addition to ecological and technical factors, it takes into account socio-economic issues to a
greater degree , so that the consensus of the interested parties can lead to the harmonization of the
interests of the state, investors, local communities and citizens.
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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN THE FUNCTION OF PROTECTED NATURAL GOODS
MANAGEMENT
Abstract
Starting with the modern approach to knowledge management, the paper observed the application of
this concept in the function of management of protected natural resources. In this regard, we
elaborated on the role and importance of education of the employees and visitors, as well as the local
population in the function of management of protected natural resources.
Keywords: knowledge management, management of protected natural resources.

UPRAVLJANJE ZNANJEM U FUNKCIJI MENADŽMENTA ZAŠTIĆENIM PRIRODNIM
DOBRIMA
Rezime
Polazeći od savremenih pristupa upravljanju znanjem, u radu je opservirana aplikacija ovog koncepta
u funkciji menadžmenta zaštićenim prirodnim dobrima. S tim u vezi, elaborirana je uloga i značaj
obrazovanja kako zaposlenih i posetilaca tako i lokalnog stanovništva u funkciji menadžmenta
zaštićenim prirodnim dobrima.
Ključne reči: upravljanje znanjem, menadžment zaštićenim prirodnim dobrima.
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INTRODUCTION

One if the basic principles that are applied in protected natural good relating to the conservation of
nature is the principle of high degree nature protection according to which everyone is obliged,at taking
over his/her duty or performing his/her activities, to contribute to protection and improvement of the
nature, biological, geological and landscape diversity, preservation of generally beneficial natural
functions and natural equilibrium. Accordingly, the Law on Nature Protection (Article 68) provides that
the protection and conservation of nature in the protected natural good is provided by his manager
/guardian, who is obliged to, among other things:
• guard, improve and promote the protected natural good,
• monitor the movement and activities of visitors and provide trained guides for tourist visits, and
• keep records of human activities, operations and processes that represent the factor of endangerment
and damage to the protected area. [7, 1]
In order to realize certain activities (Article 102 of the Law on Nature Protection), the manager/guardian
of a protected natural good in the performance of professional activities related to the protection of
nature performs, among others, tasks related to:
• organizing and implementing nature protection educational and promoting activities;
• informing the public of natural values, nature protection, its endangerment, factors and consequences
of endangerment in the protected natural resource. [7, 1]
The task of this paper is to introspect, in one place, all the ways the manager/ guardian of a protected
good carries out specific educational activities of :
• employees,
• visitors,
• users of the protected natural area,
• local population and
• the general public. [1]
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICE WORKERS IN THE
PROTECTED NATURAL GOODS IN THE FUNCTION THE MANAGEMENT OF
PROTECTED NATURAL GOODS

Staff training and improvement the in the protected natural goods is done through:
• thematic workshops and seminars,
• participation in conferences, symposia, seminars and meetings in the country and abroad,
• study tours,
• experts exchange,
• networking and sharing experiences with other protected natural goods etc. [1]
In the process of staff training, depending on the category of protected natural goods, what is necessary
to access the education of employees who are assigned to positions: a guard of protected area, a forest
guard, a gamekeeper and a fishery guard. Employees who are assigned to these positions among other
things:
• supervise and monitor the movement and activities of visitors,
• assist and cooperate with the local population,
• provide assistance and collaborate with users of natural resources in agriculture, waterpower
engineering, energetic, mining and tourism,
• provide necessary information, assistance and services to visitors of protected natural resources;
• monitor and provide other services to the organizers and participants of scientific and other
researches and educational activities.
Constant contact with visitors, as well as the increase in number of visitors to certain categories of
protected natural goods, both domestic and foreign, represent a huge responsibility for employees who
are assigned to jobs of guards in performing their duties and providing the necessary information.
Therefore, training and development of this category of employees is the basis for meeting the
requirements for the protection and promotion of the values of protected natural goods as well as
building a profile of the modern guardians of nature.
A guard of the protected area takes a professional exam in accordance with the Plan and program of
professional exam for guards of protected areas [4, 1]. A menager/guardian of a protected natural good
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can organize training, professional development and verification of knowledge and skills for guards of
the protected area on their own.
Professional exam for guards of protected natural areas is taken before the Commission for taking the
professional exam established by the minister responsible for environmental protection. This exam
consists of general and special part.
The general part of the exam for a guard of the protected area includes the content relating to:
• Purpose, objectives and benefits of preservation and improvement of nature;
• Biological diversity, landscape and geological heritage and site;
• Protection of biological and geological diversity, speleological objects and sites;
• Ecologically important areas and Natura 2000;
• The main participants in the protection of nature;
• Participation and the role of government (Republic of Serbia, autonomous province, local selfgovernment);
• Participation and the role of professional organizations, especially the Institute for Nature
conservation;
• The main activities and measures in the implementation of nature protection;
• The terms of nature conservation;
• The public work, sign and date of nature protection;
• Their preservation and sustainable use (forests, water, land, wildlife, fish, mineral resources);
• Protected areas - concept and classification,
• Protecting wild species (strictly protected and protected species, research, use, reintroduction,
breeding and the keeping of wild animals , shelters and others);
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Categories of protected areas;
Declaration of protected areas;
Managers of protected areas- the term and conditions to be met;
Duties and authorization of the manager;
Management documents-management curriculum, reports, regulations on internal order;
Protection regime in protected areas;
Users of the protected area-the rights and obligations (damage compensation for strictly protected
and protected species, compensation for the denial and limiting usage rights, freedom of access, preemption, right to be informed by the manager etc.);
• Sources of financing protected areas, budgetary subsidies and fees for the use of protected areas;
• Direct control, guard service and the guards of protected area;
• Guard tasks,
• Guard authority;
• Guard landmarks, uniform, equipment and working tools;
• Inspection and division of responsibilities;
• The rights, duties and authority of inspectors;
• Criminal offences against the environment and nature;
• Economic offenses;
• Offences;
• The number and territory of protected areas in Republic of Serbia [4, 1].
The special part of professional examination exam for the guards protected area covers matters relating
to:
• Type, category, territory and year of the proclamation of the protected area in which the guard
performs service;
• The history of the area protection;
• The main values for which protection is established and their status;
• The boundaries of the protected area;
• Protection regime, prohibited and restricted activities in the protected area;
• Management documents, the date of adoption, content and compliance;
• Established or possible compensations for the use of the protected area;
• Freedom of access to the protected area and the part of the area in which the guard supervises;
• Guiding visitors, informing and assistance;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Waste management;
Spatial and urban plans and construction of facilities;
The organization of forestry, hunting and fishing activities if these activities exist;
Using protected species and other forest products;
Fire protection;
The content of the equipment, labels, preferable appearance and manners of the guard;
Treatment of persons found committing an act which is prohibited, or with persons suspected to have
previously committed such an act or intend to commit it;
• Confiscation of objects, resources, tools and specimens of natural resources;
• Drawing up a protocol, reports and record-keeping;
• Cooperation with other guards and other control services;
• Cooperation with police forces and inspection;
• Cooperation with the population, forest guards, gamekeepers and fishery guards [4, 1].
After passing the professional examination, the applicant is issued a certificate of professional
examination of the nature guard, which acquired the right to exercise direct control over the protected
natural goods.
A forest guard protects the forest and forest land from illegal appropriation and use of forests, protects
forests and facilities in forests from fire and other illegal actions, as well as wild life and hunting facilities
in hunting grounds and other assets managed by JP “Srbijasume”. In order to perform these activities, a
forest guard, who is by education a forestry technician, must pass a professional examination for the
forest guard. [8, 1]
A forest guard takes a professional examination in accordance with the forest guard education
curriculum and which consists of general and special part. [1]
The general part for the exam for the forest guard comprises content relating to: Basic knowledge of the
laws related to environmental protection (Law on Environmental Protection, Law on Nature Protection,
Law on National Parks, Law on Forests, Law on Game Animal and Hunting, Law on fire protection);
Basic knowledge on international conventions in the field of nature protection (Convention on
Biological Diversity, the World Charter for Nature…); Basic knowledge of the administrative
procedure-direct supervision, sanctions and court proceedings, criminal law and procedures relating to
the endangerment of forests, office work (Law on Administrative Procedure, the Law on Misdemeanors,
Labor Law…) [1]
The special part for the exam for the forest guard comprises content relating to: Forestry (cultivation,
saturation and utilization of forests, woods and forest land, planning documents in forestry, forest
inventory, functions of forests, forests in the national parks, prohibited actions in forests, deforestation,
protective measures, trees for harvesting, wood products, forest infrastructure, providing wood for the
rural population,…); Hunting and hunting fauna (hunting grounds and wildlife management, hunting
method, hunting ethics, hunting customs, first aid in hunting, game species, methods and techniques of
hunting wildlife, protected species of wildlife, hunting season, hunting licenses, the right to hunt,
determining the number of wild animals, hunting basis); Non-timber forest products (The types of nontimber the forest products, economic and environmental importance of non-timber forest products, the
conditions for the use of non-timber the forest products, ways and time of collecting non-timber the
forest products, restrictions and collecting control). [1]
After passing the professional examination, the applicant is issued a certificate of professional
examination of the forest guard, which acquired the right to carry out, among other things, control of
the forests in the protected natural resource.
A fishery guard takes a professional examination in accordance with the program and manner of taking
the exam for a fishery guard established by the minister before the commission formed by the minister.
[10]
The program for the professional exam for a fishery guard includes: Knowing the fishery guard service
organization and duties of the guard (Regulations on the conditions, program, and procedure of taking
the professional exam for the fishery guard and the professional exam for the fisherman, Regulations on
conditions and methods of organizing fishing service, fishery guard ID form and the creation of the
fishery guard badge, Regulations on the conditions for license issuance and revocation and keeping the
register of issued licenses for the fishery guard); Knowledge of the laws and regulations relating to the
protection and sustainable use of fish stocks (Law on the protection and sustainable use of fish stocks,
Regulations on the procedure of keeping records of catches of fish, as well as the appearance and content
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of a unique form of records of catches by a recreational fisherman, Regulations on the method, tools and
resources used for commercial fishing, as well as the method, tools, equipment and resources used for
recreational fishing, Regulations on the content of the recreational fishing form, Regulations on the
content of the annual commercial fishing permit form, Regulations on labeling of the boundaries of the
fishing area, Regulations on the amount of costs for issuing annual licenses for recreational fishing,
Regulations on categorizations of fishing waters, Regulations on the procedure of determining the
amount of compensation for damage caused to fish stocks, the Order on measures for the preservation
and protection of fish stocks); Knowledge of the fish stocks of the Republic of Serbia. [6, 1]
After passing the professional examination, the applicant is issued a certificate of professional
examination of the fishery guard.
A gamekeeper is an official with the appropriate license to perform professional activities in the
gamekeeping service which performs protection and maintenance of hunting grounds as well as breeding
and protection of wild animals in the hunting grounds. [9]
A license for the gamekeeper can be granted to a person who has at least completed secondary education,
is a member of a hunting chamber and has passed the professional exam according to the Program and
procedure of taking the professional exam for acquiring a license to perform certain tasks in hunting.
[11]
A candidate for obtaining a license to perform gamekeeping tasks takes a professional exam according
to the program, which includes following chapters: Management of hunting grounds and wildlife
populations; The use of wildlife; Hunting legislation; Arranging hunting grounds; Protection and
breeding of wild animals. [11, 1]
A candidate who has passed the professional exam is issued a certificate of professional exam for
acquiring a license for the game keeper.
MANAGEMENT OF VISITORS’ KNOWLEDGE OF PROTECTED NATURAL GOODS IN
THE FUNCTION THE MANAGEMENT OF PROTECTED NATURAL GOODS

In recent years in Serbia, there is an increasing number of visitors who choose to visit one of the
protected natural goods. According to the World Tourist Organization, for example, national parks,
which are classified as one of the most attractive protected natural area is annually visited by more than
30% of tourists in the world. [1]
The main reasons for the visit of protected natural areas are:
• a tour of the most significant natural and cultural-historical values on these sites
• organization and realization of recreational activities.
During the tour, and due to certain activities of visitors within the protected natural area, some specific
situations or conditions may happen and that can cause temporary or permanent damage in the protected
zone. Activities that may cause negative impacts are:
• the movement of visitors outside the existing roads, arranged and marked areas and paths;
• parking of vehicles outside the parking place or driving outside the permitted path;
• throwing and disposal of waste outside the permitted place;
• movement with equipment for hunting and fishing without a license for hunting and fishing;
• destroying or damaging labels or information;
• picking and collecting of protected animal species without special permission;
• breaking of trees and shrubs;
• the use of handy means for picking wild berries;
• introduction of dangerous devices, appliances and hazardous substances that may endanger nature;
• harassment of animals by making noise or by performing other actions…
Because of the reasons mentioned above it is necessary to influence raising awareness of visitors by
educational activities. Among other things, they need to be informed of the objectives and importance
of protecting the natural good they are in and they should also be taught how to behave in a responsible
way. Acquaint the visitors with arranged and marked paths for movement and the permitted activities
in order to avoid or reduce to the lowest possible measure of negative impacts on nature, cultural and
historical heritage and other values of the protected natural good.
It is defined by legal and sublegal acts that a manager/guardian of the protected natural good, among
other things, has to conduct the following activities:
• taking care of the protected natural resource and implementing the appointed protection regimes;
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• improving and promoting the protected natural resource;
• providing control over the conducting the conditions and measures for nature protection;
• monitoring visitors’ movement and activities;
• providing educated guides for tourist visits to the protected natural area. [7]
In order to raise awareness of visitors about the importance of natural resource and about the protection
of nature in them, a manager/guardian organizes various forms of educational activities:
• in the visitor centers;
• at the information points at the entrance of the protected natural resource;
• within schools in nature and educational and research camps;
• organizing group walking tours;
• group fauna observing;
• group visits to certain sites;
• marking of the protected natural good;
• setting up information boards and notices;
• publication of leaflets and other information material;
• recording of educational and documentary films about the protected natural good etc.
Visitor centers give visitors the opportunity to find out specific information about the protected natural
good, such as information relating to:
• tourist offer,
• natural and cultural values,
• promotional films,
• natural history collections,
• tour guide service for groups of visitors,
• interactive presentations and exhibits representing natural and cultural values etc. [7]
In Serbia, centers for visitors are organized in the form of information centers/points or visitor centers.
Information checkpoints at the entrances are typical for national parks. They are formed in order to
inform, assist and control visitors and charge for the use of vehicles within the area of protected natural
area. An entrance station can be set up on the public road through the protected natural good with the
appropriate facilities, equipment and staff, based on certain plan documents.
When the payment is performed at the entrance station, a manager/guardian is required to organize it so
as to ensure the flow of vehicles with minimal delays, and in accordance with traffic and technical
requirements as determined by the controller of public road in the area of approval.
Schools in nature, educational and research camps allow visitors to explore the natural values and
cultural and historical heritage and the importance of nature protection and conservation. Among other
things, these schools and camps realize programs relating to:
• getting to know medicinal herbs, edible and poisonous plants, forest fruits and mushrooms in nature;
• picking and collecting medicinal herbs, forest fruits and mushrooms (area, process and time of
picking) etc.
Organizing a school in nature encourages a significant educational impact on preschool and school age
children. The aim is to enable them to stay in the countryside and adopt new and apply already acquired
knowledge and skills and to learn more about the responsible behavior through the following contents:
• trail identification, listening and identifying sounds of animals with the interpretation and gaining
firsthand experience in contact with nature,
• orientation in space,
• collecting plants, medicinal herbs,
• drawing, painting, photography and making objects from natural materials with the theme of nature
protection,
• interpretation of natural and cultural values and characteristics of the protected natural good,
• workshops on natural and cultural values etc. [1]
Educational walking tours allow visitors to take a tour of the museum items of natural values, a walk
through the natural landscape and learn about the cultural and historical value of the protected area. In
this way, besides gaining fitness and leisure, educational walking tour participants have the opportunity
to learn about the natural environment, natural resources and how to protect nature in a protected natural
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area. In Serbia, until recently, one-day educational themed walking tours were organized only in national
parks. However, in recent years one can notice the expansion of the different organizations that offer
day trips and socializing not only for school children and young people but also for any other population
structure interested in educational walking tours. All this in order to popularize specific natural
resources.
Fauna watching is the activity which enables practical introduction to the particularities of life of
certain species of wild fauna. The program which includes organized observation of fauna in protected
areas Serbia is usually implemented through the observation of birds. Bird watching is now most
common in special nature reserves (there are 11) in the territory of the Autonomous Province of
Vojvodina. These activities usually include a boat ride, with occasional pauses and walks as well as
walking along the river banks or to a site with a guide, and this is when the participants learn about the
birds of the locality. Bird watching on a feeding site involves exploring the birds from the observation
post also with the help of a guide. [13]
Visiting certain locations within the protected natural area in the presence of expert guides allows the
most immediate introduction to the natural values and its landscapes.
Labeling allows visitors to learn about: the name of the protected natural good, ie. a certain location or
type, the category of the natural good and notes that they are “under the state protection”. A trademark,
an informative text and a graphical representation of the natural good can be set up on the label (panel)
of the protected natural good. [12, 1]
Information and other marks are established by the act, set up with the aim to present and promote
the natural values and provide all information about the terms of the motion, the rules on internal order,
the possibility of use etc. All information and other labels can be set up in certain places, technically
and artistically designed in accordance with established standards ensuring visual identity and
promoting its natural values and specific features.
Setting up of information and other marks is done in the:
• places where public roads enter the protected natural good,
• boundaries of the fishing area,
• places where access and stay are prohibited or restricted,
• camping sites,
• places for bins etc. [1]
Publication of leaflets and other appropriate materials on the protected natural resource (guides,
brochures on walking tours, some localities, protected plant and animal species, tourist maps etc.) allows
visitors to quickly and easily learn about the characteristics and values and appropriate preservation of
the protected natural resource.
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT OF THE USERS OF PROTECTED NATURAL GOOD IN
THE FUNCTION THE MANAGEMENT OF PROTECTED NATURAL GOOD

Within the boundaries of the protected natural good operate a number of business entities in the field of:
agriculture, forestry, hunting and fishing, industry and mining, trade, transport, traffic, trades, tourism,
hospitality and utilities. When performing these activities, it is possible that there may be a certain
conflict in the area of environmental protection, nature conservation and exploitation of mineral
resources.
For these reasons a manager/guardian of a protected natural resource should establish cooperation with
all business entities, whose activities are of interest to the protected resource in order to bring attention
to the fact that certain activities and use of natural resources can have a negative effect on the
environment. Therefore, they have to be aware of the security measures.
Education of users of protected resources includes introduction to the legal regulations which regulate
their economic activities:
• agricultural activity is carried out in accordance with regulations governing the field of agriculture,
veterinary medicine, plant protection and phyto-sanitary protection, the Act of plant protection
products and the Act of plant health, as well as other applicable regulations in the field of agriculture
and water;
• cultivation, protection and the use of forests is carried out in accordance with the Law on Forests and
regulations adopted under that Act;
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• the use, protection and arranging of water and protection from the harmful effects is performed on
the basis of the Water Act and the regulations made under that Act;
• exploitation of mineral resources is carried out in accordance with the Mining Act and regulations
adopted under that Act;
• hunting activities within the protected area are performed in accordance with the Law on Wildlife
and regulations adopted under that Act;
• protection and use of the fish fauna in the protected area is conducted in accordance with the Law on
the protection and sustainable use of fish stocks and the regulations issued under that Act. [1]
Users and contractors in the protected area are obliged to professionally train their workers in the safe
operation of the tool they handle.
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT OF THE LOCAL POPULATION IN THE FUNCTION THE
MANAGEMENT OF THE PROTECTED NATURAL GOOD

Depending on the type of protected natural good there is minimum one or more diverse natural
ecosystems that may have national significance, exceptional landscape features and cultural heritage in
which local people live in harmony with nature. Therefore, it is necessary to create conditions for the
improvement of education of the local population about the protection of nature and natural resources
in a protected natural good and involve the local community in the system of nature conservation. The
forms of cooperation and partnership with the local population are defined within the management plans
of protected natural good. The local governments as well as the local residents have an active role in the
process of adoption of a management plan for a particular natural area.
For the purpose of achieving a higher level of awareness of the local population about the protection
and conservation of nature and its resources, the following educational activities are organized:
• education of a local population about the importance of preserving traditional activities, cultural
heritage and folk art in a protected area,
• education of the local population in the use of modern technologies in a protected area,
• educational workshops for local people at different levels,
• education of the local population about the need and ways of long-term protection of nature of the
protected area. [1]
I order for the mentioned educational activities to be performed better it is necessary to draw up a
program of education of the local population which results in improving the protection of nature in the
protected natural good and also reduces the negative migration of the local population to larger cities
and towns.
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC IN THE FUNCTION THE
MANAGEMENT OF THE PROTECTED NATURAL GOOD

Raising public awareness on the protection of protected natural good and the preservation of its
resources is most adequately achieved through the following activities:
• cooperation with printed and electronic media,
• web sites and social networks,
• alternative media (public figures, scientists, artists,…),
• photos and movies,
• participation in trade fairs,
• cooperation with tourist organizations,
• preparation of thematic brochures, leaflets, posters, maps etc.,
• celebration of important environmental dates (Forest Day, World water Day, the Day of Nature
Protection, European day of parks, Earth day, World environment day etc.),
• participation in events organized in the protected natural resources. [1]
Realization of these activities increases interest of the public for the improvement of the environmental
protection not only within the protected natural good, but environmental protection in general.
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CONCLUSION

Education is one of the key elements in the protection of nature because it encourages the creation of
“healthy” awareness of the importance of preserving of natural and cultural values. What is emphasized
by educating both employees and visitors, users of protected natural good, local residents and general
public in the protected good is the importance of preserving the natural and cultural heritage. The goal
of knowledge management in the function of management of protected natural good is to build
awareness of the need to preserve the natural resources of a particular natural area and to create a sense
of respect for nature and its values.
In order for the knowledge management in protected natural good to be more efficient it is necessary to
take into account the management of human resources. Particular attention should be paid to the number
of employees, their fields of expertise and level of education. Since the workers in a protected natural
good are the ones who are performing education of visitors of protected natural good, local residents
and general public, it is necessary to form a number of professional services. Therefore, it is necessary
to organize a permanent and adequate training of all employees in protected goods so that they can, in
the best way possible, realize a variety of educational programs specific to visitors of protected natural
goods, local residents and general public in order to preserve the natural and cultural values in particular
protected natural good.
It must be noted that the cooperation of the manager/guardian of the protected natural good with
educational and cultural institutions, schools in nature, environmental camps, volunteers from
educational workshops, preschool and school children, students and non-governmental and other
organizations is necessary. All the above mentioned activities should be carried out in cooperation with
local governments, residents, and all users or owners of space in the area of the protected natural good.
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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN THE FUNCTION OF SUSTAINABLE USE OF
PESTICIDES
Abstract
Knowledge management in the function of sustainable use of pesticides aimed at reduce risks to human
health, animals and the environment associated with the use of pesticides, and encouraging alternative
ways suppressing harmful organisms. For this purpose is necessary to provide a more complete
understanding of the proper ways to use pesticides, using scientific and other evidence. As well, it is
required to indicate the recognition of the role of all actors and interest groups in achieving sustainable
use of pesticides as a common goal.
Key words: knowledge management, pesticides, sustainable use.

INTRODUCTION

Pesticide is a common term that includes a variety of chemical and biological products used to control
or kill living organisms such as plant weeds, insects, fungi, rodents etc. They become an integral part of
our life and are used to protect agricultural land, flower gardens, stored grain. Researchers as well as
manufacturers have permanent requirements to design new formulations of pesticides to meet the global
demand. Ideally, the applied pesticides should only be toxic to the target organisms and biodegradable.
Unfortunately, this is rarely the case as most of the pesticides are non-specific and may kill the organisms
that are harmless or useful to the ecosystem [1]. According to data only 0.1% of the pesticides reach
the target organisms. A significant amount of pesticides mature in the environment and impact on its
pollution. The repeated use of persistent and non-biodegradable pesticides has polluted various
components of water, air and soil ecosystem. Pesticides have also entered into the food chain and have
bioaccumulated in the higher tropic level. Based on the scientific studies could be concluded that several
human acute and chronic disease have been associated with pesticides exposure.
Considering the above mentioned reasons, it is essential to know characteristics of pesticides, their
action mechanisms, environmental impact of pesticides, in order to adequate use. In addition, the
knowledge of the legislation which regulates this field is of great importance.
In order to harmonize domestic with the EU laws, Serbia has adopted the Law of Plant Protection
Products (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 41/2009). This law regulates the registration,
control, transport, import and application of plant protection products in agriculture and forestry,
activities of public interest in the area of plant protection products, as well as other issues of importance
for plant protection products.
EU set of regulations referring to the plant protection products includes: Regulation (EC) no 1107/2009
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 October 2009 concerning the placing of plant
protection products on the market and repealing Council Directives 79/117/EEC and 91/414/EEC;
Regulation (EC) No 1185/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2009
concerning statistics on pesticides; Directive 2009/128/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 21 october 2009 establishing a framework for community action to achieve the sustainable
use of pesticides; Directive 2009/127/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 october
2009 amending directive 2006/42/EC with regard to machinery for pesticide application.
The proper application of pesticides is the basis for good agricultural practices. However, knowing the
guidelines and procedures is not enough, their usage on all farms that use pesticides must be on a much
larger scale. This requires constant education and constant cooperation with agricultural producers.
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PESTICIDES: DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION

A pesticide is any substance or mixture of substances intended for preventing, destroying, or controlling
any pest including vectors of human or animal diseases, unwanted species of plants or animals causing
harm during, or otherwise interfering with, the production, processing, storage, ormarketing of food,
agricultural commodities, wood and wood products, or animal feedstuffs, or which may be administered
to animals for the control of insects, arachnids or other pests in or on their bodies [2].
The most important classification of pesticides are: classification based on the targeted pest species,
classification based on the mode of action and classification based on the chemical composition of the
pesticide. Regrding targeted pest species pesticides are classified on: insecticides (target organism insects), herbicides (target organism - weeds), rodenticides (target organism - rodents), fungicides
(target organism- fungi), molluscicides (target organism- mollusks), bactericides (target organismbacteria), avicides (target organism- bird pests) etc. Depending on the mode of action pesticides are
classified as contact (do not noticeably penetrate plant tissues and consequently not transported within
the plant vascular system), systemic (effectively penetrate the plant tissues and move through the plant
vascular system), fumigants and stomach poisons. Based on chemical classification, pesticides are
classified into: organochlorines, organophosphorous, carbamates and pyrethrin and pyrethroids.
Most of organochlorines pesticides were widely used as insecticides for the control of a wide range of
insects. The significant characteristics of organochlorines are long-term residual effect in the
environment whereas they are resistant to most chemical and microbial degradations. Organochlorine
insecticides act as nervous system disruptors leading to convulsions and paralysis of the insect and its
eventual death. Some of the commonly used organochlorine pesticides are DDT, lindane, endosulfan,
aldrin, dieldrin and chlordane.
Organophosphorous pesticides are usually more toxic to vertebrates and invertebrates as cholinesterase
inhibitors leading to a permanent overlay of acetylcholine neurotransmitter across a synapse. As a result,
nervous impulses fail to move across the synapse causing a rapid twitching of voluntary muscles and
hence paralysis and death. Unlike organochlorines, organophosphorous pesticides are less persistent in
the environment. Some of the widely used organophosphorous pesticides are parathion, malathion,
diaznon and glyphosate.
Carbamates have quite high insect and mammalian toxicities as cholinesterase inhibitors. The
cholinesterase inhibitions is species specific and reversible. Some of widely used carbamates are
carbaryl, carbofuran and aminocarb.
Pyrethroids are synthetic analogues of the naturally occurring pyrethrins, a product of flowers from
pyrethrum plant (Chrysanthemum cinerariaefolium). Although the naturally occurring pyrethrins are
effective insecticides, their photochemical degradation is so rapid that their uses as agricultural
insecticides become unpractical. The synthetic analogues of the naturally occurring pyrethrins
(pyrethroids) were developed by the modification of pyrethrin structure in order to confer stability at the
same time retaining the basic properties of pyrethrins. The most widely used synthetic pyrethroids
include permethrin, cypermethrin and deltamethrin [3].
THE PRESENCE OF PESTICIDES IN AGRICUTURAL SOILS

Pesticides play a significant role towards contributing to the modern agriculture, in a sense of increasing
yield of crop plants. However, the possibility of applied pesticides reaching the soil and causing
degradation of some aspect of soil properties cannot be underestimated. Such possibilities are high when
pesticides are applied at high rates over many years and this leads to toxicity [4].
According to data it is estimated that less than 0.1% of the pesticides applied to crops actually reach the
target pest with the rest finding its way in the environment, contaminating soils, air and water. A
concentration of pollutants tends to accumulate in the topsoil where most soil organisms live.
Pesticides introduce to soils from spray drift during foliage treatment, wash off from treated foliage,
release from granulates or from treated seeds in soils. Most of these pesticides become persistent in the
soil. Pesticides in soils have been identified to have considerable effect on soil microorganisms.
Pesticides can cause significant irreversible changes in soil microbial populations. These soil
microorganisms are important in sustain soil fertility, thus pesticides, which affect soil micro flora and
micro fauna, may damage soil fertility [5]. Previous investigations were proved that sulphonylurea
herbicides caused inhibition of nitrification. According to data, some organochlorine pesticides suppress
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symbiotic nitrogen fixation resulting in lower crop yields. As well, it was found out that pesticide
Pentachlorphenol, DDT and Methyl parathion at levels found in farm soils interfered with signalling
from leguminous plant such as alfalfa, peas, and soybeans to symbiotic soil bacteria. Some fungicides
have been found to be toxic to soil fungi and actinomycetes, by causing changes in microbial community
structure. Other bacteria species such as nitrification bacteria have also been found to be very sensitive
to pesticides influence [6]. Pesticides Benomyl and Dimethoate can also negatively affect symbiotic
mycorrhizal fungi, which facilitate plant nutrient uptake [7]. A laboratory experiment that simulate
vineyard conditions showed that mixture of insecticides and/or fungicides at different environmental
concentrations caused a neurotoxic effect in earthworms. After a long period of exposure or high
concentrations, earthworms were physiologically damaged and could not cope with the high toxicity
[8].
Due to continuous application of pesticides in agricultural production and their high persistence, as well
as the possibility of maturities of pesticides into the soil not only by direct application, but also through
water or air, it is almost impossible to find soil which does not contain pesticide residues.
For example, results of the pesticides contents in samples of agricultural soils in Vojvodina show that
pesticides, or their derivatives, were found in about 50% of the tested samples. However, determined
values are usually below the maximum permissible amount of the most persistent pesticides (the
maximum permissible sum of DDT and its metabolites is 0.1 mg kg-1 of absolutely dry soil, and the sum
of lindane and its metabolites is 0.06 mg kg-1) [9].
The negative impact of pesticides can be observed through soil erosion. Herbicides for example can
reduce vegetative cover of the ground, thus promoting soil erosion via runoff and wind. Soil erosion
deforms the soil structure and therefore creates an imbalance in soil fertility. A bare land with poor soil
structure and poor soil fertility cannot support the growth of plants on it. Ecologically this land cannot
support other forms of life in it hence may lead to the collapse of the particular ecosystem [3].
PESTICIDE TOXICITY

Synthetic pesticides are extensively used in agriculture to control harmful pests and prevent crop yield
losses. Due to their high biological activity and long persistence in the environment, pesticides may
cause undesirable consequences to human health and to the environment. Farmers are usually exposed
to high levels of pesticides, much greater than those of consumers.
The toxicity of a pesticide is expressed in quantitative terms, such as LD50 or LC50 (lethal dose or
concentration 50%, i.e., the dose or concentration at which a pesticide will kill 50% of exposed
organism).
Pesticides can enter the human body by three common ways: through the skin (contact), the mouth
(ingestion), and the lungs (inhalation). The most common pathway for pesticide poisoning is dermal
absorption [10].
According to the exposure time to pesticide and how rapidly the toxic symptoms develop, exposure may
be described as acute, sub‐chronic, and chronic. Acute exposure refers to single short-term exposure to
pesticides. Subchronic toxicity is the ability of a chemical compound to cause toxic health effects for
over a year, but less than the lifetime of the exposed organism. Chronic toxicity results from long-term,
low-level exposure to a toxicant. This type of toxicity does not result in poisoning in the traditional
sense. Chronic toxicity is evident in the long-term effects on the body [11].
USE OF PESTICIDES AND KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Recent years, significant efforts have been made to provide the safety of the general public, wildlife,
environment, and especially workers exposed to pesticides. All new pesticides are completely tested to
determine their level of toxicity, effects of exposure, and label requirements. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) is responsible for approving new pesticides, provide that the pesticides meet a standard
for safety to humans and the environment. They also assign each pesticide a level of toxicity to determine
what precautions must appear on the pesticide label. Precautions include: use of protective clothing,
caution, warning, danger, first aid measures and whether the pesticide may be used only by specially
trained and certified applicators [11]. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
regulates and enforces worker protection standards to ensure that employers provide a safe working
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environment for employees and ensure that workers receive personal protection equipment when
handling pesticides. Employers who fail to follow EPA and OSHA standards are subject to substantial
fines and penalties [11].
For the purpose of sustainable use of pesticides in the Republic of Serbia, is necessary to adopt National
Action Plan for the Sustainable Use of Pesticides (Plant Protection Products). In order to harmonize
domestic with the EU laws, Serbia has adopted the Law of Plant Protection Products. EU set of
regulations referring to the plant protection products includes: Regulation (EC) no 1107/2009 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 21 October 2009; Regulation (EC) No 1185/2009 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2009 concerning statistics on pesticides;
Directive 2009/128/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 october 2009; Directive
2009/127/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 october 2009.
The Directive on the sustainable use of plant protection products-PPPs (Dir. 2009/128), aims to reduce
the risk of PPPs to human health and the environment, whilst also seeking to streamline proper use in
the field. In order to achieve these objectives, all Member States must set up national action plans in
which they set “quantitative objectives, targets, measures, timetables and indicators to reduce risks and
impacts of pesticide use on human health and the environment and to encourage the development and
introduction of integrated pest management and of alternative approaches or techniques in order to
reduce dependency on the use of pesticides by when and how they intend to achieve them” [12]. Member
States shall ensure that all professional users, distributors and advisors have access to appropriate
training by bodies designated by the competent authorities. This shall consist of both initial and
additional training to acquire and update knowledge as appropriate. Basic training and continued
information is crucial for everyone applying PPPs, including farmers. Basic training has to be accessible
to all professional users. Several farmers’ unions and cooperatives are already involved
in such programmes and in some Member States there is already a legislative framework in place.
Furthermore, training should be mandatory for advisors, distributors and local authorities. When
certifying users, practical experience, regional variations and differing farm sizes need to be taken into
account. Member States shall take measures to inform the general public and to promote and facilitate
information and awareness-raising programmes and the availability of accurate and balanced
information relating to PPPs for the general public, in particular regarding the risks and the potential
acute and chronic effects for human health, non-target organisms and the environment arising from their
use and the use of non-chemical alternatives [13]. Member States shall, having due regard for the
necessary hygiene and public health requirements and biodiversity, or the results of relevant risk
assessments, ensure that the use of PPPs is minimised or prohibited in certain specific areas. Appropriate
risk management measures shall be taken and the use of low-risk plant protection products as defined
in Regulation (EC) No 1107/2009 and biological control measures shall be considered in the first place.
They shall adopt the necessary measures to ensure that the following operations by professional users
and where applicable by distributors do not endanger human health or the environment: (a) storage,
handling, dilution and mixing of PPPs before application; (b) handling of packaging and remnants of
PPPs; (c) disposal of tank mixtures remaining after application; (d) cleaning of the equipment used after
application; (e) recovery or disposal of pesticide remnants and their packaging in accordance with
Community legislation on waste. Member States shall establish or support the establishment of
necessary conditions for the implementation of integrated pest management. In particular, they shall
ensure that professional users have at their disposal information and tools for pest monitoring and
decision making, as well as advisory services on integrated pest management [12].
For the purpose of sustainable use of pesticides as the basis of good agricultural practice a great number
of companies and institutes in Serbia decide for introducing GlobalG.A.P. standards. GlobalG.A.P. is a
standard that is primarily designed to reassure consumers that produced food and the production process
have minimal impact on the environment. Also, good agricultural practice shows that it is provided a
responsible approach to the welfare and safety of workers and animal welfare. Training in the safe use
of pesticides implement associates who possess a certificate of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Environmental Protection. Training for the safe use of pesticides and environmental protection consists
of two parts: theoretical and practical [14].
The proper application of pesticides is the basis for good agricultural practices. However, knowing the
guidelines and procedures is not enough, their usage on all farms that use pesticides must be on a much
larger scale. This requires constant education and constant cooperation with agricultural producers [15].
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CONCLUSION
The use of pesticides brings various benefits (mostly economic) in particular for farmers. Pesticides
improve or safeguard agricultural yields and the quality of agricultural products. However, because of
their intrinsic properties, pesticides can be harmful to non-target organisms, and can have unwanted
adverse effects on human health and the environment. For the purpose of sustainable use of pesticides
is necessery to determine quantitative objectives, targets, measures, timetables and indicators to reduce
risks and impacts of pesticide use on human health and the environment and to encourage the
development and introduction of integrated pest management and of alternative approaches or
techniques in order to reduce dependency on the use of pesticides.
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REDUCING ABSENTEEISM AND A FASTER RETURN TO WORK
Abstract
Demographic data shows the population is ageing, and consequently we are seeing an ageing workforce.
Even though the effectiveness of older workers is not in question, older workers are suffering from agerelated conditions, diseases and injuries. Measures that prevent health problems throughout the working
life are crucial to reduce the amount of sickness and absence in order to avail an early return to work.
Established methodologies in which work disability is well defined are the foundation for successful
interventions. Research shows that measures to reduce absenteeism and a faster return to work are
mostly organizational in nature. Therefore, these are mainly management tasks. Article present an array
of interventions that are supported by various studies and recommendations by several European
government and non-government organisations that demonstrate efficiency by reducing the amount of
absence and facilitate an early return to work. The study verifies perception of suggested interventions
between the Slovenian workforces..
Key words: prevention of health problems, return to work, vocational rehabilitation, worksite
intervention.

INTRODUCTION

European Agency for Safety and Health at Work (EU-OSHA) in the years 2016 and 2017, organized
campaign "Healthy workplaces for all generations." The main message of the campaign is to have safe
and healthy working conditions throughout working life good for workers, business and society as a
whole. European workforce is shrinking and ageing. During the last two decades, the official pension
age has been rising all over Europe. However, this does not mean that all people actually work up to
these higher ages. Many workers still leave the labour market well before reaching the official pension
age and in many countries, the employment participation of older workers is relatively low. Too many
workers think that they will not be able to do their current job when they will be 60 years old. Find out
more about the challenges of an ageing workforce. [1]
Work-related accidents
Work-related accidents have a huge impact on the individual, the employer and the state as sick absences
incur costs for the employer and the state: a direct impact on the social security system and, indirectly,
on productivity and competitiveness [2]. Estimates of the cost of work-related accidents and diseases
are between 1.8% and 6% of GDP [3]. International Labour Organization (ILO) estimates the costs at
5% of GDP [4], which does not include the cost of the early retirement. In Finland, the total costs are
estimated at up to 15% of GDP. These expenses negatively influence sustainable development. It found
a correlation between the competition of the national economy and frequency of injuries at work [5].
Countries with a smaller number of occupational injuries and a small proportion of sick leave are,
therefore, more competitive. Data NIJZ (National Institute for Public Health) [6] shows the extent of the
consequences of injuries at work in Slovenia based on indicators of sick leave. When comparing data
on sickness absence in Slovenia we need to separate the data were collected before the 31. 12. 2012,
since by that of the working injuries at work are to be classified as injuries on the way to work and on
the way from work. In addition, different methodology NIJZ and the Health Insurance Institute of
Slovenia (ZZZS), as the first record only over a three-day sick leave, while others among occupational
injuries all sick.
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Trend graphs share of sick leave (% BS) and disabling the index (IO) is the same as it is correlated
values (corr = 0.98). Number of calendar lost days due to sick leave in the past 15 years in Slovenia is
decreasing and in 2015 was 14.48 days i.e. 3.97 % calendar days lost.
Figure 1. Lost calendar days in Slovenia
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Age changes in employees

The age structure of the active labour force is changing due to the rise in retirement age. The
total population in the European Union between 2005 and 2030, the proportion between the
ages of 25 and 39 decreased by 20.1%, the proportion between the ages of 55 and 64 increased
by 26.1%, which will have a direct impact on the share of these age groups active population.
Table 1. Projection of change in the proportion that the total population represents a particular age group
between 2005 and 2030
Eurostat base scenario, EU-25
(in thousands)
Total population
Children (0-14)
Young people (15-24)
Young adults (25-39)
Adults (40-54)
Older workers (55-64)
Elderly people (65-79)
Very elderly people (80+)

2005-2050

2005-2010

2010-2030

2030-2050

-2.1%
(-9642)
-19.4%
(-14415)
-25.0%
(-14441)
-25.8%
(-25683)
-19.5%
(+19125)
+8.7%
(+4538)
+44.1%
(+25458)
+180.5%
(+34026)

+1.2%
(+5444)
-3.2%
(-2391)
-4.3%
(-2488)
-4.1%
(-4037)
+4.2%
(+4170)
+9.6%
(+5024)
+3.4%
(+1938)
+17.1%
(+3229)

+1.1%
(+4980)
-8.9%
(-6411)
-12.3%
(-6815)
-16.0%
(-15271)
-10.0%
(+10267)
+15.5%
(+8832)
+37.4%
(+22301)
+57.1%
(+12610)

-4.3%
(-20066)
-8.6%
(-5612)
-10.6%
(-5139)
-8.0%
(-6375)
-14.1%
(-13027)
-14.1%
(+9318)
+1.5%
(+1219)
+52.4%
(18187)

Source [7]
Historically, the countries of the European Union since the 70s until the end of the 20th century reduced
the participation of older workers in the active population. Programs to support older workers included
initiatives for early retirement and similar measures. In periods of high unemployment, countries are
stimulate older workers to have used financial incentive offer for early retirement. Between 1995 and
2002, in the European Union 30% of workers aged between 55 and 64 years of early retirement [8].
Consequently, the proportion of active employees aged between 55 and 64 years in the European Union
in 2005 only 42%, compared with 59% in the US and 62% in Japan.
In Slovenia, the share of employed persons aged between 55 and 64 years is even lower - in 2005 this
was only 27.2%, so Slovenia has found itself in last place among the then EU25. The reason can be
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sought primarily in a relatively low retirement age and widespread early retirement during the difficult
economic situation in the 90s.
The low level of employment among older workers represents a waste of individual life opportunities
and social resources. Longer lifetime allows an individual to develop its long-term potential. Successful
employees older workers can be employed to improve their social status and are socially more active
compared with the unemployed [8]. From an economic point of view, it represents an early retirement
reduction of the inflow and the outflow of the Pension and Disability cashier, thereby endangering the
stability of the social system.
Many experimental researches support the claim that worker efficiency declines with age. Physique 60year-old is only about 75% of the muscle strength of 30-year-old, as well as between 30 and 60 years
the efficiency of the cardiovascular system is reduced by 30% [9]. Speed, flexibility, endurance, strength
and coordination to reach its peak during adolescence and early adulthood, and then slowly at first, and
after 40 years of rapid decline. It also begins to deteriorate the quality of vision and hearing. Dropping
the ability to solve new problems that require new ways of solving, but with age, not decreasing the
ability to solve known problems that can be solved with existing knowledge.
Interpretation of these studies actually very little to say about the effectiveness of specific older workers.
The results of such based on the individual functions of the body, which in many cases are not relevant
for effective work. Physical strength is not important when it comes to intellectual works. In addition,
all of the physical parameters of the active 60-year-old can easily better than passive 30-year-old.
Declining sensory function are in their daily work superseded by the use of the glasses and the hearing
device [10].
A classic study typists, where young typists efficiency compared to a typist who are older than 60 years,
reveals where such a difference between experimental research and research with the evaluation.
Typists, older than 60 years were surveyed able to type much less characters per minute than their
younger counterparts. At the same time were the source text to fellow able to read the original text long
in advance, so they require less typing break. The survey found that the speed and quality of the
transcribed material there were no significant differences between young and older typists [11].
The survey responsible for human resources management confirms this thesis. Two-thirds of
respondents believe that there are no significant differences between the performance of young workers
and those older than 50 years. Some properties, empirical knowledge and work ethic or discipline and
awareness of quality for example, responsible identified as key benefits for older workers. Other
features, the ability to learn, cope with stress and desire to learn for example, on the other hand identified
as key strengths of younger workers. They are responsible as key features they are looking for in their
professions are also provided and work ethic or discipline and awareness of the quality, which are
properties that have been attributed to senior staff [12].
However, aging often accompanies by an increase in development disorders, chronic and acute diseases
and other health problems that lead to functional limitations or incapacity to work. Chronic diseases
such as heart disease, stroke, cancer, diabetes and depression, are becoming a growing problem of older
workers [13]. Health problems related to work, such as musculoskeletal disorders and mental disorders
are a major source longer sick leave and disability retirement. Such long-term sick leave and disability
retirement affect employers (loss of skilled worker), workers (curtailment of monthly income) and
government (payer shift in social funds to the recipient's social spending). For all these reasons, it makes
sense preventive action to reduce long-term sick leave and early retirement. This is a key part of the
organization in a way that limits the causes of disease with long-term consequences and older workers
actively work to retirement provided. When preventive measures are not possible, an employee with a
chronic disease after a period of sick leave may make the return to work measures changes his job or
duties.
Inability to work
The definition of incapacity for work and the associated understanding of the problem in Slovenia and
abroad is not uniform. Due to individual, social and contextual factors is the universal definition that
would be applicable to all people in all situations is impossible. Disability, which can hinder or
impossible to work in certain areas, it may be completely unobtrusive to other areas. Research has shown
that a shift in the perception of inability to work and return to work. Instead of focusing on purely
physical effects, a comprehensive framework that takes into account the substantive effects.
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Occur two key model definition of disability, biomedical and biopsychosocial model later. In the
biomedical model, individuals who are unable to work, raised medically diagnosed, their disease is
associated exclusively with physical pathology. In this perspective, the inability to work is entitled to
pain relief or treatment of disease, which prevents the ability to work [14]. ICF (International
Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health) is based on a biopsychosocial model that contains
both biomedical and social views. The process of return to work in the biopsychosocial model takes into
account the interaction between biological, psychological and social component of an individual's ability
to work [15].
Unlike previous, theoretical models, the model Sherbrook operational model, which was created because
of studies carried out in the district of Sherbrook in Canada [16]. Sherbrook is based on a
biopsychosocial perspective and can help in the development or verification measure, program, policy
or practice in the field of rehabilitation and occupational medicine. The aim of the entry into force of
the model Sherbrook’s early return to work through the inclusion of workplace treatment programs.
Research shows that such an approach is the inclusion of workplace treatment programs more successful
than traditional health measures to reduce absenteeism and preventing incapacity for work among
workers with MSDs (musculature skeleton desires).
THE METHOD OF RESEARCH WORK

Based on theoretical considerations, it was conducted the pilot online survey, carried out by 145
randomly selected respondents. The selected questions based on the measures presented in the next
section, but they are also questions as possible answers recorded in secular form, to understand the full
spectrum of respondents. The first part of the survey included questions on demographics (gender,
seniority, education, size of company, type of work environment). The second part of the survey
consisted of questions about being at the workplace (being, confounding factors), awareness of the
adverse factors, the perception of enforcement measures to reduce absenteeism and early return to work
in their company and their motivation to reduce sick leave in the event of force individual measures.
An online survey was conducted between September 1, 2016 and September 10, 2016. Respondents
were invited to solve a survey through social networks (Facebook, e-mail group), in order to obtain the
most demographically diverse respondents. The survey was completed by 145 respondents, 49% of men
and 51% of women, with a working life of 10 years (46%), a work life of 11 to 20 years (36%) and the
working life of over 21 years (18%). 7% of respondents have secondary vocational (level IV) or lower
education, 37% of respondents have high school or secondary technical education (level V), 19% of
respondents have tertiary education or completed first Bologna level (level VI) and 32% has a
specialization of the higher program, university or finished second Bologna level (level VII), and 5% of
respondents have MSc or Phd (level VIII). The majority, 69% of respondents work in the office, 14%
of them work performed outside the premises of the company, while 9% work in small workshop and
8% in industrial production. 10% of respondents are self-employed, 17% work in micro-enterprises (010 employees), 23% of them work in small enterprises (10-50 employees), 29% of them work in
medium-sized companies (50-250 employees) and 20% of respondents carry out work in large
companies (over 250 employees). [17]
RESULTS

Employers and health systems have a number of measures, which describes a theory. Solutions offered
by theory, we try to explore among Slovenian workers. [17]
Communication and coordination
Research shows that communication, cooperation, and jointly agreed objectives between workers,
employers and primary health key in improving health at work [18]. The importance of communication
between all participants in the process of return to work are confirmed by other studies [14] [19] [20].
It is important that communication between employers and primary health care extremely cost-effective
measure that allows a net saving both the employer and the health fund, coordination could significantly
reduce the cost of return to work [20] [21].
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On the question which measures the return from sick leave are present in the company of the respondent,
25% of respondents answered that this is a conversation with the supervisor on improving disturbing
factor.
It is worth comparing the detected measures depending on the size of the company. Micro (0%) and
small (3%) on the way back to employee absenteeism, according to the respondents are not ready to
adapt the workplace or to buy equipment to reduce physical stress. Micro enterprises are significantly
more willing to shorten working hours (24%).
Early return to work
Empirical studies support the promotion of an employee to return to normal activity by the medical staff
in the acute phase of incapacity for work, between the 3rd and 4th week of the beginning of the sick
[14]. Studies prove that most people can return to work after a few days or weeks of sick leave, even if
the symptoms are still present and the worker still feels the pain [22]. Studies show that early return
leads to shorter sick leave in the year following his return to work, but it is not known whether this is
due only early return to work or early return to work in combination with other components of the
measure [18].
The importance of early intervention emphasizes a number of studies. The evidence is particularly strong
in the case of back pain, but it is assumed that the same principle can also be used in many other medical
conditions. [23]
The multidisciplinary approach also takes into account health, personal as well as a component of the
workplace. Multidisciplinary approach biopsychosocial approach to work-related and can be an
effective and cost-effective in reducing absenteeism [30] [22]. Multidisciplinary approach shortens the
time of return to work, reducing the occurrence of some physical diseases and mental illness majority
[29].
Motivation of respondents to less sick leave benefit are:
- Behaviour that project or task work without them can not be completed (45%),
- Respondent company would offer an additional active vacation (24%)
- Shorter working hours (23%),
- Order the respondent received financial stimulation (21%),
- The company understanding of the individual needs of the respondents (21%),
- The company will ergonomically adapt workplace or would provide equipment to reduce physical
stress (17%),
- To enable the respondent employer physiotherapy during the busiest time (14%),
- Order the respondent had the opportunity to talk with the supervisor on improving disturbing factor
(13%),
- To sick pay was only half the net salary (10%),
- Order the respondent will be to a lighter job (10%)
- The respondent employer to receive training on safe work (4%).
- Only 1% of respondents would be less sick leave if they know that they will be at home to check
controller.
- 20% of respondent’s sick leave would not be waived under any circumstances.
Among the staff of more than 20 years, the motivation distributed differently:
- Faster to return to work due to the project or workflow that without them can not be completed (54%)
- If they offer part-time (28%),
- They return less interested if they offer additional vacation (18%),
- They would post ergonomically adapted (11%).

Comparing motivations of respondents with more than 20 years of service with the average respondent
show that older respondents are more motivated to less use of sick leave, if the project or process without
them not were completed (50%). They are less motivated than the average respondent is, if they receive
financial stimulation (15%) and significantly, less motivated than the average respondent if he could
offer additional vacation, reduced working hours or he would ergonomically adapted workplace or.
provide him with equipment to reduce physical stress. On the motivation of respondents with more than
20 years of service does not affect sick pay, which is only half of the net salary, or fear of the arrival
controller.
Motivation of respondents for soon return from sick leave are not significantly different motivations to
sick leave benefit less. Faster to return to work due to the project or workflow that without them will
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not be completed (54%) and if they offer part-time (28%), while the return less interested if they were
offered an extra break (18%) or to their workplace ergonomically adapted (11%).
Strategy and Corporate Culture
There is a general belief that a clearly defined business strategy in terms of safety at work and promoting
the return to work, which are actively involved managers, can reduce sickness absence; but research
confirms this claim only to a limited extent [24].
The measures in the workplace
Moderate evidence suggests that temporary allocation lighter tasks [25] [18] [26], adapting the
workplace [19] [22] [27], the adaptation of work processes, including the organization of work [28],
reduces the number of sick leave and It accelerates the return to work. Such measures are usually
inexpensive and can be very cost effective.
On the question of preventive measures, respondents perceive in their company, by 24% reply that their
company has a clearly defined policy of return to work after the completion of sickness.
Continuous control of ergonomic adjustments jobs
Moderate evidence suggests that the constant supervision of the ergonomics of the workplace
significantly reduce sick leave and is highly cost-effective measure [20] [26]. Control of the ergonomics
of the workplace, including an analysis of the work-injured workers to improve workplace accelerate
the return to work [27]. Control of ergonomics, which leads to the improvement of office furniture, also
affects the speed of return to work [29].
Their company performs inspections ergonomic workplaces and introduce improvements answered 8%
of respondents, and 6% of respondents answered that they have in the company available to a person or
a program that allows them individual advice on the conduct of sick leave and returning to work. Their
company has not detected the implementation of preventive measures stated 55% of respondents.
The company offers ergonomic adaptation of the workplace (ergonomic furniture, etc. ) or offer
additional equipment to reduce physical load (automatic crane in a warehouse, etc.), answered 19% of
respondents. It is temporarily shorter working hours after returning to work answered 15% of
respondents. 14% of respondents answered that their company offers temporary transfer to easier job,
13% of respondents answered that the company offers training, 12% of respondents answered that the
company offers an additional active rest, 8% of respondents answered that their company offers
physiotherapy during working hours and 5% respondents answered that their company provides
vocational rehabilitation. Their company does not carry out measures when returning from sick leave
stated 46% of respondents.
Programs to improve physical fitness
Programs to improve physical fitness, pledged to improve the individual's neurological, musculoskeletal
and cardio-pulmonary functioning, proven to reduce the number of sick leave. Such programs have been
shown effective in combination with cognitive and behavioural programs that address the patient's
perception of pain, its goals and potential negative reflection on the course of the disease [28].
Their company subsidizes physical exercise answered 21% of respondents.
Being of employees.
86% of respondents in the workplace feels good but only 33% in the workplace does not bother. With
35% of respondents annoyed corporate executives, 19% of respondents annoyed hours, 17% of
respondents interfere with inadequate working space, 14% of respondents interfere with co-workers,
13% of respondents interfere with inappropriate equipment, as well as 13% of respondents disturbed by
the noise and 13% of respondents interfere with other disorders . Workers with more than 20 years'
service than the average population differ in that they are much less bothered executives (12%),
employees (8%), inadequate working hours (12%) and noise (4%), above average deviate from the
answer "other", but none of the respondents did not specify what people define as "other".
Measures to reduce absenteeism
On the question of preventive measures, respondents perceive in their company, by 24% reply that their
company has a clearly defined policy of return to work after the completion of sickness. Their company
subsidizes physical exercise answered 21% of respondents. Their company performs inspections
ergonomic workplaces and introduce improvements answered 8% of respondents, and 6% of
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respondents answered that they have in the company available to a person or a program that allows them
individual advice on the conduct of sick leave and returning to work. Their company has not detected
the implementation of preventive measures stated 55% of respondents.
On the question which measures the return from sick leave are present in the company of the respondent,
25% of respondents answered that this is a conversation with the supervisor on improving disturbing
factor. The company offers ergonomic adaptation of the workplace (ergonomic furniture, etc. ) or offer
additional equipment to reduce physical load (automatic crane in a warehouse, etc.), answered 19% of
respondents. It is temporarily shorter working hours after returning to work answered 15% of
respondents. 14% of respondents answered that their company offers temporary transfer to easier job,
13% of respondents answered that the company offers training, 12% of respondents answered that the
company offers an additional active rest, 8% of respondents answered that their company offers
physiotherapy during working hours and 5% respondents answered that their company provides
vocational rehabilitation. Their company does not carry out measures when returning from sick leave
stated 46% of respondents.
ANALYSIS OF SURVEY RESULTS

An essential part of the research is to review the use of proven measures to reduce absenteeism and
quicker return to work in Slovenian companies and workers' motivation to reduce sick leave in case of
application of these measures.
Communication and coordination
Early communication between employers and employees significantly reduce the length of sick leave.
Only 6% of respondents stating that they are in the company or person available. Program, which
provides advice on the conduct of sick and return to work, 25% of respondents, stated that their company
part of the return to work of a conversation with the supervisor on improving disturbing factor.
Early return to work
Early return to the workplace leads to a reduction of sick leave in the year following his return to work.
Only 20% of respondents and only 15% of respondents with more than 20 years of service are not
prepared to return to work prematurely, notwithstanding the measures taken by the company. Only a
small proportion of workers and a negligible proportion of workers with more than 20 years of service
to the sick leave benefit less because of the low amount of sick pay or fear verification controller. An
encouraging fact is that the employer may impose the majority of respondents willing to return to work
early in the case of measures that.
On the other hand, 55% of respondents in their companies did not detect preventive measures to reduce
sick leave and 46% believe that their company will not implement measures to accelerate the return to
work. Other companies implement one or more measures for early return to work - smaller companies
here have moved forward with flexible working hours and layout to better job, bigger companies but
with ergonomic adjustments, education and active breaks.
The gap between the willingness of workers to early return to work, which has proven successful in
reducing absenteeism and the willingness of employers to support the early return of the relevant
programs, there is an obvious and shows that employers Early return to work are paying too little
attention.
CONCLUSION

Although some of the effects, in particular multidisciplinary measures poorly understood, is a set of
proven effective measures sufficient for the introduction of these measures into national strategies in
companies and primary health care. The task of national decision-makers is that their strategies include
collaboration among all stakeholders, particularly between employers and primary health care. The task
of employers is that their organizations introduce processes that will prevent health problems throughout
their professional lives.
Slovenian employers are much less make use of effective measures to reduce absenteeism, even in the
case where measures are proven cost-effective. The survey results show that the main motivation of
employees to reduce absenteeism are not financial nor the fear of an inspection service, but you mainly
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want more cooperation and understanding employer to their problems and the resulting adaptation of
the workplace.
The survey results confirm the already known fact that older workers despite eroding the mental and
physical abilities, some properties, which may be workers that are more desirable: demonstrate greater
loyalty and higher work ethic than their younger counterparts. It is therefore important that the
government and employers to take into account their concerns, which are the consequences of aging and
aging-related diseases and injuries, as well as maintain healthy workplaces for all ages.
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OCCUPATIONAL INJURY CAUSES
Abstract
Occupational injuries are the subject of various international agreements in terms of material and social
security of workers and specific occupational safety. Measures of prevention against occupational
injuries and mitigation of their effects are taken by legal and natural persons acting as employers, by
healthcare and social security institutions, state bodies, etc. The effects of occupational injuries impact
the work, life, and health of employees, their ability to earn a living and to support, provide, and care
for their families, and thus affect their social security, social and material status, and psychological
balance. This paper presents the concept of knowledge management as a possibility to analyze an entire
array of occupational injury characteristics, causes, and effects and to find solutions for negative effect
prevention and for permanent learning in this field.
Key words: occupational injury, knowledge management.

INTRODUCTION

Occupational injuries have been the subject of research observations of authors for more than a hundred
of years, in contrast to occupational diseases that drew attention of the wider scientific and professional
public during the last two decades (e.g. research on occupational carcinogens [1], musculoskeletal
disorders, etc.). Developed industrial countries have established legislation in order to prevent injuries
and to develop mechanisms for their recording and tracking. However, in many countries there are still
no published data on occupational injuries. EU collects data on occupational injuries from member
countries. It is believed that the number of occupational injuries resulting in death is reliable, although
there are different methods of statistical observation. Also, in some countries, the number of
occupational injuries that have no death outcome is corrected - the average level of reporting in Denmark
is 46%, in Greece is 39%, in Ireland 38%, in Sweden 52% and in the UK 43% [2].
Leigh, Macaskill, Kuosma, and Mandryk [3], Takala [4], and furthermore Concha-Barrientos, Nelson,
Fingerhut, Driscoll, and Leigh [5] investigate occupational injuries at global and regional scale.
According to the findings of Hämäläinen, Takala and Saarela, [6], approximately 2 million of
occupational diseases and occupational injuries resulting in death occur annually, while 263 million
occupational injuries require at least four days absence from work. International Labor Organization
(ILO) points to the differences between countries and continents in reporting and analysis of
occupational injuries, although, generally speaking the percentage of reported injuries is very small.
According to the ILO, the total costs associated with occupational injuries and occupational diseases is
4% of the gross national product [7].
In the Republic of Serbia, problems are present in releasing the number of occupational injuries due to
the manner of keeping records of occupational injuries with the competent authorities who are obliged
to do so (Department for Occupational Safety and Health at Work, Labor Inspectorate, Health Insurance
Fund and Pension and Disability Insurance Fund [8]. The problems are mainly implied by the absence
of a unique registry for managing occupational injuries and occupational diseases, but they also occur
due to improper recording or the failure of reporting the occupational injuries.
Knowledge management for occupational safety in the organization can achieve a kind of contribution
to the prevention of occupational injuries and to the creation of safe and humane working environment.
Understanding the etiology of occupational injuries imply the knowledge of a range of features for any
injury that occurs in the workplace. The important characteristics are: time of occurrence, place of
occurrence, sex, age, length of service, occupation, education, frequency of occupational injuries in an
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individual, individual or group injury, severity of injury, the injured part of the body, the nature of injury,
the source of injury, the manner of occurrence, personality characteristics, job characteristics and others.
Documentation and storage of data on occupational injuries, availability and dissemination of
knowledge (explicit and implicit/tacit) on the causes of occupational injuries, the results of the
investigation of accidents in the workplace, possible prevention and minimization of occupational risks
can be regarded in close connection with the implementation of the concept of knowledge management
in development of efficient system of safety management in an organization.
OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES – CONCEPTUAL APPOROACH

Injuries are as old as human society, but they have relatively late become a subject of studies, including
conceptual determination. In theory, there are different views on which damage is considered an
occupational injury and the legislation of individual countries define the concept of occupational injuries
in different ways. There are several hypotheses about the origin of occupational injuries.
- The injury occurs by accident so that everyone has an equal chance for it happen;
- A person who already had an occupational injury is careful not to experience another. A person
learns from their own experience;
- A person who has suffered an injury becomes fragile and tends to suffer more occupational injuries
later;
- Some people carry within themselves, in their mental and physical constitution, something that
makes them more susceptible to occupational injuries [9].
In occupational medicine, among other things, occupational injury is any injury to body created as a
result of accidental, unforeseen or unexpected external events, manifesting itself in a very short period
of time, between the external event and clearly perceptible morbid state [10].
From the sociological aspect, occupational injury is defined as the disintegration of the human operation
in the working environment, which is manifested in the distortion of some of its parts, as a physical organic being.
However, the definitions of occupational injury that are given in legal and other social regulations, as
well as in occupational medicine, basically start from the need to provide compensation to a person who
suffered health damage, both in the workplace and outside the work environment (during commuting)
and thereby are often referred to as occupational accidents. Here are some of these definitions:
An occupational injury is an injury inflicted on an Insured Party, relating in space, time and causality to
performing his/her work, based on which he/she is insured, caused by an immediate and momentary
mechanical, physical or chemical impact/exposure, a sudden change in body position, a sudden exertion
of the body, or other changes in the physiological condition of the body.
An occupational injury is an injury caused in performing activities beyond employees’ job description,
and in the interest of the Employer with whom the Insured Party is employed.
An occupational injury is an injury caused in the course of commuting, business trips, or travels
undertaken for purposes of starting employment, and as well as in other circumstances provided for in
this Law.
An occupational injury is a disease suffered by an Insured Party, onset as an immediate and exclusive
consequence of an accident or a higher force in the course of performing his/her work, based on which
he/she is ensured, or is work related.
An occupational injury is an injury inflicted on an Insured Party in the course of his/her exercising health
protection rights on the basis of an occupational injury and occupational disease [11].
While such given definitions of injuries can fully meet the needs of the social insurance bodies or
doctors, they cannot satisfy the people who are professionally, on scientific basis, engaged in research
of safety and protection. With regard to the preventive component of safety and protection system, the
injury itself is of secondary importance. Primary focus is to determine its causes in order to take
preventive action. For a successful injury prevention is not enough just to study the events that had
resulted in an injury but also the events that represent a potential risk [12].
A lot of researches on objective and subjective work conditions have been performed in order to identify
the causes of occupational injuries and to determine appropriate measures i.e. to act preventively on
eliminating these causes or reducing their impact on humans. Researches have shown that in many cases
occupational injuries are associated with internal subjective factors. In addition to the foregoing,
Tomeković indicates a specific group of psychological factors that cause injury, and these are:
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impulsivity, anxiety, fear, worry and depression, failure to recognize potential hazards, wrong evaluation
of velocity and distance and poor attention [13].
Factors that contribute to occupational injuries are usually divided into working environment factors
and psychological and personal factors. Among the working environment factors whose variation
significantly influences the increase in occupational injuries, mostly examined ones are the impact of
the length of the working day and the working week, the production process speed, the size of physical
exertion at work, changes in the working environment temperature, brightness and shift work. Most
often researched psychological factors are the relationship between injuries and correctness of vision,
operational experience, age, health, physical disabilities, mental abilities, emotional factors, specific
personality traits and the relationship between the speed of perception and motor response, on one side,
and injuries, on the other [14].
METHODOLOGY

The problems of occupational safety and health of employees in the Electric Power Industry of Serbia
imply the need of permanent observation and analysis of the causes of occupational injuries, especially
those situations and cases on which to build the so-called “learning from the incident / accident”. Hence,
the aim of this research is recognizing the importance of the implementation of knowledge management
concept with the aim of timely recording of occupational injuries, informing all employees, sharing
information and knowledge, learning from the incident / accident and investigation of accidents,
efficient safety management and continuous development of safety awareness and culture of all
employees. The starting point of our research was the hypothesis which claims that by analyzing the
causes of occupational injuries we can point to the existing errors in safety management, identify
vagueness and shortcomings of the existing know-how with the aim to find possible ways to overcome
these issues in future research as well as the directions towards the development of safety management
in general.
Safety Management System differs from the traditional Occupational Health and Safety programs by
being more proactive and better internally integrated and by incorporating elements of evaluation
(assessment) and continuous improvement (Plan-Do-Check-Act model). In contrast, the traditional
Occupational Health and Safety programs have less activities, mostly those that seek to find the answer
to occupational accidents in the legislation, but are not proactive.
Initiatives relating to Occupational Health and Safety are either mandatory or voluntary. Mandatory
ones emerge from the legislation while the voluntary are such that can have a decisive impact on
improving the performance protection in a company [15]. Incentives for initiatives relating to
Occupational Health and Safety can be sought and found in the concept of knowledge management. The
true value of this concept is highlighting the system of continuous learning as a process of continuous
improvement, promoting discussion of the limitations in organizational learning and suggesting the way
in which the learning process regarding Occupational Health and Safety can be strengthened and
improved [16].
The main methodological approach of this research is based on a deductive and inductive way of
reasoning and their combination thereof. Within the descriptive research method we have been using
procedures and techniques of theory and practice analysis based on observation and analysis of relevant
sources and documents of the observed business entity, then the procedures of non-standardized
interview of the employees, whereas the research sample was the staff of the Electric Power Industry of
Serbia – those employed in the Technical Center Nis.
By analyzing the origin, cause and severity of the injuries of employees in the Department for Technical
Services Nis, in the previous period, it was determined that the risk of serious injury is greater while
performing work on high voltage and at the same time it was noted that the accidents on high voltage
usually occurred by touching parts under voltage in power facilities (EEO).
According to the findings of Barac, Radic [17] Stojiljković [18]; the greatest number of accidents (90%)
occurred in the performance of work activities on devices and installations with low voltage.
The main reasons that led to accidents caused by the action of electricity are:
- lack of concentration and inattention,
- incomplete implementation of safety measures at workplace,
- failure to use prescribed means of personal protection at work,
- increased psychophysical activity of employees caused by the increased workload and urgency of
performing work,
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- failure to apply the basic principles of work organization,
- inadequate cooperation of work participants [19].
Based on the issues highlighted above it can be concluded that the human factor is very important for
the occurrence of accidents. Thus, human errors can be the cause of injury of employees due to noncompliance with the prescribed procedures and guidelines on labor, health and occupational safety and
fire protection, use of inappropriate materials during the overhaul, ignorance and sabotage (intentional
damage to equipment, arson, etc.) [18].
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESEARCH RESULTS

The following tables provide an overview / records on occupational accidents that occurred in 2016 in
the company Electric Power Industry of Serbia - Technical Center Nis, led by the Department for
integrated management system and health and occupational safety.
Table 1. Number of occupational injuries by severity of injury
Electric power industry of Serbia Technical Center Nis

2016.

Minor
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Severe

Deathly

Organizational unit
Department for
services Niš
Department for
services Leskovac
Department for
services Zaječar
Department for
services Pirot
Department for
services Prokuplje
Department for
services Vranje
Administration

technical
technical
technical
technical
technical
technical

PKP

BKP

Σ

PKP

BKP

Σ

PKP

BKP

Σ

1

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

4

2

1

3

0

0

0

1

4

5

0

1

0

0

0

0

5

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total
13
6
19
2
2
4
1
0
1
Note: PKP – injuries under the control of the employer (for example injuries that can be controlled by
the employer with the application of technical, organizational and other measures). BKP – injuries out
of control of the employer (for example the bite of a stray dog, etc.)
Minor injuries are injuries that do not cause lasting consequences for injured workers and are
characterized as easy temporary and transient impairment of health.
Severe injuries are injuries that cause permanent consequences for injured workers, such as incurred
loss or significant damage to some organs or body parts, which makes it difficult for normal activity of
the organism and require greater effort in achieving the necessities of life, regardless of whether or not
they cause a disability; they have three sub-stages:
- serious bodily injury (with no other attributes, the so-called regular serious bodily injury);
- particularly serious bodily injury (injury with loss of important organs, life-threatening or
disfigurement);
- serious bodily injury resulting in death.
According to the data received from the table above, we may conclude that in 2016 there were 19 minor,
4 severe injuries and one injury with deathly outcome in the Technical Centre Niš.
When we talk about the analysis of occupational injuries that occurred under the control of the employer,
it is important to note the cause of their occurrence. Based on the records kept by the Department for
integrated management systems and health and occupational safety, loss of control of hand tools or of
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the means processed with that machine has caused 4 injuries while 3 persons experienced falling from
a height.
Source of occupational injuries is also important to analyze accidents. Road transport vehicles (trucks,
tractors, automobiles and the like), as well as the external environment (atmospheric conditions, work
premises), represent the sources which caused the occurrence of 3 injuries in each group.
Table 2. Number of occupational injuries compared to the day of the week
Employees
No
Day of the week
Number
%
1.
Monday
4
25
2.
Tuesday
1
6,25
3.
Wednesday
2
12,5
4.
Thursday
4
25
5.
Friday
3
18,75
6.
Saturday
1
6,25
7.
Sunday
1
6,25
Number of injuries that have been recorded by days of the week indicate that the critical days of the
working week are Monday and Thursday and that on these days an increased number of injuries has
been recorded compared to other days. Monday and Thursday amount to 4 injuries while 3 injuries have
been recorded on Fridays.
Reasons for the occurrence of such injuries can be the lack of concentration that is present at the
beginning of the working week and the last day of the working week, more casual approach to the
functioning which is more common at the beginning of the working week.
Table 3. Number of occupational injuries in relation to the working hours after the start of work
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Working hours after the start of
work
First working hour
From second to fourth working hour
From fifth to seventh working hour
Eight working hour
Longer than eight working hours

Employees
Number
%
4
9
3

25
56,25
18,75

Number of injuries in relation to the working hours after the start of the work provide us with information
that most injuries occurred between the fifth and seventh working hour (9 injures) and eighth working
hour (3 injuries) as a result of fatigue that occurs and disturbs the work process between the fourth and
fifth working hour.
The reason for the injuries that occur in relation to the hours of labor should be sought in the amount of
fatigue that accumulates in a person due to prolonged mental engagement.
As the previous part of this paper highlights poor concentration and attention as one of the main reasons
for the occurrence of accidents, it is important to make a reference to the intensity of fatigue and its
variability in a person which may depend on several factors.
In mind i.e. mental work, psychic phenomena predominantly prevail, with slight motor engagement. In
contrast to the muscle work, in mental work the volume of blood in the brain tissue increases slightly,
so that the mental work cannot be gauged by the quantity of consumed oxygen, but it is more likely that
the explanation lies in the activation theory of transmission of impulses from one center to the other.
[20].
Objective indicators of mental fatigue are:
- slower and more confused reasoning;
- decline of intellectual function;
- reduced level of attention important for the performance of activities in emergency situations;
- mood swings;
- general mental irritability;
- inadequate response to exposure to stressful situations;
- unproductivity or inability to efficiently solve tasks;
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Mental fatigue occurs as a result of hypersensitivity and several hours of stress and thus affects the
reduction in work efficiency. The fatigue that occurs as a result of prolonged mental work can be one of
the main causes of accidents.
Field of study of occupational injuries and the cause of their occurrence is largely linked with the
aforementioned activation theory, an excitation theory, whose creator is Hebb.
This theory is explained by the state of activity of a special activation system, which has a fundamental
role in driving behavior and determines whether and how physical energy will be used in different
situations.
According to this theory, the external stimulus, (stimulation from the external environment, i.e. a work
order), acts upon the cerebral cortex (activates it), and through it acts upon the reticular formation in
which the excitation and inhibition processes that induce each other take place. Reticular formation is a
separate part of the gray matter, medulla oblongata, pons, midbrain and some parts of diencephalon [21].
In this regard, long-term mental involvement from the aspect of activation of certain physiological
processes of the CNS may be explained by alternate induction and auto induction. With alternate
induction, the excitation of one center causes inhibition of the other and vice versa. With auto induction,
excitation and inhibition alternate in one center.
As the effect of the cortex and the reticular formation is reciprocal, and the work situation contribute to
different levels of psychological tension, the activation level changes consequently (from a state of
maximum excitation to drowsiness).
Preparation of the cortex by the reticular formation is crucial to each of our response to certain stimuli.
We can conclude that the decline in the efficiency is the product of poor preparation of cortex, on the
one hand and reduced levels of activation on the other [22].
Table 4. Number of accidents in relation to the work experience
Years of experiences in positions where
No
the injury occurred
1.
Less than a year
2.
From 1 to 10 years
3.
More than 10 years

Employees
Number
%
1
6,25
9
56,25
6
37,5

Based on the table above it can be concluded that 9 workers with work experience from 1 to 10 years
had occupational injuries. The number that should not be neglected, and which is related to workers with
work experience of more than 10 years, is 6 workers (37.5%) who suffered an occupational injury.
Table 5. Number of accidents in relation to age (years of age)
No.
1.
2.
3.

Years of age
Up to 24 years of age
From 25 to 45 years of age
More than 45 years of age

Employees
Number
%
8
8

50
50

Crucial data obtained from the Department for integrated management system and health and
occupational safety, which keeps records of the number of occupational injuries, are related to age (in
years). The number of employees aged 25 to 45 years who have had an occupational injury is 8. The
same number is for workers older than 45 years of age. Therefore, 50% of workers older than 45 years
of age have experienced occupational injury. Thus, common yet negative case in practice, as far as
experience is in question, is that the older operators consider themselves experienced and confident
enough to do their jobs. In this case, they are not highly motivated, for example, to use means and
equipment for personal protection at work (the most common cause of accidents in companies for
electricity distribution). This gives a bad example for younger workers (what one initially accepts,
becomes their habit, so when certain safety response becomes a habit, it is performed without conscious
control), and it is forgotten that, with age, there is a decline in mental and physical characteristics that
are related to the time and speed of reaction[18].
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Table 6. Number of occupational injuries compared to the level of educational attainment
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Level of educational
attainment
Law-qualified
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

Employees
Number
%
2
12,5
8
50
2
12,5
4
25
/
/
/
/
/
/

The previous table provides information on injuries of workers in relation to level of education. The 8
workers with 3rd degree of vocational education had an occupational injury. Here we can emphasize the
importance of knowledge and being information when it comes to handling and resolving malfunction,
especially on facilities under voltage.
CONCLUSION

In recent years, many authors point to the need and importance of the concept of knowledge management
for effective safety management in a business organization [23, 24].
Due to the fact that occupational injuries represent a significant indicator of occupational safety, the
interaction of knowledge management and occupational safety management is justified and
understandable.
The concept of knowledge management for occupational safety involves identifying, creating, storing,
disseminating, sharing and applying of knowledge about the safety issues and informal learning of every
employee in this area. The very process of employees’ involvement in informal learning process is
largely dependent on the organizations’ support, support by the employer/manager as well as the job
characteristics and occupational risks. Organizational support represents the predicted level of support
to organizational learning. Organizations can provide a working environment that promotes and
encourages informal learning. Additional factors, such as organizational culture and incentive systems
play a major role in informal learning, while the lack of organizational culture, lack of time and poor
interpersonal relationships can pose barriers to employees’ participation in the process of receiving,
using and sharing know-how with colleagues.
Support of the employer/manager has a significant impact on the processes and results of organizational
learning. It is defined as the support provided by the employers and managers with the aim to encourage
continuous learning in the field of occupational safety and health. Job characteristics and occupational
risks are also important factors of organizational learning. Relevant sources indicate that the high-risk
jobs are significantly related to employees’ participation in learning activities in order to prevent injuries
and minimize risks on such positions [23].
Critical observation of traditional technical and engineering approaches to safety problems [25, 26]
corroborates our assumption that safety is not a specific topic that can be easily learned, but what can
easily be learned are actually safe working practices. Hence, it is entirely understandable that some
authors regard safety as a phenomenal product of cultural systems: professional, organizational,
industrial and social, which create social notions on what is safe and what is dangerous, as well as what
are the appropriate attitudes and behaviors in terms of risk, danger and safety. Cultural approach regards
safety as a collective ability to produce organizational and inter-organizational work practices, which
are able to protect individual welfare and the environment. Safety can thus be learned through experience
and later transferred to the new members of the working community through incorporating it in social
values, rules, norms and institutions. Safety is therefore a set of skills that are shaped and codified
through the expertise and which continue to circulate through a network of community of practice.
Such approach to safety emphasizes the connection between the development of safety (individual and
organizational) and the concept of knowledge management. Knowledge management is more than mere
keeping of knowledge, documents and other information (explicit knowledge), but it also includes the
involvement of the experience of others into its process (tacit knowledge). Hence, recording,
documenting and storing data on occupational injuries as explicit knowledge will have a particular
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impact on protection and safety management if there is no exchange of experience, opinions and
observations of employees as specific form of tacit knowledge in this field.
Creating a safe working environment includes changes in organizational culture that cannot be imposed
from the outside, but only through the collective participation of the employees. Impersonal trainings,
abstract knowledge presented through educational texts and rules of conduct, warnings, statements and
insisting on the formal respect of rules of occupational safety will not provide adequate results. Such
communication does not lead to substantial changes in practice, given that workers continue to act in
accordance with the established habits. Since knowledge management enables continuous learning,
dissemination and sharing of knowledge and experience of employees provide the essential prerequisites
for the safety to become an integral part of their professionalism (not the externally imposed
obligations).
The interpretation of learning for organizational safety in communities of practices requires forms of
learning and training that are different from conventional scholastic models, the forms in which
knowledge is “mobilized and circulated”. In this regard, it is necessary to devise new procedures to the
circulation of knowledge on occupational safety, encouraging discussion on occupational injuries and
near accidents in terms of progress and prevention [27].
One possibility is the use of narrative, as a method for transmitting unspoken knowledge. It is a longterm method of communication that is distinctive and socially accepted among employees.
The application of learning from accidents / incidents may significantly contribute to the development
of safety culture in the electric power industry. It is a system of learning from the analysis of accidents
and / or incidents and the communication in which the safety is openly talked about and corrective
actions are being implemented in a functional team environment. Organizations should introduce a
reward system that encourages reporting on occupational injuries, or even the incidents and the
implementation of corrective measures. These are two important steps in the process that opens and
closes the cycle of learning from the incident.
Managers and supervisors should discuss lessons learned from the accidents or incidents in every
opportunity. In addition, communication should be structured so as to reinforce the importance of
learning from incidents and accidents. Sharing knowledge can boost the electric power industry not only
to learn from the incident or accident situations, but also to share what they have learned. Employees’
involvement in the investigation can contribute to continuous development of occupational risksawareness. Researches and feedback can be useful in the design and implementation of policies and
procedures to encourage proactive learning in this area. Occupational injuries of employees in the
electric power industry may arise as a result of various risks and hazards in the industry, but can also be
avoided by learning from previous incidents and accidents.
Particularly important are continuous promotions of occupational safety and health, campaigns related
to the use of personal protective equipment, organization and support to the Committees for
Occupational Safety and Health (encouraging the management and unions to form committees for
occupational safety) [28], trainings of the promoters of Occupational Safety and Health in this field and
others.
Finally, regulatory bodies should finally be considered an integral part of the safety system, not its
external and objective factor. Understanding the problem of occupational safety and the entire protection
management cycle can help the legislative bodies in the formulation of regulations and rules which
would be more easily and more effectively implemented in practice. Also, a better understanding of
deeply practical knowledge of occupational safety can result in greater critical consciousness for the
need of establishing or adopting transnational (e.g. European) regulations.
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SYSTEMIC APPROACH TO SAFETY
Abstract
Due to the process of automatization and mechanization of work and an increasing need for information
technology management, man has become excluded from the process and freed from strenuous physical
work. Still, there is an increasing need to harmonize man’ psychophysical characteristics with the
elements of the system and the environment. Consequently, man takes part in the formation of working
conditions, environment, system maintenance, but simultaneously withstands and suffers the influence
of environmental elements and the very system he inhabits, which is reflected in his safety and the
quality of work and life. For this reason, safety and protection of the system in which man works, creates
and lives are vitally important and are at the top of the ladder in the hierarchy of value priorities. With
that fact in mind, it is important to organize the system of safety by using optimal parameters of its
quantities suited to people and the preservation of the quality of material, natural and cultural values.
Such a holistic approach requires multi-disciplinary knowledge which would span various fields, such
as technical, technological, natural, socio-economic, medical etc. One of the methods which is
increasingly being used to explore the assessment and analysis of how various factors affect safety and
protection is the systemic approach.
Key words: sistem, systemic approach, safety.

SISTEMSKI PRISTUP BEZBEDNOSTI I ZAŠTITI
Rezime
U procesu automatizacije i mehanizacije rada kao i sve veće potrebe upravljanja informacionim
tehnologijama, čovek se isključuje i oslobađa teškog fizičkog rada i napora, ali se sve više javlja potreba
za usaglašavanjem psihofizičkih karakteristika čoveka sa elementima sistema i okruženja. Otuda i
čovek učestvuje u formiranju uslova rada, okruženja, održavanja sistema, ali isto tako trpi uticaj
elemenata okruženja i samog sistema u kome se nalazi što se odražava na njegovu bezbednost, kvalitet
rada i življenja. Na taj način bezbednost i zaštita sistema u kojima čovek radi, stvara i živi, su od
presudnog značaja i nalaze se na vrhu lestvice u hijerarhiji prioriteta merilia vrednosti. S obzirom na tu
činjenicu, sistem bezbednosti i zaštite treba organizovati sa optimalnim parametrima njenih veličina
prilagođenim ljudima, očuvanju kvaliteta, materijalnih i prirodnih i kulturnih vrednosti. Za takav pristup
neophoda su multdisciplinarna znanja iz oblasti tehničko tehnoloških, prirodnih, društveno ekonomskih,
medicinskih i drugih zakonitosti, posmetranoo sveobhvatno kao jednu celinu. Jedan od metodoloških
oblika koji je sve češće u primeni, za ocenu i analizu raličitih uticajnih faktora na bezbednost i zaštitu je
sistemski pristup.
Ključne reči: sistem, sistemski pristup, bezbednost, zaštita.
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INTRODUCTION

The notion of safety has traditionally been associated with military, political or civil safety, rather than
safety in relation to work or occupation. The idea of safety was initially associated exclusively with the
absence of violence within a country or between countries, and studies of safety dealt with research into
threats or the use and control of military power.
In modern conditions, however, the notion of safety is understood as the “absence of danger“, that is,
ensuring the protection of vitally important interests with the aim of satisfying needs and providing
conditions for a progressive development of personality, countries and society in general [1]. This is
particularly important if one takes into consideration the causes of emergencies (natural disasters,
technological disasters, the use of weapons of mass destruction, human impact on the environment), but
also their consequences (loss of human life, detrimental effects on human health, destruction of property
and artefacts, pollution, the degradation or destruction of the natural environment).
Human safety differs from national safety in that it refers to people and communities, not the country.
“Human safety refers to the acknowledgement and acceptance of people’s needs to have a future, in the
same way that such needs of the country are acknowledged. It helps to minimize risks, introduces
preventive measures to reduce harm to humans and takes relief measures where preventive measures
did not succeed“ [5]. Such an understanding of safety allows for research from multiple standpoints,
e.g. economic, technical, health, sociological, socio-ecological etc., which is why there are various types
of safety: military, economic, political, social, technical, ecological... [2].
From the viewpoint of safety in the work process, safety is associated with the period of industrialization,
when machines were first introduced to the manufacturing process. This period was characterized by
massive injuries and illnesses of workers, undefined working hours, unregulated social status, child
labor, and labor of minors etc. This is when the first ideas regarding the need to protect people in the
work process appeared, and initially focused on the prevention of occupational injuries, as well as other
labor-related issues such as limiting working hours and regulating child and women labor. From that
perspective, the starting point and the main idea of an occupational safety system would be to apply
modern preventive measures and forms of protection to make labor safer, as well as to create more
positive working conditions with the aim of protecting human health.
This paper explores safety in the work process using the systemic approach and refers to work
environment as a system.
SYSTEM AND THE SYSTEMIC APPROACH – NOTION AND DEFINITIONS

Historically speaking, the word system referred to various processes, phenomena, items and objects. In
other words, system as a notion referred to everything which consisted of parts: a whole ordered by
various things or ideas, logically ordered mathematical concepts, forms of state organization or
governance, operational methods and procedures, collections of units (the system of worlds, flora and
fauna, machine system etc.).
Although this notion was later extended to include new meanings, its essence has remained unchanged.
A system presupposes an abstraction of real objects, phenomena and processes and is expressed by
various means of material or abstract character. What follows from such an understanding of a system
is that it is used to represent, explore and explain real objects, phenomena and processes by using
material means of expression, as well as signs or symbols and, in that way, create a particular
mathematical and logical abstraction of reality.
The more precisely a system is defined, the lower the possibility of it being used to represent various
other objects, phenomena and processes. A general, acceptable definition would be that a system is a set
of separate, ordered and mutually connected elements or components which constitute a whole with
their surrounding [5].
For instance, a technological system of production can be viewed a set of elements (materials,
equipment, projected technologies, human labor and end products) with connections existing between
the input (material, equipment, projected technology, human labor) on the one hand, and output (end
products) on the other. Also, the system of work environment can be understood as a set of elements
whose mutual connections and interplay form the conditions under which work is done. Work
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environment, in the broadest possible sense, includes the space where the effects and consequences of
the work process are manifested while the system operates.
An element is a part of the system which possesses certain properties and which is considered to be
defined in a particular research. The research aim determines which constituent of the system will be
defined as an element. Consequently, a metal-processing machine can be defined as a system, but also
as an element belonging to another technological process, or an element in the human-machine system.
Strictly viewed, each and every system is comprised of elements and subsystems and it is simultaneously
a subsystem of a supra-system. Whether a part of a particular system will be classified as an element or
a subsystem depends on each individual case, and such assessments are made from the aspect of
achieving the goals of system analysis. An element of a system can be only that item (be it an actual
object, phenomenon or a process) which is relevant to the system and its operation.
Elements within a system are connected in such a way that, in their interplay, they provide an additional
quality to the whole, i.e. the quality which is not contained in individual elements which comprise the
whole. A mutual effect that elements within a system have on each other, by means of which the system
acquires properties which are contained in none of its individual constituents (elements) and thus creates
new properties, the so-called system properties (system ≠ Σ parts), represents a special characteristic, an
attribute of the system which is characterized as synergy. In other words, thinking about objects as
systems (that is, analyzing objects, phenomena and processes, as systems) offers a possibility to explore
this new dimension – synergy. As system quality, synergy represents an effect of the interplay of
elements. The removal of any element from the whole would disturb its qualitative characteristics.
System characteristics stem from synergy, the interplay of its constituent parts (elements). A system
cannot be analyzed by only observing and analyzing its parts. For instance, one cannot observe and
analyze water as a means of extinguishing fire as one would analyze it in another system, let's say, within
a system of production in food industry, as the aims of the two systems would be completely different.
Synergy is also a special quality in the approaches within the “new economy“. It does not signify force
or prohibition. Each element within a system acts in accordance with its own, seemingly egotistical aim
or purpose, and these individual aims of various elements are typically very different. Nonetheless,
systems operate in a way that they spontaneously help each other. The end result is the non-existence of
inner conflicts within the system. The notion of synergy here denotes the fact that the whole is more
than the mere mechanical sum of its parts i.e. that its function in a qualitative sense cannot be explained
in a quantitative way. This means that within a synergetic system, the elements mutually help and
support each other and at the same time contribute to the increasing quality of the whole [8].
The boundary delimits the system. Everything beyond the system boundaries is referred to as system
environment. Boundaries can be changed as time passes, and they can be defined naturally or
provisionally. Defining system boundaries is done by defining whether a part of the system (element)
belongs to the system or to its environment. Whether a particular item (object or phenomenon) is a
constituent part of the system or whether it belongs to the environment is determined based on whether
the objects and phenomena relevant to the system and its operation belong in the system and whether
they are controlled by it. For example, the socio-economic system or the political system, which issue
regulations regarding employment (employee age limit in relation to performing certain tasks,
mandatory benefits that the employer is bound to provide to employees etc.) are parts of the external
influence of work environment on the system.
System structure is comprised of elements and the interconnections among them. Connections between
certain elements can be established directly or indirectly, via third elements. These relationships can be
material, energetic or informational, and, as such, can vary considerably, which is why several structures
can be defined for particular elements. For example, water can be regarded as an essential element in
the system of fire extinguishing, but also as a vital element of various technological processes
(production of beer, oil or fat) [4].
System structure is not only about the layout of its elements, but also refers to the detection of the basic
properties of system elements, primarily by analyzing their dynamics and behavior. The interactions
among elements and the elements themselves are not fixed, but rather changeable, with elements leaving
and new ones entering the existing system. As in illustration, we could consider the replacement of
halons (as toxic matters) by inergen, or the replacement of flammable and volatile diluters in paints and
varnishes by polymerized or polycondensation materials etc. Such changes define the behavior and
operation of the system [5].
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Given the fact that a system is not only a whole which was formed by connecting elements, but also a
unit which has a relationship with its environment, system relationships contain two subsets of
relationships:
-the subset of internal relationships whose elements are only those relationships help create the system,
i.e. contribute to its integrative characteristics;
-the subset of external relationships which is comprised of the relationships of system elements with
their immediate environment.
Starting from the premise that a systemic approach in scientific research made it possible to integrate
traditionally separate research subjects and spheres of human activity, it is the aim of this research to
represent the processes of safety and protection as a system and apply the systemic approach to such an
established model.
Analogous to the general definition of a system, according to which a system is a set of separate, ordered
and interconnected elements which create a whole in an interplay with their environment, work
environment can be defined as a system.
Viewed as a system, work environment is comprised of a multitude of elements whose mutual
connections and relationships in the working process lead to the formation of such conditions which
could exert influences and cause consequences to human health. The connections among elements of
the system can be established by exchanging matter, energy and information as the carriers of
characteristics in the processes of changes in system conditions.
THE SYSTEMIC APPROACH TO SAFETY

One of the followers of the idea of applying the systemic approach to safety and exploring the human
factor in the work process is Jens Rasmussen [14]. The systemic approach was not readily accepted
among scientists. This is because science develops by observing various aspects of the surrounding in
various disciplines, but independently, the surrounding exists in its unique and global form, while the
research process in a limited domain is difficult to adapt to an interdisciplinary surrounding and
approach [9]. This new approach to safety is based on the systemic approach, as it was considered to be
more efficient and useful when compared to the existing approaches which cannot be efficiently applied
to systems different from those for which the given methods were originally created [10].
Identifying system elements and their interactions is done with regard to the function that the system
should perform, i.e. the aim of the observed system. For example, the aim of the work environment
system in the work process is safety and protection of human health. Hence, this is considered to be the
aim of the system.
By breaking down the elements, the interactions between them are also broken down, just as the global
relations of the observed system can represent basic relations in a system of higher aggregation. The
result of the given relationships is a hierarchic structure of the system which contains various levels and
various types of relationships and connections between them. This structure is the result of aims of
various elements and levels, i.e. the way certain elements influence the behavior of other elements as
well as the system as a whole. The hierarchic structure of the system is the result of potential divisibility
of elements and the multitude of possible relationships between them. The potential divisibility of
elements means that elements can be viewed as system, but that the observed system can at the same
time be regarded as a constituent element of a system which is on a higher level of organization.
The structure has to be such to allow the achievement of the highest aim in this hierarchy, that is, the
aim of the system. In order to achieve this aim, high-level elements can influence the behavior of lowlevel elements directly or indirectly. A direct influence is reflected in the effect on the choice of elements
at the lower level, while indirect influence presupposes a change in the aims and limitations of the
subjected elements.
Various factors influence the processes which take place within the system. Factors which exert a strong
influence on system behavior i.e. effect changes of system condition are referred to as input. The
qualities that characterize the processes within the system are called output.
In addition, system establishes relationships with its environment. Matter, energy and information enter
the system from its environment, and then leave it in a changed form. For example, in a technological
system, the matter which enters the system is partly transformed when it leaves it, which is necessary in
order to reach the system aim and is defined or imposed by the environment. These are useful effects.
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A part of the matter leaves the system as waste and pollutes the environment, e.g. in the form of toxic
gases, liquid steam, dust etc.
The energy is transformed from a usable form into an unusable form and, as such, exits the system and
enters the environment. Simultaneously, the information to which the system environment set certain
environmental aims and conditions leaves the system as information to the environment about the
achievement of the set aims. The mutual relationships and interactions among elements in the processes
of change in the flows of matter, energy and information can lead to disturbances in the physical, mental
and moral integrity of workers, harming, cause damage to material and natural resources or alter the
optimal criteria in the system, for example in the work environment.
There are two basic types of flows as parts of organizational processes [12]: physical flows, in which
ideas and materials are transformed into products of work; and information flows, which carry product
information regarding its function, costs and quality.
The effects on the system can be controlled or uncontrolled. Controlled input consists of functions of
time or the condition of the system. This input usually represents outputs of some objects from the
environment of a given system, e.g. the chemical composition of raw products, resilience of flooring
when it comes to wear, the stability of moving structures etc. Uncontrolled input is by its nature arbitrary
and it acts from system environment. The input generally alters the condition of the system, and can for
example be the occurrence of natural disasters, floods, financial or socio-economic crises, social turmoil
etc.
Generally speaking, the systemic approach presupposes observing, exploring and investigating various
categories of complex objects and phenomena by employing the findings of the science of systems. The
systemic approach differs from one-sided cause-effect research methods and its focal point lies in the
analysis of comprehensive integrative properties of objects, phenomena and processes. The general
development of scientific thought is characterized by three general methodological approaches:
-the observation approach,
-the analytical approach and
-the systemic approach.
The observation approach is the first step of every scientific approach to a set of objects, phenomena or
processes. It consists of observing and then describing things or events which have been observed,
without attempting to determine the causes or laws behind the observed phenomena or processes.
The analytical approach is based on mechanism i.e. the philosophical understanding of a whole,
according to which the properties of wholes are ascribed to the properties of their constituent parts. The
characteristics of this particular approach are:
-observing the whole as a set of independent elements which need to be analyzed by setting them apart
into basic elements (atoms, chemical elements, instincts) in order to fully understand the whole;
-paying attention to the causal relationship among elements;
-the description of objects, phenomena and processes by applying strict definitions with a possible use
of statistical methods.
Work Environment as a System
In the initial development of technology, the very notion of technology was observed through the processes
in the material production. Today, technology has a much broader sense, thanks to its presence in all forms
of human activity (both in and beyond material production) and the effects it has on all areas of human
life. This explains the complex nature of relationships within the system – nature-man-society-technology.
From the perspective of occupational safety and protection, technology is defined as a set of organized
integral activities in the work process where certain procedures and operations performed on a particular
object lead to the achievement of a specific result. This set of organized integral work activities in the work
process is determined by the technological system, whose essence is the processing i.e. transforming of
materials from one form into another, from lower to higher usability values.
A more specific definition of a system was provided by Roland and Moriarty [15]. According to this
definition, a system is defined as a collection of people, procedures and equipment which are integrated
with the aim of achieving a specific operational task or function in the environment in which safety and
protection are defined as a condition in which there is an acceptable danger of loss or injury.
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In the health system, protection has a special importance in the Donabedian’s model of quality, where
structure, processes and outcomes form a tripartite framework for defining the quality of protection [7]. In
a defined structure, a safe work environment is of key importance as it provides the context for safe
processes and better effects. System safety can be defined as a system quality which enables the system
to function within the boundaries of the predefined conditions, with acceptable, minimal losses due to
the occurrence of undesired events [15].
The character of end products or services is defined by the technological system. This is why
technological systems are explored in the area of production, as well as in other areas. For this reason,
technological systems can often be divided into production and non-production systems.
An end product (software, hardware, process material) can be stored and is typically visible and has a
material nature. Conversely, a service cannot be stored; it is immaterial and invisible. Only the result of
a service can be touched, seen, felt or detected. The result of a service does not have to be materialized
i.e. made of matter, and for that reason, it cannot be measured or presented in any other way except
through the results of the given service (the number of items, liters etc.). It takes place simultaneously
between the resources of the organizational system and the client i.e. the receiver of services.
A technological system is a set of elements (materials, equipment, projected technology, human labor
and end products) with relationships existing between the input (material, equipment, projected
technology and human labor) on the one hand and the output (end products or services) on the other, if
viewed based on their characteristics. In other words, the elements or resources which comprise a
technological system are:
-means of labor (machines, devices and other equipment),
-objects of labor (raw materials and other additional materials),
-energy (electrical, thermal etc.),
-Man – operator (personality, health condition, experience etc.),
-technological process (applied technology, organization of labor, labor technology etc.),
-workspace (properties of the building and the workplace etc.).
The output of a technological system includes: the product (or the service) and the waste energy and
matter.
The components of the technological system whose mutual relationships determine the effects on the
surrounding are referred to as input. They undergo transformations and conversions within the technological
system. End products or services are created during this process and there is a release of unused energy and
matter into the working area or other surroundings, for example into the natural environment [4].
A technological system is a relatively stable and independent structural unit of the system which operates as
a whole based on the exchange of matter, energy or information with the immediate environment. A rational
operation of a technological system is characterized by minimal material, energy or other losses in the process
of producing a particular product or providing services. This ensures necessary system quality and safety of
people, property and natural goods.[5].
The technological process in the production system is a part of production in which the object of labor
is transformed or converted in terms of shape, dimensions, position of parts, or there is a change in state
of matter or chemical composition. These changes are initiated by applying means of labor and energy
onto the objects of labor. The result of that activity is the product with its specific usability characteristics
and byproducts.
The transformations of matter, energy and information in the technological system occur thanks to certain
internal and external influences. These can range from the simplest form of energy of human manual labor
to manual thermal treatment, electrochemical or mechanized mechanical treatment, goods processing,
providing services or automated production systems. In automated production systems, basic processing
operations (mechanical, thermal etc.) are carried out by production machines based on production
processes and by using input material and energy carriers. In this respect, automated production devices
are similar to bioproductive systems (producers of primary and secondary organic matter) in agriculture,
with the difference being that natural (energetic and material) flows and programs have been replaced by
artificial flows and programs respectively [3].
In other, non-automated production devices and processes, the qualitative part of human labor is larger
than in bioproductive systems, because man is also in charge of the management of the process, while
in manual processing, man’s labor also represents the processing energy.
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The functioning of a technological system is based on the laws of matter, energy and information
exchange among its structural units. Depending on the nature and character of production, the
specificities of technology and the form of exchange with natural processes, one can talk about mutual
dependency, influence and direct influence (the direct influence among structural units in a technological
systems and the surrounding, for example work environment) [4].
Elements of Hazard Assessment in Work Environment
Elements of work environment which form the conditions in which man performs his activities are
numerous and various, which is why the notion of work environment is extremely wide. Work
environment can be defined as a set of elements which, through their multiple interactions, form the
conditions in which labor takes place. Work environment is comprised of the space in which effects and
consequences of the work process are exhibited during the functioning of the technological
system. Work environment as a system encompasses the components of the technological system whose
mutual relationships and interactions in the work process can form such states in which certain effects
can have consequences to human health, material and natural goods. The particular means of production
that have been applied, as well as objects of labor, forms and kinds of the technological process, the
manner of organizing labor and other elements determine what kind of effects and activities can be
expected in the given system of work environment. This is why components whose interactions and
relationships determine the effect on injuries, occurrence of illnesses and other detrimental effects are
considered to be the components of the work environment system. Those components with their
characteristics and properties make up the input of the work environment system. At the same time,
those components are the elements of the technological system in which the work process unfolds, the
only difference being that the relationship and the interactions between the elements differ. These are:
means of production (machines, devices, equipment), objects of labor (raw materials, other additional
material), energy (electrical, thermal), man i.e. operator (personality, health condition, experience), the
technological process (applied technology, organization of labor, labor technology) and workspace
(properties of the building and the workplace).

The work environment system is influenced by external environmental factors such as: natural
environment characterized by: the condition of natural factors, climate, land, water, atmosphere, terrain,
infrastructure, the condition of biological factors, ecological factors etc.; socio-economic relationships,
for example the characteristics of the “new economy” such as: the dependence of production on the use
of scientific and technological achievements, the quality of information and management, the tendency
of producers and users to move focus from material production to IT industry, the transformation of the
organization of the production process (from a standardized mass production to atomized production),
the global character of economy, in which capital, production, management, market, labor, information
and technology are organized separately from national borders; informational technologies which
transform the material foundation of the modern world; social relationships – the labor market,
employment policy, poverty, social protection, the pension system, education, health care; psycho-social
characteristics of employees – abilities: intellectual (intelligence, emotional and social intelligence),
psychomotor, psychosensory; the factors which influence interpersonal relationships – culture-specific
patterns of behavior: domination and submission, the form of social organization: competitiveness or
cooperation, the nature of group activity etc.
All these characteristics are regulated by legislative, normative and standardization criteria which are
represented by qualitative indicators in accordance with international, regional and national frameworks.
This enables us to get a database which can help to determine specific levels of quality of products or
services, as well as the negative consequences on certain phenomena, processes or things. For instance,
this allows us to estimate the level of danger of certain effects on people, the severity of consequences
such as injury or illness of employees.
Properties of components of work environment systems are also specified through legislation, norms
and standards so as to meet certain criteria and indicators based on which the condition of work
environment can be assessed, e.g. the characteristics of the working location (“The Directive on
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Occupational Safety and Health at Temporary and Mobile Construction Sites”, The Official Gazette of
the Republic of Serbia no.14/09 and 95/10) or of means of labor (“Rulebook on preventive measures
on the safety and health of workers using protective equipment”), as well as other characteristics based
on which we assess danger, the graveness of consequences and risk level in order to take the necessary
protective measures.
Based on the properties of system components and the environment and their interaction in the processes
which bring about the changes in the flows of matter, energy and information, it can be estimated what
possible influences and consequences might occur. It can be assessed how and to what extent they will
affect the physical, mental and moral integrity of workers, material and natural resources or whether
they will only cause an imbalance of optimal criteria in the “human – machine“ subsystem [16]. Which
form of influence will be exhibited and with what consequences depends on the condition of input
elements i.e. their properties and interactions among them.
In the work environment system, the input and element properties along with their interactions (means
of labor, object of labor, technological processes, workspace and operators) lead to the transformations
in the condition of the flows of matter, energy and information by forming output (physical, chemical,
biological or psycho-physiological) which affects the worker, and which are provided in Tables 1 and
2. This systematization of characteristics depends on the specific research aims and various other
interpretations can be found in literature, e.g. in the Rulebook on the manner and procedure of risk
assessment at the workplace (The Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia no.72/06, 84/06).
The influence of subsystem’s output has a direct effect on human health, as well as natural resources,
property and other goods. Hazard can be explained as the condition of the work environment system,
including the interactions among components which determine the situation which precedes the
occurrence of injury, illness, occupational illness or harm inflicted on the moral and mental integrity of
workers or damage to material or natural resources.
Hazard is a condition of the system in which the presence of sources of emissions, substance energy of
extreme psycho-physical or informational load can cause harm to human health, as well as property,
goods or natural resources.
If one classifies injuries, occupational illnesses, harm inflicted on the moral and mental integrity of
workers, and damage to goods, property and natural resources in the system as material and moral
hazard, then hazard can be defined as a condition of system elements and their interactions which
determine the situation or event preceding the occurrence of material or non-material (moral) damage.
This is why the components of the work environment system determine hazard. Based on their
characteristics and parameters and by using certain indicators, one can assess the effect and the degree
of influence on the harm to physical, mental and moral integrity of workers, as well as the damage of
goods and natural resources and the disbalance of optimal characteristics in the “human-machine”
subsystem, which depends on the function of aim and aim criteria. Within this system, various other
subsystems can be recognized, for instance “human-machine” subsystem or the subsystems of
microclimate elements (the microclimate of work environment). These separate subsystems can contain
parts of components of other systems or subsystems with the same or different interactions.
Table 1. Hazard agents with identification and grouping parameters
Subgroups of
Quantitative Parameters for
Hazards
Agents
Hazards
Identification
Injury frequency rate coefficients
Mechanical
Injury severity coefficient
Mechanical
Disability coefficient
energy
Noise
Sound pressure level
Physical
Vibration
Acceleration
Ultraviolet
Radiation intensity
Energy by
radiation
electroInfrared radiation Radiation intensity
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magnetic
radiation
The
environment
condition

Chemical

Dangerous and
harmful
chemicals

Dynamic and
stationary EM
radiation
Light
Microclimate

Flammability and
Explosibility

Toxicity and
Aggressiveness

Physical and
Dynamic
Exertion
Energy load
Static Exertion
Psychophysiolog
ical
Informational
Psychomotor
Load
Emotional and
Intellectual
Load
Biologica
l

Load caused by
the procedures
and work type
Informational
load
Monotony
Emotional load
Intellectual load

Electromagnetic radiation energy density
Electric field intensity
Magnetic field intensity
Light intensity
Lighting uniformity
Coefficient of natural light
Effective temperature
Degree of flammability
Shock sensitivity
Lower flammability limit
Upper flammability limit
Flammability interval
Ignition energy
Ignition temperature
Autoignition temperature
Concentration
The way they enter the body
Properties regarding the level of toxicity
and aggressiveness
Considerable participation of lower
extremities and body in labor
The mass of the load that is lifted and
carried
Moving in workspace influenced by the
technological process
Static exertion when handling load
Working posture
Frequent stereotypical movements
disappear
Shift work
Work with PPE (personal protective
equipment)
Requires high focus
High frequency of information/signals
Observing the production process with no
active participation/work
Responsibility for task completion
The amount of information and the
complexity of processes used for task
completion

Microorganis
ms

Bacteria
Viruses

Pathogenicity

Macroorganis
ms

Flora
Fauna

Toxicity, physical injuries etc.

Managing the system of safety in work environment
The application of a systemic approach presupposes that the unwanted events occur during the
interaction among system components, usually without stating a single cause or factor. Safety models
which are applied in industry and the models of chains of cause-effect events are typically directed
towards unsafe activities and conditions. The systemic approach to safety includes the identification of
system operations which might result in the occurrence of accidents and treats safety as a property which
originates from the interaction between the system components and the environment. This property is
defined by a set of limitations which relate to the behavior or functioning of the system components.
Accidents occur when the defined limitations are ignored or overstepped in the interaction between
components. Safety can thus be treated as a form of management.
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The management of the condition of the work environment system in a functional sense aims at
maintaining the stability of parameters, the change in the condition and system output. Management is
influenced by the relationship between structure, the degree of the technological process and other
qualities typical of system condition change processes.
Table 2. Input elements relevant to hazard assessment
The
application
Input
Characteristics of the state of inputs
of input
elements
The
Insufficiently protected parts which include movement; Free
application
movement of parts or matter; Movement of machines and
of means of
vehicles; Hazard of fire and explosion.
Means of labor
Labor
The
Electrical switches; Electrical installations/wiring; Command
application
devices; Electro-insulating equipment; The application of
of electrical
portable power tools; Electrical equipment as cause of fire;
devices
Power lines.
The
application
The presence of hazardous matter in the work environment; The
of substances application of flammable and explosive substances; Lack of
and
Oxygen (suffocation); The application of corrosive substances;
Reactive and unstable substances.
Object of hazardous
matter
Labor
The
application
The presence of microorganisms; The presence of exotoxins and
of biological endotoxins; Risk of infection, the presence of allergens.
agents
Electromagnetic radiation (warmth, light, X rays); Laser
The presence
radiation; Noise; Ultrasound; Vibrations; Hot substances and
of physical
materials; Cold substances and materials; Presence of
agents
compressed fluids.
Energy
Ambient
Inadequate and inappropriate lighting; Inadequate regulation of
conditions
temperature and humidity; Ventilation; Fumigation and pest
management; Lower visibility.
Dangerous surfaces (sharp edges, corners, harsh surfaces); Work
at altitude; Performing a task which involves untypical
movements or body posture; Limited workspace (working
Workspac Workplace
between two stationary elements); Workplace stability; The
e
condition
effect of wearing personal protective equipment on other aspects
of work; Technique and methods of work; Working in a limited
space.
Work process (continual work, shift work, night work); The
The
systems and regulations about the efficient performance of
Technolo organization organizational tasks; Material maintenance, including safety
of labor
equipment; Adequate measures in case of an accident or injury.
gical
The presence and influence of other people (workplace
Other
violence); Working with animals; Working in the conditions of
process
important
high or low air pressure; Unfavorable weather conditions; The
elements in
condition of the building where the work process takes place;
the work
Working in the vicinity of water or under water; Various
process
working locations.
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Persons
exposed to
risk
Man –
Operator
Workers
with higher
risks

Staff in charge of production, manufacture, distribution and
sales;
Staff from the support and logistics services; Freelance workers;
Students, pupils and interns; Office and Sales staff; Visitors;
Emergency services, Laboratory staff.
Staff with disabilities; Young workers and old workers; Pregnant
women, mothers and breastfeeding mothers; Staff lacking
qualifications and experience; Maintenance staff;
Immunocompromised workers, Workers suffering from chronic
conditions, such as bronchitis.

In line with the general scheme of system management, work environment system management can be
represented by a block diagram, as shown in Figure 3 where the general model of the management
mechanisms consists of:
1.Determining the aim function and the criteria in the form of quantitative and qualitative parameters
which determine system output (Fc). The aim function represents health protection, the preservation of
physical, mental and moral integrity of workers. The criteria are the allowed values of the output
parameters (noise, vibration, radiation etc.). The determining of aim function and the work environment
system criteria depends on the demands set. If we observe the task of aim achievement through the manner
and form of organization, then the organizational form of system safety criteria of the aim function will
be: accomplishing the plan, the implementation of normative measures etc. If we observe the achievement
of optimal measures of harmonization of means of labor, object of labor and environment with man, system
safety will be one of the criteria of the aim function;

Figure 3. The block diagram representing the work environment system
Fc- Aim function; Ki – Aim function criteria; Pi – Indicators in the system of transformation of matter,
energy and information; Xi - Input; Yi - Output; Iu – Input information defined by the criteria of the aim;
Ij – Information for the comparisons regarding system condition; OB – Processing of output parameter;
OD – Deciding, comparing information about system condition with input; Mu – Applying safety
measures by changing characteristics of the system input elements; Ml – The application of PPE; Mp –
The application of measures in the subsystem of energy, matter and information change; Zk – External
influences. Source: The Foundations of Safety Systems (Anđelković B., 2010).
2. Determining the indicators of system condition change P, whose systematization and processing
gives information Ij, relevant to the assessment of the condition;
3. Comparing the obtained information with the information regarding the allowed values of parameter
Iu. The comparison between the input and output sets the foundations necessary for the assessment of
system condition;
4. The application of appropriate safety measures to the system of projecting and planning safety
measures whose aim is to transform the condition and reset parameter values so that they stay within the
defined limits. This tuning of values can be done in one of the following ways:
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-by a direct influence on the subsystem of processes of changing the condition of flow of matter, energy
and information,
-by changing the characteristics of input,
-by introducing protective equipment (personal and collective).
In this process, man establishes his relationship with the environment in every temporal dimension of his
existence, because, as a biological being, he is forced to exchange matter, energy and information with his
environment in order to maintain his existence. This natural condition inherent to man causes him to perform
his work activities. In other words, man cannot survive if he does perform activities. The survival of man
influences a constant change in the conditions in a single temporal dimension. This constant change in the
existing conditions is effected deliberately by man, that is, based on the predefined mental construction of
the desired conditions and the ways they can be accomplished.
In that way, man not only created and constantly improved system components, for example, means of
labor, but also received their feedback. The feedback of system components has not always been
positive. Negative effect on man has become a notable subject of research in recent history of human
society.
In order to avoid the negative effects and consequences of work activity for human health, property and
natural resources, it is essential to maintain a certain level of system quality. System quality changes in
accordance with the changes in the conditions and the specificities of system existence.
In their existence, systems are exposed to the influence of numerous external and internal factors.
From the perspective of systemic analysis and systemic approach, the required system quality represents
a desired outcome of system functioning (desired conditions and/or behavior), while all variance from
the required quality are treated as unwanted i.e. as harm or loss. Losses can be various -the disturbance
of system performances, damage to goods, property, endangering safety and health of people,
disturbance of ecological balance, a low-quality or expensive product, a product which has not been
delivered on time etc. For these reasons, it is vital to conduct risk assessment and carry out appropriate
procedures.
Planning determines measure programs and tasks that need to be accomplished, while control compares
achieved results with the set goals, tasks and criteria. It reveals variations and causes which have led to
the variations. As internal and external influences and disturbances which cause variations appear as
time passes, an important aspect of control is not only to recognize and record the variations, but also to
provide continuous corrections which would show a clear direction towards the achievement of the
desired results. For this reason, it is essential to enable making decisions with mechanisms and
procedures which, based on information, lead to the improving and help eliminate the variations, which
helps achieve a complete process management and reach an acceptable, reasonable level or risk within
the system.
The integration of safety system is necessary in order to use the available resources better and more
efficiently. A hint at the importance of safety system integration has been given in numerous standards
which describe and/or are related to safety management. Among others, important standards describe
quality management, environmental protection, occupational safety and health, food safety, information
security and risk.
Various management systems in the organization which are treated as independent entities can present
obstacles to establishing an efficient system of safety. These include, for example, Quality Management
System QMS ISO 9001:2008, Environmental Management System EMS ISO 14001:2004;
Occupational Health and Safety Management System OHSMS OHSAS 18001:2008; Social
Responsibility Management System SRMS ISO 26000:2010; Security Management System, Risk
Management System RMS ISO 31000:2009 SMS ISO/PAS 28000:2007; Information Security
Management System ISMS ISO/IEC 27001:2005 and Dependability Management System DMS IEC
60300:2003.
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CONCLUSION

A system can be defined as an abstraction of real objects, phenomena and processes and is manifested
in various forms – material or abstract. A system is used to portray, explore and explain real objects,
phenomena and processes by employing material means of expression, as well as by signs and symbols,
creating a particular mathematical and logical abstraction of reality. Safety as a process is a constituent
part of quality, which enables the system to function within the limits of predefined conditions, with
acceptable, minimal losses due to the occurrence of unwanted events.
The application of the systemic approach reveals that the unwanted events occur in the interaction
between system elements, without stating a single cause or factor.
Models of safety which are applied in industry and the models of chains of cause-effect events are
usually directed towards unprotected and unsafe activities or conditions. The systemic approach to safety
presupposes the identification of system operations which can lead to the occurrence of accidents, and
treats safety as a special property which originates from the interaction between system elements and
the environment. This property is defined by a set of limitations which refer to the behavior or operating
of system elements. Accidents occur when defined limits regarding the interaction among elements are
overstepped or ignored. For this reason, safety can be treated as a form of management.
In order to avoid the negative consequences and effects that work activity can have on human health,
property, goods and natural resources, it is essential to maintain a certain level of system quality. System
quality changes in accordance with the changes in the conditions and the specificities of system
existence.
The integration of the safety system is necessary in order to use the available resources better and more
efficiently. A hint at the importance of safety system integration has been given in numerous standards
which describe and/or are related to safety management. Among others, important standards describe
quality management, environmental protection, occupational safety and health, food safety, information
security and risk.
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